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aphase which would be immoral, if it were
not so intensely farcial. Mr. Dexter (such

is-the name destined to a splendid renown)

the skirmish line, to sand, without the elec-

suostitute Finney,

"Golden Clin,
BY

ADDIE

——

I could not parry words that fell
From off, a bantering lip;
How dark my heart seemed when bad died
~ That sudden flash of wit!
The thought, sharp challenged, very dear,

Unto my heart had been;

;
2

That God doth draw to Him

A

The soul’s best treasure, as by chains

Impalpable and fine.—
* I only answered, He who moves
“Upon this heart of mine,

called the tragic side ofi student life. - Mr.
Dexter knows how Mr. Binney's: eye-glass
is occasionally used; consequently, before
announcing his text he does a little polishing upon that optical instrument, during
which he darts his furtive glance at the congregation, partly in an obsérvant and partly in" a threatening manner. Mr. Dexter
knows how Mr. Binney occasionally says
more by the significant motion of his hand
than could be said in so many words; consequently Mr, Dexter: finishes his introduction with a grotesque flourish of his hand and
completes the third head by extending his

And, hiddenvery deep,
Away among my precious things,
The simple fuith I keep.
A ehild’s low answer to the words

That flashed like burnished steel ;—
And yet, no better form of spee:h
Could after-thought reveal.
.

.

.
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*
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0 lily, thoughts that gladden me
Are trembling on thy lips;
The heart grows brighter that had known
A sudden, dark eiipee]

From thy deep &halice, dewy pearls
On chains of light do run,

first finger in the direction of the north-west

Drawn softly from the hidden d pths

angle

By WArm rays. of the sun,
"|

And yet T can not count one link
That God's own hand hath wrought,
Nor will I strive to analyze

meeting-house.

attitudenizing

Under

the. rural

this

hearers

often quail, because, ds they say, it leav es $0
{That's it, sir,’ said one
ne;

‘We know fine chains that draw to. God

*. Are hidden in His hand,

7

‘you see his

of his hearers

to

thoughts are too great for

words, and when that finger of his goes up,
you may be sure something is meant.” “You know that for a fact ?* said I.

Nor further question what we feel,
But can not understand.

Buffalo,
'N. Y.

‘Known it long enough, sir; in fact, we

A

for the Pulpit.

We recently noticed, in the

proper

col-

. umn, a werk by Dr. Parker, éntitled “Ad
Clerum;™ and commended it for -its-vigor;

freshness, courage, wholesome criticism and

timely suggestions and advice. We

have

been anxious to find room for liberal extracts fromr its more solid chapters, and
hope to do that still; but we present here
and now a couple of extracts that show
how keen and yet how genial its sutire may
be when dealing with those foibles that are
by no means very

of the

graphic

| much to be understood.

This sweet, yet subtle thought.

Criticism

unnaturalness,—

dom, —in fact to present, without undue o0stentation, a bird’s-eye view of what may be

And quickens it to prayer or praise;

Ld

of

feels himself called upon to attempt a reproduction of Mr. Binney for the advantage
of his rural congregation. Mr. Dexter is
Mr. Binney upon a miniature indeed!
Though Mr. Dexter's sight is as good as
yours, he thinks it_part of his vocation to
use an eye-glass set-in a gold frame’; said
eye-glass is thought not only to give a
knowing look to young preachers, but to
convey a profound impression about late
hours, deep studies, and ministerial martyr-

STOUT.

Yet still not one for argument,

acquaintance of mine exhibits

quite a different phase

22, 1871.

EAE
’

Beecher, we

_

“Another
Manos

Bushnell or

shall hit the®case of not a few Amdrican
imitators:

WEDNESDAY,

uncommon

in the pulpit.

Here is something touching a false kind
earnestness: ;

life's varied

of

" “The Dental method of earnestness ‘goes
a long way with people who keep their
eyes shut. The Rev. Mr. Osted was an
eminent example of this method some
twenty years ago. That active and most

have all known it. Why, there’ 8 my little
boy, only five years old, gets on the table
and mimics Mr. Dexter to perfection.’
‘And you really. think that such gestures
do good, do you? TI inquired.
“They do good in this way; sir, you See
he answered: ‘they set people a-thinking:
our people’began a-saying to one anothicr,
now whatever did Mr. Dexter mean when.
"he shot out his hand in that way, so sharp

and sudden fike? “And then one says one
thing, and another says another, and so
they keep coming and coming and watching and watching, d’ye

see?’

‘Then Mr. Dexter does that sort of thing
pretty regularly, does he?’
‘Every Sunday,

sir; it wouldn't

be

like

Sunday if he didn’t do it; my word, but
sometimes he does come out with jerks and.
twitches that are capital ; he appears to lay
his hand upon something, and clutches -it

as if he would never Tet go !"

garrulous- man never, to the best of my ., Thus Mr, Dexter caricatures and debases
the original. He forgets that what may be
belief, - spoke one word from his < heart;

and this i8 saying a good dedl, for the

natural in Mr. Binney, with his lofty stature

tric touch of elbows, to feel the rallying
support of our own manhood only, to rely
on none save the soul within and the God
above.

Otherwise,

we

become

not men.

We are only squads and groups, regiments
and brigades; justso high; just so clothed,
and

moving as

automata

at

somebody's

‘command,
and our versatile mother, Nature,
who shows

her exuberant

wit in outer life,

here, where her material is so grand and
her manipulating might yield ~ so rare perfectness, is outwitted and dully repeats
herself: Go through a city, and getup a
volume of biographies of representative
men.
What do they represent? Great,
original, independent manhoods, broad as
the earth and lofty ag the stars, a-glow and
throbbing with the pulses of the "life that
beats in unison with that of the great Spirit
whence they have their being ? Not sos
buf, the gaunt following = of the crampings
of society and creeds ‘and schools ; men’s
ways, whims, preseribings, limits. ‘ No
greater men are now than ever were, nor
can all the science, = art, religion and philosophy of the nineteenth centuly avail to edu-

cate greater men

than “Plutarch’s

heroes,

three or four and twenty centuries ago.
It is only as a may, puts off from himself all
external support and stands alone, thie L
see him to be strong and to” prevail ;”. his
naked, unsupported manhood, that Is the
coveted Archimedean standpoint from which
to heave the world.
BOATING, AND HOW TO ROW.

In everything

we

rely.

Itis

not our-

selvesy-but the things we lean on, that we
push to the front—books, laws, police, prop-

erty, opinion, fashion, custom, church, ancestry, party.

Everywhere

we. dre

ab-

sorbéd, not assertant.
The one word echoes
round the world, and like the British drum-

beat, ‘salutes the rising and the setting sun,
But God made no man for an echo. That
is but concussion and rebound of air. = Shall
man’s immortality shut itself up in that?
It is but-an-emptiness of wind. Let us Bay
out, live out what God put in us, though
men make sour faces and the skies fall; let
us be sure of his hand,

and

drop

the man

£lasp that bitesas a fetter. It is the only
way to become men, for generations to
grow, for the race to ripen. In all currents, all storms, all

darkness,

all desoair,

‘ paddle your own
canoe.” Other men
may paddie theirs well enough, but enly

yourself can kiiow shallows and

deeps un-

der your own keel; only yourself can shoot
rapids and fallyin your own course; only
your own paddle is tough enough for your
own

emergence,

Don’t

let

any

scenes,

changes,

one else

pull you ; don't pull any one's else stroke;
or because this one gives two strokes on

der.

Be always

ready

ahd

wit of words.
the

man must pat company
must accept its frown,

would

with

be a

be true,

and in that truth find amend for all loss and
power for all occasion. You must grow
from this tendensy to lean, to

form.
follow
you.
satisfy
out of

echo, to con-

You must rally and confide in add
the‘instinet and anthority God gives
* Most natures are insolvent, can not
their own wants, have an ambition
all proportion.to their practical force,

but nevera: who know nothing of his wonderful insight nal ights of« heaven shall echo and re-echo

ing American nation, for their sincere and

in lan-

disinterested sympathy for our country, and
for their efficient co-operation, we heartily
pray that Greece may very soon be able to

perfect in its Kind,
distinct meanings;

make a practical response to, their Sanguine.
show herself worthy of - their manifold
rifices on her behalf.

sets.of words, and in the surprise which that
relation excites, the pleasure of a pun consists.

Miss Hamilton, in her book on Edu-

cation, mentions
very neglectful,
brought

to

read

A

the instance of a boy so
that he never could be
the word

patriarchs;

The following

but|

[3

The Gains of War.
This question is often answered by the illogical process which assumes that whatever benefit follows a war is caused by it.
It is, perhaps, too early to consider the
question ir. respect to the great European

But some considerations

bearing upon it are well put by the London
Times:
Wher the war i over at last, and the
sympathies and animosities kindled- ‘by |it

confidence

of nations, in the

stability of public law, never can be known
—much less stated in words or figures.
Nor is it true, in any

rational

sense,

that

all this loss has been caused by what is
loosely called a political necessity. . To assert, in effect,that ations,-Jike wild
heasts,
can not reconcile their conflicting interests,
or even settle the order of theif relative
precedence, without tearing each other to
pieces till the weaker yields out of sheer
exhaustion, is not only to belie the aspirations’; but to insult the

actual

civilization,

of Europe. Whatever has been lost by
the war has
lost * gratuitously and
in vain, since it might have, been saved
by a simple resort to friendly mediation.
But has nothing béen gained by way of
compensation—is there no permanent benefit, of which it can be said that, but for the

war, mankind could not have

obtained it?

It is humiliating to feel that such a question
should not admit ofa decisive answer, and
yet what answer can be given ? The nity
of Germany has been consolidated by the
war; but a tenth part. of the resolution

shownby Germon patriots in slaughtering
the French would have broken, down all
dynastic ‘or constitutional . obstacles to a
restoration of thé German Empire. The
hollow and corrupt system of Imperialism
in Franee has been swept away; but this
a few thowsind ‘French citizens shown as
much spirit in resisting
its abuses as hundpeds of thousands have shown in serving
against the invader. The war can not fair-

ly be credited with either of these results,
have been realized,

be, for

without

they might
bloodshed, at

the will of the German and French peoples.
It has not,

however,

been

wholly

barren

of good, if it has‘ impressed - afresh on the
minds of rulers and nations the awful responsibility of rousing warlike passifns, the
utter. impotence, of conyentional rules to
control them, the

ing invasions, like

of honor.

hopelessness of

regulat-

tournaments, by a code

sharp

inci-

not having a cent to pay for'them, he pro-ceeded fo a series of maneuvers to raise the:

rhino. Finding a cow in a stable;hé brought

a butcher to look at the animal, who agreed
to take her at a stipulated price, paying part
down

got his friend, the butcher, to become secur-

ity for the balance, and took hi clothes and
cleared out.. The oddity of the situation is
amusing. He did not steal the. cow, nor ..
did he deliver her to the butcher, . He did
not get the goods under false pretenses, for
the butcher became voluntary security for
the payment of the suit, and he did n'tYo.
snyshing else.

must not be deceived by them; it is a radically bad race of wit. By unremitting persecution it has been at last got under, and
driveninto cloisters—from whence it must
never again be suffered to emerge into the
light of the world.—Sidney Smith.

dead.

It is the most productive when its place
knows it no more. There is no timber like
it. Firm in the grain, and capable of the
finest polish, the tooth of no insect will touch
it,-and Time himself can hardly destroy it.
Diffusing a perpetual fragrance through the

Mr. Sumper’s removal has been the theme

of the week, which is viewed by different
men in different lights.

The best sense of

the country seems inclined to denounce the
movement, while Mr. S. himself goes
quietly about his business, evidently: satis--

not

corrode the book which it protects, nor.the
fied that the action will return some time to
moth corrupt the garment which it geards;
trouble those who have precipitated if. He
all but immortal itself, it transfuses its.
is in constant receipt of sympathizing let-amaranthine qualities to the-objects around
ters and telegrams. ——Governor Clayton, .
it. - Every Christian is useful in his life, but
whom Arkansas recently tried to impeach, .
the goodly cedars are the most useful afterhas conquered all his foes, and is swimming:
ward. Luther is dead, but the Reformation
on the high tid® of public favor. His Lieu-lives.
Knox, Melville and Henderson are
tenant has unexpectedly resigned, and left
dead, but Scotland still retains a Sabbath
him sole master of the situation. As the
and a Christian’ peasdntry, a Bible in every
chief trouble was between these two, it is ’
house, and a school in every parish.
Bunyan is dead, but his bright spirit still walks hoped that the resignation has settled it..
,—St. Patrick’s day in the morning, and
the earth in its ‘‘Pilgrim’s Progress.” Baxter is dead, but souls are quickened by the evening too, as well as all day, was cele“Saint’s Rest.”
Cowper is dead, but thé brated on the 17th in all the cities. .There

‘golden apples” are still as fresh as when were grand processions, cheering music; ,
newly gatheredin the ‘silver basket” of the | imposing ceremonies, displays of dashing
Olney Hymns. Eliot is dead ,bi the mission- uniforms, celebrations of high mass, drunk-ary enterprise is “young:~ Henry Martyn is en carousals, fancy balls, and all the acdead, but.yho can count the apostolic spirits companiments of a genuine Irish festival..
|, who; phenix-like, havé
started from the ——The surface of Spanish affairs is again:
"frineral-pile ? Howard is dead, but modern upheaved by political dissensions, and seriphilanthropy is only commencing its career. ous trouble is anticipated. At Alicante an
Raikes is dead, but the Sabbath schools go armed mob fired upon the mayor, and some
lives were lost. Fa the elections the oppo~
on.—Rev. F. Hamiltoy.

gition are triumphing, and owing tothe °
disturbed state of the country the King's
| tripto meet the Queen was deferred.

Mrs. Howe in Athens.
We find the following moticg

of dor ife

of Dr... G. Howe in the Sta¥of the East,
an Athenian paper, under date July 20:
The accomplished and gifted" poetess,
Mis. J. W. Howe, a lady distinguished for
the variety of her attainments in philoso”
phy, history, antiquities” and belles-letires,
gave recently a delightful intellectual entertainment

to her fellow

countrymen

here,

and toa select company of our own.citizens,
Last Tuesday
evening, about 7
o'clock, she went up to the "Acropolis, and
read to them, in the Parthenon, various ex«

the most celebrated English
poets, , antl also some of her own unpublished poems. The tones of her voice, and the
charm.of her elocution, combined with the
enthusiasm inspired by the memories of

The agrarian outrages in Ireland are gradually assuming a more threatening and se-~
riouscharacter. A landlord and his servants
were recently shot in Mayo County, and it
is apprehended that further outrages may
oceur.——In the House of Lords last week,

Earl Granville announced that the conference of the powers on the Fastdrn question
had closed and that a treaty had been signed
at the foreign office abrogating

the

restric-

tions on the admission of foreign men-of-war:
into the Dardanelles and Bosphorus. The
Porte in times of peace may admit into these
waters the naval vessels of friendly” pow-ers,whenever needed to enforce the treaty 7
of 1856. The Danubian commission is pro-longed for twelve years.
The protocol ex-pressly declares that no power can relieve

itsglf of the obligations of a treaty without

that sacred place, produced a thrilling and

the consent

of all the signatories.——An.
magical effect; and the hearers were so en- Anti-German league has been formed in.
raptured that ‘they repeatedly greeted with Paris; and Favre has issued an order ex-bursts of applause her wonderful power of pelling ill Germans from the city. {Conses-'
expression, About 9 o’clock this delightful quently Bismarck has stopped the departure
soirée closed, and ‘those: who had been so of German troops until the decree is- abro-,
happy as to partieipate in it returned to gated. Kaiser William is on his way to
erlin, detained occasionally by sickness,
their homes, delighted with the, enjoy ment.
but Gsually receiving a griind ovation along
of the evening.
Last Friday evening at the house of Mrs. the whole route. Rochefort is vepotted

Hill, Mrs: Howe read to a select audience

positively dead, but as Marshal MeMahon,

ah unpublished philosophical essay; worthy

who was killed at Sedan, has just appeared
at Wiesbaden, we may expect to hear from

of the writer's genius and culture. Those
who heard it admired n6t only the sublimity of

the ideas,

but

also.

the

solidity

of

Rochefort hereafter in a similar way.—"
Dr. Nelaton,

&
«

a,

There was a spasmodic attempt at revenue -

late physician to Napoleon,
thought, force of expression and beauty of has received an imperative summons to prostyle. This honored lady loves Greece with ceerat: onee to Wilhelmshihe, ‘where he
all her heart cand soul; she has earnestly will perform an operation upon-the impenial
and carefully studied its condition, and the person. Napoleon is suffering from his old
elements of its future greatness; she has malady, and will b3 unable to travel until
.becn blessed with the rare endowments of ‘the effect of the operation to be performed
genius, sound judgment, learning, pure has been overcome. The latter is now. on
m, and the sense of the. beauti- the wayto Germany. w=
philhellenis
ly but, if it had been laid to heart, the war *
~
9

An

reform in the House last week, by which:
the duties on salt and coal were repealed, as
well as those on tea and’ coffee. Enough
other repeals were voted so that, if the Sen-ate concurs, that one.day’s doings will de-crease the revenue nearly $18,000,000.—

yet Living.

will

\

Events of the Week.

‘—

chambers which it ceils, the-worm

till the next

son took this money and applied it on his
suit, but as it did not pay for them, the
merchant would not let them go. He then

for a moment, to redeem-its species; but we

The cedar is the most useful when

and leaving the animal

day, when she was to be delivered. , Samp-

bad repute,and they ought to be. The wit of
language is so miserably inferior to the wit
of ideas, that it is very deservedly driven
out of good company.
Sometimes, indeed,
a pun makes its appearence, which seems,

Dead,

p

‘He bought a suit of clothes of Jackson, but

tained in the same phrase: for to make

This is a lesson which had been tracts from

so thoroughly Jearntin wars of Napoleon,
that Western Europe enjoyed an unbroken
peace of nearly forty ‘years; but it had

and

one of the sharpest and most amusing transactions we have heard of for a long time..

game of the patriarchs is to laugh gt them ;
or to make game of them, is, by a very ex-

system would have crumbled long’ ago, had

beneficent as they may

amusing

big instrument in the Reform School band”
last winter, was recently discharged from
the institution, but is again under arrest for-

mere piece of negligence, for it appeared to
him that the boy, in calling them partridges, was making game of the patriarchs.
Now, here are two distinct meanings con-

have subsided, we shall begin to ask our
selves calthly what ,the world has gained
by it. What has been lost in blood, in
treasure,in the happiness of domestic life,
in the mutual

Negro.

Sampson, the colored boy who played the

partridges. - A friend of the writer observed
to her that it could hardly be considered a

ually.” Out upon it all! Be shine or shade, travagant and laughable sort of ignorance
SOITOW OF jOY, reverse or Success, compan- of words, to rank them among pheasants,
ionship or solitude, the world’s applause or" partridges, and ‘other such delicacies, which
blame, your lot, let the great sustaining the law takes under its protection, and calls
guide and power be within you, and it will ‘game ; and the whole pleasure derived from
not be possible for man or circumstance to this pun. consists in the sudden discovery
hold you in defeat; "Things témporal thay that two such different meanings are referabe against you, but for you the thins eters ble to one form of expression. I have very
nal !
little to say about puns; they are in very

war now ended.

Sharp

aes

whenever hé met with it, he pronounced it dent is related by a Lansing, Mich., paper : -

and so are become timorous whimperers,
and do lean and beg, day and night, contin-

~ on the gea-shore, innumerable. He could
have preached four times ‘not only on Sun-

room every day for a month,

sudden discovery of relations

the one common and obvious; the other,
more remote ; and in the notice which the

and beaming countenance (a countenance one side and three on the other, imagine
of rare dignity and expressiveness), may be ‘that yoibest win your way. Know your- well-nigh been forgotten, and neither the
absurdly grotesque in any body else, and self, your paddle and-~ your canoe; and Russian war, nor the Italian war, nor the
day, but on every day of the week; and especially absurd in a man little more than then, in God's name, pull for the beacon German war of 1866, had sufficed to revive
Be no- it. There vas an idea abroad- that war,
could have visited all sorts of ‘people be- five feet high, with a face that was intended light which heads the stream!
tween the services, withont 80 much, as to adorn a very small haberdashy establish- body’s man.
Follow
nobody's
wake: though not abandoned, might be reduced
drivers: say, as having one turned hair. ment, in a very small back street, ina very Make your own, clean, broad, sparkling to an affair of armies and fleets, divested
Never a word came from beyond his teeth. small market town,
cu in the untracked waters, Pull nobody's of its ugliest features, and .more attractive
With a sorupulous equity, ‘worthy of a bet“Why, they tell me,’ said one of his ad- stroke; sit calm; . watch
narrowly; be than ever to poets ‘and historians. Let us
ter cause, Mr. Osted spoke in the same key, ‘miring hearers, ‘that “our Mr, Dexter is alert; mind eddy’ and current; keep tlié hope that such delusions have been effectuwhether at a wedding’ or a funeral, and, very like the great Binney.!
head well on; and with stream or against ally dispelled, at least for one genetation.
‘Indeéd,’ said 1; ‘did you ever see the stream, a8 the case may be, paddle your No campaigns have ever been so faithfully
with an impartiality tiuly severe, accosted
age and infancy with the same monotonous: great Binney ©"
:
way. And so sure as God is God, and man and graphically described as those of 1870—
. civility.
Words! Why, sir; they’ nev‘Oh no; no; but them as has seen him is man, shall you shoot into the broad, “4 ; never have the romantic. pomp and eirer failed; when the apostle safd “whether has told ie 80 more than once.’
penceful-haven whith broadens out.under cumstance of *¢ glorious” war been so ruththere be tongues they shall cease,’ he.did
‘In what way, then, 1 fiquiied. ‘is "Mr, the, burning beacon's blaze that crowns the lessly stripped off, or the naked and hidenot know that Mr. Osted was among the Dexter thought to be like Mr:-Binney ?’
headland.
Not in an eight-oared barge, ous reality so persistently dragged to light
blessings of the future, though he might
‘Why, in his way o’ going on, a pointing:w rith aceutately feathered oars, ‘a uniformed Full justice has been ‘done to strategy as
have suspected this fact when he Predicted, and a twitching, und such like.’
and
disciplined
crew; yourself nicely consummate and deeds of arms as heroic as
that ‘knowledge shall vanish away." You
Such is the penalty of popularity ! Dogs “dressed and daintily Iving-in the cushioned “any recorded in military history, but. the
- have seen a hailstorm? Yes, but, no hail- paint themselves: tawny, and then sit up for! stern, ard you in life to make the voyage of* exact price to be paid for the display of
storm was ever a match for Mr. Osted’s lions; dwarfs buy high-heeled boots, and life, but with stripped coat, and rolled these qualities is now known as it was
tongue; and yet never a word .came from | give themselves out as giants, There are. sleeve, and: swelling muscle, and shining never known before. The belligerents
beyond "his tooth" 1 have seen him in a sick many who imitate Mr. Binney's: mannerism face, paddle your own’ canoe, and the eter- have, indeed, bought their experience dear-

words which he spoke were as the sand up-

to the whole magnanimous and liberty-lov-

consist in

' mind takes of the relation between these two | expectations in regard to her, and

the world,

to himself

They are exactly the same

guage. A pun, tobe
should contain two

self-reliant.

Whoso

They are, Ibe-

to words that wit is to ideas, and

¢¢ Nothing is at last sacred but the integrity

of your gwn - mind.”

with her illustrious and revered husband}.
will continue to exert herself with tongue
and pen for the good of Greece. Prefoundly grateful to this esteemed family, to the:
honored company of true philhellenes, and’

Puns.

~~

I have mentioned puns.

duties, you

play the man part and win the man’s award.
Don’t wait for help, or ask for a start, or
expect to be tided over this and that! In
good heart take yourself in your own keeping, and do with all your abilities what the

fil gifts which nature Destows: pon; bot.
few of her children, —and we doubt not that,
as heretofore, so also in ‘the future, she,

of humat
:

lieve, what I have denominated them—the

amid

{ old hero bid his soldiersdo with their pow-

It encourages no setvility.

It is not a mold to run one in, but a buffet
to stir the best that one has. Lives of fnen
are to remind us to make our own lives
sublime, not cramp them by copying any
sublimity
of others.
Our sublime is
achieved by fidelity to self, to the God-gift.
In. the column of attack, solidity, steadipess, success demand that every man cover
his file leader ; that is needed to victory as in
the holiday parade of perfect drill. But in
the great life-battle we needto scatter to

The author thus, illustrates the disposition of some ministers to imitate the style
and manners of distinguished preachers,and
if for Binney in the following extract, we

1

own excrtions, not whether you starve your

serves a wide hearing and following. Here
are some of ‘his words:
’
SCATTER TO THE SKIRMISH LINE.
The vice of our civ il|. Be nobody's man.
ization is not merely that'of following
the
average current
fenptiment and demand,
but that it leads nisg
to dare no broader
manhood. I believf in
_example—that it
teaches great things
encourages manhood. But example is rather for stimulus

than imitation.

PART..

bodiss merely, but wheéther, in. and

Chairman, I riseto order,” ‘Mr. Ch erirman,
Rev. J. F. W. Ware, who takes for his mot1 do contend,’ ‘Mr. Chairman, I must be to that not very polished but forcible maxallowed to explain,’ *Mr. Chairman, I beg
im,—* Paddle your own Canoe.” He speaks
to move as an amendment; and by this | chiefly to young men, and hi§ counsel de-

fussy and meddlesome method of interrupt-

MAN

Young men! Yo have your own way to
maké in the world, and it depends on your

too,

tion that Mr. Osted was a legislator; but
for moving amendments, seconding resolutions, suggesting expedients, nominating
Mdeputations,
and pestering secretaries, he
"Phe courts have decided that-refusingto take
Bcd
aud periodicals from- the
S-otios, or’ pwas generally acknowledged not to, have an
rémo
and leaving them uncalled.
for, is ‘prima
&¥ When
on moneys sont

PLAY THE

old hats, and them boldly challenge the
ministerial reputation.”
mittees; so great that he could wear out the " world : to touch their
ding
iw

NEWSPAPER DECISIONS. 1. Any
n who takes a news spapet regularly
from the post-office—whether directed
to his name or
another's, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
FOpo ile for the payment.
If a person orders his
paper discontinued, he
wheat ed all arrearages, or the publisher may consend it uot] jay ment is made, and collect the
tinue
ee amount, whether the paperis taken from the
sor not.

facie evi

angels believe in the canoe !

Yes, that is -their trick.

You have heard of maiden, ladies who have
lived by themselves in lonely Houses, setting a number of men's hats upon the hall
tables at night, so as to give any intruder
the notion that the house was full of burly
defenders: even so do the Mr. Dexters of
the pulpit; they borrow all Mr. Binney’s

we

+

cross the goal | can not have boon a pure: waste
:
eight-oar but suffering,
the
for
be
may
braves
Man’s

Somewhat of a bigot; he was great on comstrongest of his rivals,

——

with angel-plandits as you

and spirituality; they think that when they
| have borrowed his hat, they have also bor-

-He was a very earnest man, was Mr. Os-
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He is

ANECDOTES OF ELD. RANDALL,

exe, in the pulpit, in |

fill the; vacancy creatéd

hewe., I was with?

The Christian and ministerial life of the’ him in his last hours, and his death-chamber
funder.of our denomination was noted for
great uniformity of zeal,spiritaality,heavenly-mindedness and faithfulness. “There were

seemed

and

His dress was
neat.

He

he replied:
nobler

neatness and-orslovenliness,

strangers. Sometimes
would nearly stop his.
*“ How do you do, little
- the Saviour?” We have

had

What

can be left by any one than

the

large

atidience,

constituting a

‘died, Mrs. Stamm and three dear

little

Shildren accompanied his lifeless body to
their early home and buried it, after services there,

in

Pa.

Staram

Mrs.

the cemetery at Mount Joy,

and

the children are at

Mount Joy at the home of Rev. J. Stamm,
and we believe that many prayers will as-

cend that the promises to the widow and
fatherless may be verified to them.
Prof. Stamm was one who remembered
the _injunction to provide for one’s household, and not having a competence, he,
while .in health had his life insured, and no
doubt the performance of that most unself-

was once

ish
his
had
in

His power of reaching wanderers from the

that of any one of

act was a source of comfort to him in
last hours. Brother Stamm and myself
made arrangements to visit Salem, Neb,,
Jan. to see*Prof. Dunn and other breth-

whom we ever heard. He did not dwell
upon their faults so much as upon the value
of their souls and the great interest coneerned. He would say,—‘‘ My precious

ren and Revs. Smith and Curtis in N. Kansas, to consolt as ‘to means and measures

friend, whom I have loved for Christ's sake,

poses but God disposcs, and now the question arises: Whom will the Lord raise
up to
take. the vacant place? May the mantle of
our lamented brother fall upon some one,
is our prayer.
We are having a revival of religion here

= 1 longifor -your return.

for the more complete organization of those
of our faith in this field ; but, alas,man pro-

Do, O do return to

“God again, I beg you, I entreat you, I pray
You, repent and do your first work.”
In Maine,

at one

‘time, he

was severely

ill. Partially recovering, he expressed his
contentment
with his lot. A pfeacher who

now.

was present informed us, years after, that - ~ Centralia, Kansas.
Randall said,—* I am always just well

enough and just sick enough; always poor
enough and rich enough. On the whole,
F think I am ahout as happy as any one |
living.”

No minister was more faithful to those in
the ministry. At a Yearly Meeting in Gorham, Me., as we had it from the late Eld.
.Clement Phinney, ‘soon after assembling
and about to engage in

the Y. M. business,

eonverts began to tell of a Saviour'’s love
. and praise God.

all.

Randall's heart vibratedto

He was down

among

them

hearing

and receiving every word and responding,

= Amen!” ‘ Bless the Lord!”

When there

was a cessation,

some of the

he turned to

preachers who had taken
said,—

My

brethren,

higher

you

seats and

are

too high.

We have had a good time down'herg. 1
beseech you, my brethren, be lowly.”
At a Quarterly Meeting in Somersworth,
. N. H.,near what is now Great Falls Village,

in Aug., 1805, Eld. Elias Smith
ent.

The session

was held

was pres-

inthe

orchard

‘of a Brother Baker. Eld. Smith in those
+ days appeared well engaged in"the work of
God. = While reports were being made
“from the churches, much of the divine pres-

*

I can say

bodyof mourpers, weeping that » good man

passing them he
horse and say,—
folks ? do you love
heard the late Eld.

than

legacy

tional,

* addressed in that way, and how seriously it
impressed him.
fold was greater

am very weak;

in by clergymenof three ‘denominations,
Church of Gpd, F. Baptist and Congrega-

and

they were

Place, of Strafford, relate that he

“I

neral services here, which were participated

what Paul’ calls *‘ unseemly.” - His house,
fitted up by himself or under his direction,
was modest, but every thing “Was in place.
A door<yard was in front,enclosed by a fence
"of unpainted boards. A.grand-child informs
us, ifa stick or stong.was left in it'by the
children, he would $oon remove it.
"He was very affable towards all he met.
In his journeys abroad he bowed to all
whom he saw on the way, and took particular notice of children, ' although

asked if he

the record of so noble a life as his ? Just
before he breathed his last he said: “Take
me home and bury me among the green
hills of Pennslyvania, there to rest till the
morning of the resurrection.” After fu-

plain, but’ convenient

abhorred

When

little now, I can-only leave my life.”

strict propriety, gentleness, meekness and
© the graces of a Christian in all he did.
Striking anecdotes of him are not many.
‘We have gathered a’ few original ones,
‘which help show the spirit and character of
this servant of the Lord Jesus. - | °
He was remarkable for

sacred,

wished to leave any messages to his friends,

no eccentricities, natural or unnatural, but

der.

alynost

ence was

felt, and

Eld.

Smith

moved hy the emotions

felt.

was much

Eld. Randall

said,~-* Brother Smith, ‘speak £8y if you

-, L. C. PrEsTON.

0

As the practice of rpising money for
church purposes by levees is growing fast in
our denomination, the question arises, Is it
right? or is it wrong? Is it calculated to
promote our spritnal interests and save |

souls ? If right, let us sustain them.

but because ye are not of the world but I
have chosen you out of the world, therefore
the world hateth you?
Again he says:
“Come out of her.my people, that ye be not
partakers .of ‘her sins, that ye receive 1Gt
of her plagues;” and Pau! says,—*‘Be not
to

this

world,

but be ye trans:

formed by the renewing of the mind, that
ye may prove what is that good and acceptable and perfect will of God.”
In

the

face of such-plain declarations as

these, can we unite with the ungodly. inreligious gambling, by means of Guess Cakes,
Grab Bags, Fish Ponds, and the like?
this be coming out from the world?

"Can
Oris

it conforming to this world ? The British
Provincial Bishop of Fredrickton is report-

the means?
'

Since
Star,

my

ey for repairing the churches of St.Peter aud

las} letter from Kansas to the

many events have occurred.of various

~ opr dear brother, Prof, J. S. Stamm.

He

‘eate to Centralia, Kansas, four years ago,

to take charge of Centralia College, and

7” ‘while here, was actively engaged in labor,
in the capacity of preacher, teacher, and,

during the past two years, filled the office
af Supt. of Public Instruction to the entire
satisfaction

of all qualified to judge of his

efforts.
His term

:
.
of office "hud nearly expired at

thé time

of his death,

arrangements

and, enkgis

to

and

devote

he had made

hs

entire. time

efal with us, he Teft the “Church of

8 virtually saying, —*There is not’
e enough between our views to jus

reaping apart, let us becom®

the

some respect in selling his Masterto aid the
liver himself from their hands as he had at

other times.

But our blessed Lord has

avd drive them all out, and say, Take these
From
a biographical sketch in | things
hence?
But we are men of like
Ohtlreh Advocate of Jan. 25, we clip passions, and have the world, flesh and
bing items:
devil to meet:
But remember that our
tamam,A. M.,s0n of Rev. J.Stamm,

divine Master has passed through the same
Soy; gradgated from Dickinson Col--} before’
us. 'Sée the world and its glory of-"

lege, Carlisle,

Pa., with honors. Before

{3}

leaving for Kansas
he preached at several of

the more ‘important stations of the church
in Pa. He wont to Kansas to preach and

teach early in 1867, and died Jon. 4th, 1871.

fered him if he would only fall down and
‘worship! “Bt he

saitt,—*Got the# behind

me Satan,” Christ has triumphed over aif,
and’ so may we" if we do not strike hands

It seems that his time was well improved with the wicked. Can it be that these
beforehe came here, and during the four | things have been carried so far that even
the Judge of our Supreme Court decides
that it is a crime in the sight of law ?

though

he died just be-

completion of Lis 85d,year,yet,
i

life t]

instead
of years, his

hreescoro

an

ad,

0st

l

and ten: He was a,
y

or culture

ety, and was

ren
i

gid
EEE

devil's’ clogk is ever

too fast or tod

dry, they ‘are none

puictual and exact.” They

mean,

of some

caster Co., a sparsely settled portion of the
state, he fulfilled to the letter the exhortation of Paul to his Roman bréthren - to be

seen any of the family before.” Their attention was directed to me, by my sending
which they learned twasead—thcy were very

often remarked, that young men going into
theological studies are apt to lose ground
visibly, to the griefof many friends, in their
piety. They pass into a sphere where

choice

scheme and system

little faith

in

their

*

yapdwell. 2ILELTI()
WF
ow. -8chool . is- over, and we bid each

other

faithfulness,

Good-bye

for

another week,

but

picture with its’ lights and shadows
which,
if they had it but
as a grain of mus- the’
remains fresh upon my mind, though the
preparing
to
return;
the
man
followed
me’
tard
seed;
would
kindle
at
le
an
observa|
after oluluiessed with the duty
figures have passed out to help form other
!
d
:
groups. . So our Sabbaths come and go, and
‘of giving himself wholly to the work, the out and said,*‘ Mr. H., I don't know that ble fire.
To give one illustration more=ff§t often we hasten on to the eternal Sabbath. God
impression increasing in force. With such we ought to have called on you, but it did
nt we may all bave our lessons well
happend that a disciple thinks to
stéfdy and
feelings as only those who lave passed not seem that we could bur
earned for the Great Teacher.—Evangelist.
out
you.
Now
I
want
to
pay
Youy
as
you
fortify
hig
faith
by
a
more
practiced
‘investi.
through such an ordeal can realize or debé
gation and deeper, studies in matters of
scribe, he resistad these impressions many have had such a hard time,
Maxe Use or ME. The teacher's “heart
nothing-but
some
potatoes,
and
you shall opinion. Anditis not to be denied that was sad, and as she turned. away from her
years, - At last, yielding to his Master's
call, he applied himself diligently to a have all you want of them.” I confess my certain benefits may thus be gained. But little class, they did not see the tears which
eyes filled with tears, as I told him not to the difficultyis that when h®é géts occupied were in her eyes, They had seemed so
préparation for the work.
think
of compensation for a moment. It in questions of the understanding he is like- careless and indifferent, though she had
In the spring of 1867 he received license,
to them from the place of prayer, and
|
was
my
greatest desire to go where I could ly to be engrossed by them and seek his gone
at Litchfield, to preach the gospel.
with a heart aglow with lové
for them and
In Aug., 1868, he came to Nebraska, do any good ; and, with a few words of com- light in them, having it no more by faith at for their souls. All the week the lines of
seeking a new field of labor, physically and fort, I left with my heart warmed for the all, Then, of course, he is down upon the the sweet hymn had heen running through
Sa
i
spiritually. Selecting ahomestead in Lan- long cold journey before me. 1-had never levels of mere Nature, Hence the fact so her mind:

diligent

in business, fervent in spirit,

serv-

ing the Lord.

Finding

:

several F. Baptists,

their little boys a couple of books,

he gath-

ered them together, to whom, with others,
he preached the word with dcceptahce.
Last June, a church of 17 inembers was
organized through his instrumentality, and
he was at that time ordained to the work of
the gospel ministry. He was immediately
chosen pastor. Taithfully and mést satisfactorily he served his brethren until called

of

them,

and

‘“preacher-books,” and

called

from

them

the one

their

that the hour named was not mine. It .belonged to my people. Could the time not

expressing the

emotion of theif hearts. : He seemedso well
adapted tothe work of a pioneer,and had his

arrangements so nearly completed to give
his whole time to the work, that much good

was anticipated from his labors.

;

A complication of diseases made his sufferings in his last sickness exceedingly sesubmission to the will of God. The only
expression that seemed like clinging at all
to earth was,—** It seems hard to die just
as I have got ready for usefulness; but the

Lord's willbe done.”

His

seemed to be

church.

for

the

chief anxiety
He said;

“ Tell them to be united in their efforts for
the cause of Christ.”

His favdrite hymn,—

“ Jesus, lover of my soul,” &ec.,

The sang repeatedly,

and often called upon

his friends to sing some favorite hymn.

his last moments he said:
it

would

sweet.”

be

hard

to

Jur

I once thought
die,

but

oh, how

And thus on the 27th of-Dee.,

his

spirit passed calmly awayto him who gave
it.
:
According to his request, hid funeral serv-ices- were attende®)at the Feb. session of
the Salem Q. M.,
Sermon by Rev.
14:18.

to be held at that place.
A. Curtis.
Text, Rev.
;

are

seeking

often

very

perplexing experiences in a minister's life,
thus tells how a blessing has been found and
given where it-sometimes seems as though

ing is more simple than thi ‘law of trust.

and could not be seen again before

God, too, is a being faithful enough

to be

service.

trusted in at all times ; and, if the disciple is

would go.

faithful

Sabbath it rained

and snowed.

SE J

that he

may reach those whom the ordinary means

of grace do not reach—here is hig oppor-

tunity.

Now he can drop the warm, heal-

ing truths of the gospel into hearts softened

and awed by the presence of death.

Then,

his

trust,

Would

not

some

other

ious?

Is‘not God a faithful

up

the

teacher

class?

do

strong

for

years,

All seemed very

men wept.

The

who had

broke

down

tender,

and

poor man

was

will

abide

If at

in

God,

ard

have

any-timehe begins

?

more

Have I

not committed tlieir souls to him?

Mine

it

is to be faithful and loving, and above all,
atient; his to bless the work, according to

his promise, that it shall accomplish
that
which he pleases, and prosper in the thin
whereto he sends it.” God's
peace had fallen upon her troubled, epirit,

and a trustful calm had displaced the anx-

iety.

he

ty.

power.

ve

find the Holy Spirit been there before

God's

her?

Surelyso it seemed.

The little

were so attentive to-day, the lessons
learned, ‘a sense of God's
resence

to subside,

them

all; and as

girls

nicel

a calm and loving return to his trust will

upon

assuredly recover him. And he is not
obliged, living in this key, to remit or let
go any of his studies, or toils, or engagements. He will only carry himself the

ed earnestly in her face, while she knew
they were longing to know it for themselves.
:

Miss H

:

ke to them of a Saviour's love, they look-

po

S. S$. Dipattment,

like trust, that all were

greatly moved.

‘In

i

this turning out of my way for oné Sabbath, greater good was accomplished than
could perhaps have been performed in

beautiful texts of Seripture gleam out with
a brightness which can ofily be given by

months of ordinary ministration.

me is on this side, where sit every

the Master Artist.

How Christians Lose Ground.
Dr. Bushngll, who thinks deeply and
speaks freshly, has some ‘suggestions on
this subject that are worth pondering.
He
is describing several different characters
and cases. We copy a few paragraphs: °

He is a'man of enterprise, and begins te
think of independence ; and the independ-

dozen.

boys

But the
from

center-piece

nine

to

Sabbath
to

twelve

years old. First ¢omes the small urchin
who “has to go after milk,” and consequently never has time to get aelesson.
What to do with the boy, is the question.
We have tried coaxing and threats, and
both have “about the same effect. Ah!

Willie, if you only knew that lazy boys nev-

er have time to catch up in this world, I am

sure you would hyrry and try to do something. Next, if he will stop whispering
to the lazy one, and turn his head around,

ay

i

| we not soon see these lambs we are trying

—

Here is tli¢ picture:
The canvass, a’
great, square room filled with benches occupied by scholars of all sizes and ages. {
The frame, four whité walls, from which

about a

will see a round, honest, German

face.

.

in faith to feed gathered into the tender
Shepherd's fold? May the blessing not be
withheld, because we are guilty .of the sin of

unbelief ?—4m. Messenger."
N

MRE

A Work THAT PAYS.
It was: in ‘the
Fulton Street Prayer-meeting, some ten
years ago; the room was crowded ; prayer,
praise and exhortation were
following
each other, when a gentleman arose, and
said: ‘I lived, when a boy, in this city,
I

was a small boy, a very poor boy,an orphan.
There was one man ‘that took a special interest .in me; he took me to bis
Sunday-school class, he clothed ‘me, found
me a boarding-place, procured employment
for me, and in every way looked after my
bestinterests both for soul. and body; and
this he did for years, Above all, he led me
to Christ. I cannot tell you,” he continued, ““ how

much

I loved

him,

nor

how

to leave the city,
Ie looks, happy enough now, but if you grieved Iwas when obliged
easily, how insensibly, the non-depending should go with me to his home some day, and leave him who had done so much for me.
we would find a drunken father beating “Tt was many years ago; and I am here
| state. His successes are honest successes, the poor little mother.
Surely that boy to-day for the first time these Hany youre.
His economies are only rational and right. will never be a drunkard! .Such houses the first time in this meeting,
of which I have :
But he does not hang on Providence as are * terrible, but’ thorough temperance heard and read so much, and the first time in
he did, in a perpetually. sweet, bright con- schools.’ And now comes a boy so. moble these years to see the face of the good man of
and. frank. that-you ean not help loving whom I tell you, my Sunday-school teacher ;
fidence. His prayers lose” out their fer- him,
though he is always ‘cutting
wp.” but he does not know me, We met face to
vors, and his peace flows only as a turbid A few Sundays ago
the lesson was¥on face as we entered this room; I knew him.
river. Even God is far less dear and less Christ's last temptation, where Satan offers No wonder that he does not recognize me,
since
consciously present than he was. How him the whole world if He will but fall for of course I have greatly chan
right hand
long is there going to be faith enough left down and worship him. The question was we parted.” And laying his
‘“ What reply did Jesus make to the on the head of our Separted brother, Lucius
to have the consciousness of his presence at asked,
This is the man, Yes,
devil?”
¢“Shoo,fly-dou't bother me,” bub- Hart, he said: *
all?
:
re
bled out from the lips so filled to the brim thank God that I now again see his face;
Sometimes the disciple drops out of with fun that even Sunday could not quite thank God that I may here take his hand
faith unwittingly in overdoing ‘the search ‘keep it in check, But’ one word only is and thank him for all that he did for me.”
necessary to bring his face down to the
As the man resumed his seat (they fa
after evidences of it. What should be most deacon-like
nic
sobriety, and his home
that evidence but the faith itself, even as life is one act of generosity
and self-sacritthe day brings its own evidence; or, Let- fice. 'May God spare him to lead mgny
ter still; as we get evidence of warmth by, others to the Saviour, whom he is trying to
years ago.” Turning
the immediate feeling of it,» when we can follow! Next sits one with a wafm, loving | instruction
ent state that drawshim

op

becomes,

how

!

’

| heart and beautiful éyes that seem. to look | Found and
ff the man in the face, he
not find heat by any hunt of inspection or you throu
andgh
thro
Lom
thee
effect. { 3%
SARMEOIMCT
18
1 do not. know... gsc
Suppose he finally “gets of being with such children

the evidence

up,

bis

divine

callings made

Itis made up in his understanding,

is something tEWsRll
like going into a green-house when f
lants are in full bloom. -But there is coup

“bF6thren,
1 shall learn
is before we leave Whige place.

304
then,
owing words and owing
ed with this feeling the painful thought that | SPeech,
said:
*
Bless
God that this Sundaywe gardenets are in a great. measure

re- | School work pays.
ays; not every

sponsible if all these flowers are not ; trans-

planted into the garden of life.

oo

Here is & boy with a fine face and attractive manners ‘naturally, but his
par-

work
lessed work pays.”—

und
dear’ brethren, it
we attempt, but this
Workman.

;

:

WaAT TEACHERS FORGET. “1. They forgood his proofs, Henceforth he burns, if at ents have so nearly eicceeded in spoiling
him that it will ‘be very, very hard for ‘get to give the command, ** Attention,Comall, without flame,
:
him to learn to deny himself and take up pany!” before éommencing.the drill.
By a very common mistake, the disciple the cross. Close by there isa French Ro- © 2. They forget that attention, like gold, ;
who is losing. ground, instead of going back: aan Catholic, whose. father eooks in the is ‘*hardto get; harder t6-keep.” .
3. They forget the advice somebody
on his faith, puts his will into the struggle, jail, and whose mother teaches, to hel
support the family. He is’a still, ‘quiet “lit. to Mrs. Dombey : ¢* Make an, effort,’ gave‘
and thinks to recover himself by. his the fellow,
1
and 13 convenient as a safety4: "They forget to make the truth seem
will.

Fighting

out his battle’he makes it

success?

with a sigh, Am I not doing everything - for

cir¢um-

stances will suggest - suitable
thoughts.
‘Generally you do not meet your regular

Xes;

everything

but

the

oun iy

thing—viz., to' believe in God—that is for
gotten.. And what can he do by his mere
will-force and
resolvedness, when the

heavetly trust is wanting? He might as
You can ‘not. easily change customs, or well think to leap outof the Gulf Stream by

vo

‘

The school-hour was over; but one linoverwhelmed with grief. Buta little before I preached the sermon for his little more steadily in them, and with less friction gered behind the rest, and whispered softly
in her ear, ‘I think, Miss H——, I have begirl, and now the mother and her infant of disturbance, that his soul is rested in gun to be a Christian,”
:
| were dead, and his whole family gone. His God by his faith. - Sometimes it may be | ** When did you begin, dear?” was the
.
agony was so great we feared reason would [that his faith is shut in by morbid vapors, tearful reply.
‘Last Sabbath morning, when I went
be dethroned. He had been somewhat obscurations from disease ; but then he. has
skeptical before, and now was without any only to believe the more strongly, waiting home from Sabbath-school, I kept thinkin
about what you told us; that Jesus w
consolation. He was so beside himself that for his obscurations to be eleared. He need us to love him so much, and that he was
I was obliged to sit by him, and put my not ever. be troubled or put in concern by knocking at our hearts. So I kneeled down
arms around his neck, and in the most ‘them. Even the sun has obscurations; but and asked him to come into my heart. 1
Souigas manner possible, I tried -to calm’ above them it ‘abides in the franquillities, was sure he would come, though I didn't
know exactly how ;’and oh!
Miss H—,
his
&roubled spirit. In his helplessness he and waits till it has burned a way through.
he did as he saidhe would. I have been
seemed to cling to me like a brother. His
1 so happy ever ince. I want to tell everycase. was mentioned in our prayer-meeting,
body-I see, how easy it is just to take him
at his word.”
and Isaw him often, and endeavored to
Let us have faith in God. Let us * take
point him to the Lamb of God. He came
him at his word.” * Now" is the tine to our last prayer-meefing,
the first ever
promised. Shall we not: expect
er
attended in his ‘life. He then told us he
My Sunday Schéol Boys.
i answers when we pray for souls? Shall

little, is needed,

and

abide

Holy Spirit seemed to descend with

a losing battle, of course. Defeated and
discoypaged, he knows not how, he answers,

occasion

to

inspiration8 in him; move in-God’s liber

if ever, men stifong in sin will melt, and be
led to review their lives. As regards preparation, in ordinary county funerals but
the

enough

There were twice hs many at the funeral as
eame to the church. “ While preaching, the

of course, and it might as well be made.
up by arithmetic computations. He has,
with you in the chamber of death, form in fact, descended out of faith to get evirespectful opinions concerning your sacred dences that dispense with faith, He wants
office, which will ever be of service to you no inspirations longer, for he has made
Every minister earnestly -prays

down,

In the face of the difficulty, I told him 1

completely.

"your friends ever. after, You also secufethe regards of their friends "and neighbors.
You often meet the wicked, profane, and
ungodly, who, if they become acquainted’

afterwards.

with but the tip of his foot, and begins to
rest himself, but in part of earthly props,
a moctal weakness takes him and. he goes

Noth-

not spoken to him

Resolved, That we deeply feel the loss,
but bow with Hiimble submission to Him
who doeth all things well, and devoutlypray that this dispensation of divine wisdom
and goodness be sanctified to the good of the

A cofrespondentof the Advance,

The moment any disciple touches ground

And there is no need of it.

The brothers of the afflicted man;

to the spirit world our beloved associate in
Christian’ labor, Rev, H. B. Richey, therefore,
.

for the bright side of what

usest not.”

“Had I not better give

get

be setlater? No; the friends for several
miles had been notified with much trouble,

At this session of the Q. M. the following had found the Saviour, and could now say,
‘‘ Thy will be done,” and then he knelt and
tribute was paid to'his memory :
A
| prayed with such simple fervor, and childA mysterious Providence having removed

Opportunities at Funerals.

and

thou

died’ stalledin the industry of the head. They good ?” she asked hersel{—questions which
would often ask, Will the preacher ever, forget that opinion builds from below, apd
are not strangers to the heart of any faith:
come to our house ?
undertakes to be a ‘pillar by its own firm ful teacher, '\
But Miss H——carried her burden to the
A few weeks ago, I met with a severe standing. -.
Lard, the only “place for burdens, be they
trial. A. man called to tell me that his
Our conclusion, then, is that all unsteadheavy or light.
Tl
neighbor had lost his wife, and had ar iness, wavering, collapse in Christian liv- |. The next Sabbath dawned, and with it
ranged for mieto preach the sermon next ing is. caused somehow, in one wdy or again the hour for Sabbath-school; Miss
day which was Sabbath, at the hour of my anbther—for the ways are numberless—hy H——and her little class among the
regular service. . I did not see how I could dropping out of the simple first faith, and rest, “They are God's lambs far more than
mine,” she had been thinking
as she came
go. My congregation would be disap- ‘beginning to rest on supports front below. along; “then why should 1 feel so anx-

the whole church mourn for him as a broth-

is but feebly

building,

One whom

who

to a higher sphere.
;
pointed, the weather was fine, “and I had
T6 say that he is greatly missed, and that ‘made especial preparation. I told the man
er beloved,

are

‘Make use of me, my God;
Let me not be forgot,

"A broken vessel, cast aside,

valve in case, as often happens, there is daner'of an explosion between any of the rest.

ow

come

four wide-awake,

hard-bitted,

German boys, who need the tightest rein

worth having,

‘ing.

and

go

therefore

ie

worth

seek-

) They forget the mistakes of their own.

and most careful driving to keep thd upon
the track ; -but they are always on hand, Pe

teachersswliéh
they-were children.
%.
forget to become *‘ as one of
| 6. They
these little ones” in Eo degess, heartiness,

to me,to be the trie solution of the Sunday
question. There is scarcely. a German boy,
no matter how much of an infidelor free

For youp idea of man as he ought to™ve,

usually with.good lessons.

And here seems .and simplicity —8.

8. Journal.

;

thinker his father 1s, who - can not be ‘always look uptvard; but to Judge nian
brought into the Sunday school and easily
as he is, never afféct to stoop.
Learn all
interested. With this generation growing you
possibly can; and. when you . have

cross the wishes of the people.. The min- | ‘the spring of his feet.” The harder throes he
4 ister who attends: such duties grudgingly. makes the deeperhe sinks, of course,
| up with such influences surrounding them,
learned that all, I repeatit, you will never
will reap his speedy reward for it.. If you | . Anothér class of disciples, of a naturally thera is little to be feared for the future,
‘converse with, any man
sound come
;
My
last
scholar, a brother of th
¢ e
fail anywhere; don't at a funeral. Don’. faithful habit, when their fervors abate,
ghoos mon sense and of upright. moral character,.
dy
boy,” is 80. pale and- deleate: that he
saying, “The door of meray is shut; it is ‘be injudicious, while faithful to. your Mas- and their enjoymentof God ceases to: buoy
does not know something worth know»
seems sadly out of Place in this rough who
ing, better, perhaps, thani you yourself
100 late; there isnow no hope.” °, ~
ter; do not unnecessarily wound the fedl- them up; seqing no kelp for it, subside, as world of ours,” Right glad. was
1, a few know it. ©
0
f=
«
W
LO
¢

=

Ney. Testament, and have learned: them

the beautiful boy (one-of a pair of twins)
to his rest #1 the frozen ground. While

ing what you have said before.
~The

theless

and

directed to thé Christian ministry ; but upon
his conversion, at the age of 17, and ever

particularly

childhood "his thoughts were

congregation, and you need not fear repeat-

dure, and

blest

struggling with the 'privations incidentto sort than it should be. Perhaps there may ; ch
frohtier life. © Sermon’ ended, ‘we’ followed only how much better if they could be sure

pray lest ye enter into

belief. What would Randall and the early
fathers say, were they to enter some of our
churches, where this rafiling to get money
is carried on? Would they not do as their
Master did before them ;—~make a scourge

A

Co., Mich., Sept. 20th, 1888. From early

such a thihg were wholly out of the question:
;
hi
temptations” Let him thgt thinketh he
Iam sorry that funerals are regarded so
standeth, take heed lest he fall. The very much as a burden and a tax on a_Thinister’s
means which Israel resorted to tokeep the’ time. I have always endeavored to pay
people, under, Rehoboam, opened the way ‘prompt-attention to such calls. Was not
to their downfall. So Manasseh built up our blessed Master often among the mournagain the high places which-Hezekiah his ing ones? No better opportunity is ‘ever
father had destroyed, for it was after the presented for reaching the hearts of. many
manner of the heathen whom the Lord cast who donot attend the regular ‘services of
out before them.
Wish
a the Sabbath. By kind and sympathetic
said,—*“Watch and

|’

:

zero, to preach the sermon for a little boy: hdoaet to be faithful ; and they hope there
* Bro. Richey was born in Eckford, Calhoun T found the people very poor, as they were mayhe some good in it, onlyof a duller

-are- genre -béside.
the’
to
work of the
ministry. . My dear brethren,let us take warning. attentions. you win the mourners—they
lest we fall after the same example of un-

He bad t recently connected himself with
nomination; believing he could .he

i

St.Paul,and Judas even might be entitledto

Lut none that have cast so deep a infant church, and help the poor disciples.
over our community as the death of No doubt he thought that Christ would de-

kinds,
gloom
:

If so, the sale of indulgenees

was justifiable in Luther's day, to glet mon-

—"

Sebago
Soe
RT
a glimpse of the
cl
IW pray co not think because Shey
cof fun and mischief
t this is all they are capable of.
e pas your they have committed to memorynearly four thousand verses from the

ation service oes since
ger be a servicein imp ue ond

Teralg

feel the word. We will drop our business «ed to have said recently, at St. Johns, that
and go into the house as farmers do when it he would. “rather see a congregation worchurch of whichhe was9pastor, and this Q.
_ rains fast.” |
2
shiping in a hut or in, the open air than in a M., of which he was so worthy and devoted
Cold, lifeless formality in religious serv- building erected by means raised at Pienies, a member, .
Resolved, That we sympathize with the
ices distressed him. Ii his last sickness a. Tea-meetings, Bazars, and races. The steps
brother, whom we in later years knew, vis- that have been taken in late years toward relatives of our deceased brother, and hgpe
ited him. . Eld. Randall wished him to pray, raising money for church purposes are such this bereavement may draw them Ser or
Christ ; that, when life’s labors and sorrows
and said,—** One prayed here the other day as to excite no worder if open, unblushing are over, they with us all may unite with
who caused me much pain. He was cold, gambling be adopted a few years hence.”
th loved ones in that better land where
formal and dead, Ifelt that I wanted to
And all, of this for what? Why, to get sorrow is unknown, and joy and peace shall
no
PuHaALL,
beat away his prayer as I would bees if they monéy to build or repair charches, support reign forever.
were about me.”
!
ministers, &c.
But does the end justify

A Bereavement.

iles in the

ace of a keen morthwest wind, with the mercury at 30 deg. below

triumphant

:

ek

Sin

death,

But]

if wrong,let us abandon them ; though cast
off by the world, let us cleave to Christ and
his word, for has he not said, “If ye were
of the world the world would love its own,

conformed

:

vere, but all was borne with the most calm

Levees.

TT

et

it were dutifully, into a mere routine prac-

As sent, for to, go]

hool,
at Edu- |

_

a

tice,-or observance of times. They graviaril
on regularity ; consenting to us a little

cational gatheringw,
‘and |
It | ing
almost seerps that Providence will or must |
it. ¢ ough _ useful life and

BY Josxrn FULLONTON.
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ii The Great Magnet,
Thére
is a won
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vanWhy Walkin darkness? - Has the clear light
ot)

In

I

joy and day?

Night visip
L

piling

nor storm,nor sadness;

not Thy sky,
y fils up afulyia blue,ng

its

beauty,

ng And i

and

All healing

,

He

i

it is not night, but day
and allLpetce His | ht enshrinoeth ;

a

Why shun His loving ray?

"To the great God of love!

Light of the world! undimming and unsetting,
Q, shine each mist away ;
:
Banigh-the four, the falsehood, and the fretting,
:

By an unchanging day!

:

:

EER

ig

—H. Bonar.

g—

Nothing to Do.
I

—

«ButI have nothing

;

really ashamed to mike

I am

and

to do;

sucha’ complaint

world is full of suffering,

while I know the

I would work
help so much,
but I don’t know what to do.”

and needing
if I could;

“ You mean to say, Annie,” said her aunt

as she looked earnestly into the bright, love-

ly face before

*‘ that, because yofr

her,

men unto me.” This he said, signifying by
what deathhe should glorify G
Let us notice some points of resemblance

|p

tion,

feated by any of his adversaries.

It has no power of compulsion,

So

“the Tove of Christ constraineth us.”

work is not cut and “dried to your hands,
you don’t feel equal to originating any ; and
0, when Satan tells you every day you can
do nothing, you believe him. Is that it?”

arm
do

Bolstered up in

or depth,

Those who do not do so

2 us from

onus.

the love of God which is ig

; and their touching history,

ers.”

ble instrument

has

been.

But,

ap

Dame,

to see what great results may

grow,

hibition, saying, that, in all

Protéstant

nothing
Christ,

fort, yet, not regarding it asa real

cried out

simply .ae a phantom, they

but

soul;-felt anxious to do something for the
‘next Exhibiton to remove that reproach
from her country. So she wrote earnest
Christian letters to male and female exhibit-

may so thtnk' of Christ,

People

for fear.

and so act towards him that all the joy that
his presence “should bring may be turned
grief. Other things are
into bitterness and
very real to the Christian. His past sins

ers, and had them translated into the variThese, - neatly

you

request to be written to, were given by a
London city missionary who employed his
spare hours in the service. And gut of this
SPparEIY feeble effort of one country

up a second

story I heard the other day of a poor wid-

are all real,

grave, too,

The

I fear

going.

Oh,

a

the more I discover

some

pilgrimages.*

But, alas!

if I don’t, I am

a

with

|’

$8,500

much, as

who

has

saved

the

old

sinner !”—

Je

—

out of school to say that ministers often have

made the quilt; and the lady nurse told hii
- and showed him the letter. which cate. with

wonderful sermons.

They become as well

known to the sermou-hearing community as
the names of ships of war, or of distinguished race horses. We have heard men in the
innocence of their hearts, talking the matter
over: | .
_*“What did A.

“No;

give—his Dew sermon?”

his ¢ Wild Bofir of the Forest.”

¢« Is'S. going to preach?"

“Yes, in the morning.”
“ What has he got?”
« His biggest thing is the ¢ Cherub.” You
ought to hear that. I's splendid. There's
another one. about. as good—it's the Fishhook Sermon.
\
:
J
This one has his *¢ Abraham,” another his

and

hear nothing read but the Word of God.
As her disease progressed, and she apparently drew very near the eternal world, she
begged her friends to pray with and for
her, that her sins might be forgiven; exclaiming frequently, ‘I have lived so far

:

iSie

You cai not serve two masters—yoi must

serve one or the other.

If your work is fivst

with you, and your fee second, work is your
master, and the Lord of work, who is God.

Butif your fee is first with you, and your
work second, fee is your master,and the lord
of fee who is the deyil; and not only the
devil, but the lowest of devils —*¢ the

léast

erected fiend that fell.” = So there you have

it in’ brief terms—work first, you are God's

result of imagination, not a fond dream of servants; fee first, you are the fiends. And
enthusiastic followers, * There is no fact in it makes a difference, now and ever, believe

weakness and feebleness

and

insufficiency,

but look at the might ofthe Lord, and in
: his strength put your hand bravely to the

plow,

and you will never have. cause to
complain
that you have nothing to do."
5
Dr

“& "Banner.

(}

MORE

AND

by mail to any

time,

same

at the

learn,

H.

FOR

he

was afraid to

pray to him,

offend

didn’t mind them

God

but he was not

by

ceasing

to

afraid of the

den oflions.
Let me tell how a little girl once got
over a great fright, just by fearing God
and having right thoughts about him. She
went to pay a visit to her aunt in the coun.
try. While there, she had fo sleepin a
room by herself. “This was not pleasant to
her, for at home she always slept with her
sister.

14

One night, during this

suddenly, and saw

visit,

something

:

to one

side;

and she

FOR

WAS

WE

WILL

A

ventions, Address M.WAGNER&
6m7

The

|.

THEHOUE
|

marched straight up to the figure. How
many ghildren would have done that? I

ant

afraid some-grown people would hardly

‘have had the courage to do this. But this
dear child went straight up to it. And

what

do

vou-suppose

it’ proved to be ?

oard
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Why, it was only the moonlight shining Thompsonville, Conn.
the church frequently indicate “a “wait of tance one day jn the market, and, knowing through the curtaing on the wall. ¢ How
enlarged ‘apprehension‘of the reality of the him to be a manof immoral life, began to ‘much it did look like a head with
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« Who's there ?” The figure did not stir
nor answer. There it stood as stilland
white as ever,
.
.
wo
¢t My father says there are no ghosts,”
¢ And if there .are,
, she said to herself.
what harm is it likely ‘they want to do me ?
I'll just put my trust in God, and he can
take care af me.” This thought gave her
courage, a
¢ her feel .more comforta-
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Those who
never to fear anything else.
fear God properly are the bravest people in
BOOTS AND SHOES;
the world. The Bible tells us that “ The
Durability, and
wicked flee when no man pursueth, but the
Comfort, Eloi
Economy,
righteoisusas bold- as a lion.” Prov..28:
1
THEY EXCEL ALL OTHERS.
. When Daniel's cnemies tried to stop him | Of 140,000 pairs sold last year by two leading Bogfrom praying to God,

I then ground corn

bought of Jou gives perfect satisfacti
or8h
Is per hour; in faet, it is ju

SACRED MELODIES,

ble. Still there stood the figure.
history better-gitested. . The ascension was. me; whether you serve him who has. on his. . . *.T1l know who or what you Sidhe
little girl. ‘Mother says frights are
alsono fietion. Christidis in heaven, at the vesture and thigh written, ‘King of kings,” the
worse
in people's fancies than anywhere
the
{freedom
;
or
‘and whose service” is perfect
right hand of the Father, pleading
“else.” Then shd “jumped - out of bed and
‘bloodswithin the veil, ag certainly as men him on ‘whose vesture and thigh the name is

>

ed a moment to wipe the gathering tears off
her’ spectacles, *“ look not. on your own

NO

BY MRS. MARY LATHAM CLARK,
2 Also, for the XEW EDITION of the

Fear of God Gives Cougage.

her courage,

The Motive.

it; and the young man wept tears over)
those bits of calico, and reverently pressed
‘them to his'lips, because they had. been his
mother’s, By and. by, as he got stronger, “ave on the ‘earth, : The reality ' of the pres- written, “Slave of slaves,” and whose service
he traced, inthe doar mother's handwriting, -enee of the Holy Spirit who has been put in is perfoct slavéry,—John Ruskin.
words whish had hitherto fallen without charge of this - dispensation, is. too often |
over upon his ear, but which brought looked at merely as a matter of creed, but
Cash to Go on With.
ight and lifo and peace to him now. And if it was regarded more as a matter of fact,
Ir
—
so it wastlat«ho soul of the widow's son greater joy would be experienced, and
“was givens her for her mite. Therefore, more effective work done. The prayers of
A Liverpool merchant met’ an acquain-

dear Annie,” said the old lady, as she pauses

RENT

WONDRLTUL WORKS OF JESUS,

all, though they threatened to have him
mons have been got up at the expense of atthrown
into the den of hungry lions. He
whatever the man knew. They are usuall

finite,

and ‘he asked anxiously - fv

CUTLER BROS. & CO., Boston,

$25 TO

she talked of the event
to all
In her anxiety, she desired to

way, we should

a park of superior artillery, kept for great
occasions, of a range and bore far exceeding
that usually employed. These parade ser-

characters, in indelible ink, verses of Seript- dang the Word made flesh. And that life
onearth was real,—God walking the acres
ure, couplets of hymns, &.
The large
center had the ‘story of the Prodigal Son, of Palestine, feeding” the: hungry, raising
and the border was a perfect wreath of the dead, calming the billows, doing won-~
prouiises. Many and many a poor ¢onvales- ders. * Very God of very ‘God ” was he
cent man lying beneath that quilt of eom- whom they called the Nazarene. And the
fort rose from under it a changed creature, (ross was real. Whatever else becomes a
having
REE phantasy, a piece of poetry, the reality of
a
oh picked out , in quiet moments of ease
at were blessed to his soul.
Then the Cross must never be doubted, for there
there camea ddy when that widow's own could be no comfort withoutit. He did
son, sick and sorrowful, lay there; and die, the death penalty did take effeet upon
patches of his dear mother's droses ; worn in our gracious substitute; he. was dead and
other days in the far-off home, arrested his buried. And the Resurrection was not the

“attention;
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and is cuse-hardened so as to run for years without
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exercisedg what I call sanctified ingenuity.
= Anxious to do something for soldiers, whom

y
the "White Were

Boston,

Smid

hell, eternity, and heaven are real. So
looking at her. She satd to herself, ¢¢ It is
should it be with regard to Christ. The] greal 4 Judad? sernipn, another'is best on a ghost; I am sure it is!” and she pulied
believer should be able to.say ofhim,|¢ e ‘“ Destruction ot Jerusalem,” while a the bedclothes over her head. Presently
she lovetl because her only son hal enlist- «Which our eyes have seen and looked fourth is never $o fine as on the * Last Judg< she said to herself, *“ Well, what if there is
handled.” ment.”
have
Forty or fifty clergymen preaching
our hands
ed, she made a quilt for a soldier's hospital, | upon, and
a ghost here, is not God here too ? and
sending it with many prayers, The quilt Christ is'real: He is areal God, he was great sermons in city che es for two or does not» the Bible say that nothing can
piece
no
was
three
Sundays
are
enough
to
create
a
whole
Bethléhem
wad formedof square blocks of calico, one really incarnate.”
harm those who trust in him ?? Then she
. Inthat manger lay the In- year’s backsliding.— Christian Union.
and one
colored, and
o; white, alternately. On of stage-play
tried to put her trust.in. God. This gave
and oh-that woman's breast there-did {wm
ow, which interested me very

.
of New York,
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A lady, a professing Christian, was prostrated by sickness.
Neither physician nor
friends were apprehensive of danger; but
the idea of death took possession of her
mind, and
about her.
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and
d that somewhat faster. 1 am
ectly
satisfied with it. Yours, &ec.,
R. M. PALMER.” |
/
“MONROE, N.Y., May 10, 1869,
“J, PD. WEsST—Sir: 1 bave used my -No, 3 Empire
Mill
to my entire satisfaction. I yun it about 100
_revofutions and ground bandsomely 5to 6 bushels
of corn per hour. Yours,
&c.,
THOs.H. BATE”
“The
Union Grist snd Feed {now Empire) Mill is
OIL
LEVER
[¥.V.,] COD
RUSHTON'S
that you represent it. It will grind with ease
6 to
« all
For Consumption. Use no other,
8 bushels of corn per hpur, It also
es excellent
Graham
flour.
I
consider
it
a
boen
to
farmers,
and
BARCLAY
11
DEPOT,
RETAIL
&
LE
WHOLESA
it will be indispensable when once tested, There is *
STREET.
§
but one opinion—it is a success.
Removed from Aster House after 33 years.
JoHN B. RoreMAN, Regent Ky. University.
Prices reduced 10 to 40 per cent.
NICHOLASVILLE, KY., Feb. 18, 1869,
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I think

EMPIRE

“BROCKPORT, N., Y., April 10, 1869.
J.D. WEsT—Sir: I worked my Ne, 4 Union Grist
Mill, (now the Empire Mill,) with two horses. at 160
tions, and I think I ground about 15 bushels of
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tion. ** Nothing beiter.”
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we have been foes long enough, now let us
shake hands and be friends forever.”
“With all my heart,” warmly responded
the fire.
But at the moment of coming together
there was such a spluttering that the maid
came ranning with great haste into the room
and angrily jerked the saucepan on to the

Of all unprofitable preaching the preaching of staple
great sermons is' the most.
brilliant and afflictive. It is telling no tales

:
teresting book, called ¢“ The Standard of the grief.
Those who live-in London know that it is
the Cross
in the Champ de Mars.” Now,
to
you will think it required a great amount of areal age. The’ powers of evil seem
ability, tact, faith, and some means, to carry have awakened from a temporary slumon all this. . It certainly did; butthé very ber, and only real truths, real doctrines,
. humbleést servant of the Lord, if she only and above all a real presence ofa real
does what she can, will be honored by Him Chriss, can effectually deal ‘with them.
London's filthidrunkenness,
who does not despise the day of small London's
things, In proof of'this, I must tell you a ness and lewdness, London's poverty and
crime

and

vor of her heart, and said fo the fire, “There,

seen

(Great Sermons.

realas

then, the ggnsolation, should be as

most in-

I am

EE

so very real, and to counteract these,
¢ Christ formed in us, . the hope of glory,”
bé equally real. To the Christian
should
clergyman’s daughter grew an immense
He can not
and mighty work. The record of each day's his weakness is most real.without
wishing
proceedings made up the volume, called handle one of Christ's tools
But
“The Standard of the Cross; and the sale. that his hands were more fitted to it.
if
the
infirmi
Christ,
the
not
shall
real,
be
of it enabled the young: lady to support a
?
missionary for sailors in a crowded part of whose power is magnified in it, be as real
London.
Having succeeded so well in The trials of the-world are very real.
England, she was encouraged to trya simi- Poverty, and hungér, and cold are no
lar work at the Exposition
Generale of dream; amd sickress and bodily weakness
Paris; the account of which, with its won- need no effort to reakize them. Christ,
derful success, make

;

eavenly Tidings.

are £0. Shall, then, the sin be real, and
Sinfulness,
not the blood that cleanses?
depravity, * the body of this death,” are al-

sealed in envelopes, with her address, and a

foes,

i

lost woman!” The lady replied:
* You
Freewill Baptist Publications,
seem agitated; talm yourself, I pray you,
and listen to whatI am going to tell you.
will be filled promptly at the advertised rates, by
*‘Then
Can you read?” * Yes, madam.”
from
Christ;
so
little
as
a
Chyghtian
should
be so kind as to read these words.” Then
. D. LOTHROP & CO,
! but, if God should raise
up, I will Messrs
the old woman read in the New Testament : live
BOSTON, MASS.
ate
devote myself to his service.” Her life was
« Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh
spared
;
but
not
the
faintest
recollection
of
away the sins of the world.” ‘ And when
for
NO CURE! NO PAY!
Jesus had taken the vinegar, he said, It is her anxiety for the future, her remorseprayer
finished.” Then the lady proved to her that past unfaithfulness, or the earnest
~
Hieskell’'s Tetter Ointment will
man can not inany way save himself, but of friends, was she ever able to recall afterpositively cure Tetter, Erysipelas,
that Jesus gives his salvation. Every word ward. God may convert a soul ‘even as it
enters the dark valley of the shadow of
Salt Rheum, Barber's ltch, Fone
went hometo the heart of the old woman ;
can
she seemed beyond herself at the thought of | death ; but how little of hope or comfort
Blotches, and all forms of Skin Disthe friends of such a one derive from the
that free gift.
ease. Also, Sore Eyes and Eye Lids,
mow,
Christ
All at once she got up, went in a hurry to thought ! Give. yourself fo
Discharges from the Ear, and Old
while
health
and
stremgth
are
granted
to
the fire-place, and threw into the flames the
Sores, no matter-of how long standing,
you,
and
seal
the
covenant
by
a
life
of
earnbeads she had in her hands.
‘¢Itis done;
devotion to his service: and in the hour
or the money returned by the proprieit is done!” €ried she; ‘“my sins are for- est
death, when all earthly supports fail, his |.
tors.
’
given me! Jesus-has saved me! I will set of
and his staff shall give you comfort and
out again, but it is not to go to Notre Dame rod
Johnston,
Holloway
&
Cowden,
,
~
des Ermites. I-will go home, to say to - all aid.—Christian Banner.
No. 602 Arch St., Philada.
my neigebors that it is Jesus and Jesus
Sold 50 cents
per Box by all Druggists. Sent
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on the sea in a storm,
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The old standard remedy

each other. They talked it over one day
together, till the water getting very warm
and loving, actually, boiled over in the fer-

this is the last time I shall be enabled to perform this journey. I hope I shall obtain

Christ a Reality to Us.
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When the disciples saw
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must be so still. But they had heard so much
of late of ‘the’ Evangelical Alliance, that
they thought it would be very decorous and
proper for them to makeup
the old feud

which I have not seen before. Iwas told
that to deserve forgiveness I was to do pen-

Gathers round its head sublime.”

out of

where

vance in years,

Towering o’er the wrecks of time ;

small beginnings. . A young lady in a quiet
country village in England, hearing that a
foreigner had gone home from the first Ex-
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The fire and water have always been con-.,
sidered

great sinner!
Thave a great many sins to
reproach myself with; and the more I ad-

All the light of sacred story

yourself, if you want,

in

and enter into more fraternal relations

have undertaken a pilgrimage to

letters, have you read a book lately published, called ‘The Standard of the Cross
Are you yielding to these wonderful atsmangs. the Flags
of the Nations?"
tractions, or resisting them? —American
“ No, aunt, I hayé not.” =.
' Messenger.
¢
‘Well, then, I will try and tell you &
little about it; though I would advise you

to get it, and read for

radiated

Peep
hs
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but

it is

ing. “Oh, no, my lady; this gentleman
speaks German, and I speak French.”
t Come with me,” said the lady, ** we will
talk together:
You seem very tired.”
“Oh, yes, I am. Ihave already walked hob. ‘Alas!’ said both
fire and water,
six miles to-day, ard I have twelve more to “how can two walk together except they
accomplish the penance ofthis day. Itis be agreed?”
hardat my age.” ‘Hew old are you?"
lt
par
“1 am gynty-two, This is the fiftieth time 1

“In the cross of Chyist I glory,
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on her knees counting her béads, instead of
paying attention. A lady asked her if she
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not steepled in church, - cadenced in ritual,
or robed at the altar, so much as hearted in
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know that

was preaching, a very old woman was

Yes, thére is a power in the love of Christ

and

have beer the méansof awakening
bers of those whose sould she seeks.

:

officers that would die for me; but I never
had such love as Jesus has from his follow-

< are lithographed, and circulated through
the army
in England and in other parts of
“the world

do not

vital mother-tongue in this country;

Ye

"and lately for its unrivaled
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advan-

alert and growing ; it is not dead Latin,

living
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cing thing, not the flat flimsiness ofa mere

Jesus Alone.

prehend ; 1 have had soldiers that loved me,

can only
however,

ned of permanent,
_ stonce. (horas

And its Jarge varieties of

programme to be written and put away on
the shelf for safe keeping ; it is always alive,
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in the theological library. = Evangelism is an

he is a real Christ. He never looks coldly
if, but when it upon the service of his people if it is done
has come to him a union is formed, which for him, and the new year will be a happy
where he goes, and
ghall never be broken. “‘Who shall sepa-~ one to all who go only
rate us from the love of Christ?” Nothing take.a real Christ with them.—Rev. C. H.
—hight

|

be correctly printed !

rest in him calmly, not be impetuous, not

far away, that even when earthly bonds are
A
broken, it daes not move toward him.

bed, her left

paralyzed, the poor sufferer
ut two a month; these,

If Chris-

mixture .of iron, so Jesus has powerof at
traction’ only “for ‘the- soul of man made in with his righteousness, accepted in him.
As a real Christ, too, they should listen to
God's image ; and no one of our race is so
utterly degraded that it may not feel the his callto servico. Solomon says, “ Whater
soever thy hand findeth to do, do it with all
power of his suffering love,
“So Jesus draws all men unto him, though thy might.” He does not say, “ Whatsomany things may prevent their ac epuing: ever thy eye sees to do,” hecause in this
him. Their hearts may be fastened
too niettopolis a man may ‘skut his eyes and
strongly’ to something else. Or the suscep- put out his hand and find plenty todo
tibility of the heart may be so blended with -for Chrisk~ Let every one bring every
other emotions, that the drawing to Jesus scrap and fragment of talent to Christ, and
is not effective, Or the heart may get so then go forth to feed his famishing ones.
may

:

\
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soon up soon down, but with heart fixed
because they are under the rule of Christ,

only where there is more or less

slight resistance

Christ would do for you,”

apecimens an

"
JAMES R. ELLIOT,
[iis

tians thoroughly realized the existence of these living epistles have been printed from"
Christ, nine-ténths of ‘their fears would be battered type, from mixed fonts on spotted
given to the. winds, They should act toBut after all, orthoper, and in dim ink.
wards him in all respects as a real Christ;
oxy is safer in the consecrited heart than

If we

It is a power stronger thin all the earth.
Here is a bar of iron drawn downward by
« Well,". was the smiling "reply; *‘it is the foree of the whole earth's attraction ;. but
plain English, aunty, at any rate. Perhaps it rises to kiss the magnet hung over it. So
you are right
; yet I can’t see in my ret the face that is turned to Jesus feels an atsphere, with my little influence, what I am traction stronger than all the world drawing
:
to find to do.”
it upward toward him.
«Did you ever ask your Saviour to show
The magnet has also a discriminating
you and aelp you? Marvelous are the power. Spread a pile of sand upon the ta“ways in which the Master's: work is done, if ble, stir it round, and pass a magnet over
* a sanctified ingenuity be brought to bear it, every little black particle of iron will fly
upon it. Youare claver and ingenious up to meet it, ‘and cling to it. So when
enough in your worldly matters; surely the Jesus passes byy the heart that has a longsame ability and ingenuity, sanctified, ought ing for ham moves to ‘his‘embrace, while
A quiet sphere and be To continue unaffected.
_ notto be less useful.
little influence are no hindegance, either;
The magnet is a wonderful power. None
for there are many examples of efforts, of our sénses detect this quality in the
feeble and small as the widow's mite, being magnet; we only see its results. So, how
blessed and honored in the greatest degree. the dying love of Jesus absorbs into itself
I know of a young lady in England, an in- the soul of the veliever, the worldling can
valid, confined to her bed for the last two never tell. Napoleon the Great in his banyears; whq occupies herself in writing let- ishment, said to a visitor, after a season of
ters to soldiers. These letters are beautirofound meditation, “There is something
fully illuminated, and
- ate exquisite things in this religion of Jesus that I can not com-

to look at.

.- He | just what Jesus

-
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ever come to him, it will be by yielding to
his attractions.
a
fluids, but

mistrustings bring us nearer.

Do tremblings

“I, ifI be lifted up, will draw all

silver or precious stone, or wood or rock or

Than day, and joy, ind love?
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As the magnet has effect, not on gold and
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Are night and shadows better,
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oi So yoy,
that be enough 1
where you were |
after a moment's
him to give me
J 4 And. that’s

age 81.25,
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between the material and spiritual magnet :
The magnet only moves bodies by attrac|
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light still
.

Our true

walk In darkness?
:
sghineth;

Why
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forever new.
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too.”

touched by its power.
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So Jesus is the great spiritual magnet.
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Trusting in Darkness.
———
*‘Light is sown for the righteous.” ‘The!
Lord God is a sun and shield.”
‘The
path of the just is as the shining light.”
““The entrance of thy word giveth light. %
Such statements as these show that it is
one of the offices of religion to pour sunshine upon dark’ ways, and to letin splen«dor upon shadowed souls.
This. it often
does.

Over-the

have

submissive

heart thereis

a rift in the clouds

darkened

the

whole

that may

heavens.

The

hidden stars smile upon the face that turns
‘itself upward, The morning dawns upon
the eyes that search after God. A flood of
splendor often rolls over the soul that yields
itself fully and dutifully to .the will of its
Master, and the journey of Tife is henceforth pursued ever a road that glows in the

Jight coming from the Sun of Bightsous:
ness.
. But itis not all brightness even for the
on believing disciple. and the loyal servant.
Clouds and darkness sometimes gather about
Ged,

even

when

his

children

would find

him and understand hig ways. His paths
now and then are through the deep waters.
His judgments are unsearchable. His ways
are past finding out. Like the disciples at
the transfiguration, Christ's followers and
friends still find a cloud overshadowing
them, and they fear as they enter into it.
They wait long for the voice that is to re. assure them and explain the experience,
but there is only silence. The form of the
Master is hidden.
The very air grows
chill. The heart throbs wikily. The faith

staggers.

Hope

finds

the strength gone

out of itswings. The brighter days of the
* past are like dimmed memories, The feet
seem sinking. The old tempters that were
supposed to be. conquered come back with
new power, and their assaults are full of
fury. There is darkness over all the land,
and a tempest within the spirit. And sometimes the terrible cry, once wrung from the

whole year

groanings

that can not be uttered.

They throb inthe psalms of David. They
appear as an undertone in some of the sublime utterances of Paul's epistles. They so
wail in the Misererc and ery out of the De
Profundis that they compel one to forget all
he mummery

of the European

and make one

shiver

cathedrals,

with solemnity

« something akin to awe and dread.

and

They

“axistsin the circles that are filled by fashion.

“They

hide

behind

They

make

themselves

business,

the gayest festivities.
felt in the press of

and the rush and roar of the city

-. street do not suffice to drive them away.
They can not be always escaped. ‘And their

presence need not destroy the faith of the

>

- Tndeed, - it is often "

:
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in the genuineness of his conver-

soul

finds

its

such seasons that

grandest

and listen,

and

their

some.

The

implication is that, when a na-

ture becomes eminently religious, public
worship is unnatural and unhealthy, and a
‘grfevous’ burden which ought not to Le
borne. Staying away from the sanctuary
is thus encouraged as a religious duty, and
sneering at the pulpit is made to stand as
the proof of superior
Christian virtue. A
devout soul, it is really intuBated; must keep
clear of Christian worship and ordinances,
lest: its piety be smothered and its sublime
faith be dragged. from ‘its lofty hight and
soiled with vulgar things. A patch of
daisies is set ®hove a chapter from John’s,
gospel "as a Sunday lesson, the music of
chiming hells is made more of than the
prayer of the publican or of the Lord himself;and a silent tombstone behind the church

kindling

spéech.

Now

a more, quickening

or Binney, or Spurthe gospel from the
men in living and

there

may

be a

opportunity.

ing away from

his presence.

We

think of

seryide in which God
light, ‘ardon which he

fields, and chatting with reckless peasants
and gar ulous Sextons,
|-

The vote of the English Upper House of
Convocation, to expel from the Committed

divinest Tes- on Bibie Revision ifs only Unitarian meérn-

, Then
el
©

deeper

and) ber, is hardly less’ discreditable

aot of,fue eaten, ahd. in the

than the

artful dodge by which thé Lower. House es-

caped the difficulty. It failed to pass Dean
Stanley's motion to reject ¢he proposition of

: ie-Spirt is girded for long the bishops; but in attempting to agree
sk,
and accomplishes with. the” Upper House it made nearly as

ting, Then it leaves its much of a failure. It simply asks thagbody
spher and takes
a new to postpone its opinion till ufter the com-

§ old

sor to the ‘gate
of vic plete revision of the Authorized Version,
six years, or
\ firm, patient, heroic which will probably. Ld ii
e toriblo shadows, often does nore.

not usually mere than two-thirds as bad as
they might be: So long as we are continu:

his counténance as wearing a frown only
while we are conscious of displeasing him in
our lives. Let us bug turn our feet towards
him, and the voice that our own thought |

ally coming along with our ever fresh and
ever vamying wants, and craving this thing
out of its season and ‘that thing when we

had filled with terror

had no business to, we deserve to be put off
with what comes handiest, and we ought to

before will

have

the

Celtic nature, and there can be but hott in-

bby he vows of the

there were

ed has been a strong and just fovernment: 3[+ host of mischievous talestellers havetrumpHad the country been thoroughly subdued eted to the world that the Senator from
when the Normans first crossed the Irish Massachusetts says the President ought to
Channel, there can be little doubt that a he impeached, no whisper has reached. us of
vrosperous and peaceful career . would have

been opened to its inhabitants,

But being

a harsh word Ade
egard

by the President in

to the Senator from Massachusetts.

W e can not doubt that under all the cir-

entertain a
left'in their half-barbaric and half-subdued- cumstances’ the President might
condition, to be used orabused as it suited wish that the foreign relations committee of
the interest ot the neighboring power, they
have experienced little but aggravated assaults, the slight advances they could make
Itowards self-government being vigorously
opposed so soon as they had reached a con-

dition that promised

anything

like

suc-

cess,

Thus the inhabitants have been kept continually exasperated,
and were usually.
ready to strike on the least ntbvocation.
Whatever may have been the facts in the
case, the cause of every aftliction that visited
them, whether ‘public or private, would be
attributed to the government which had
stretched its hand over them. Was there
trouble arising from Church management?
It was owing to thé restraints imposed

across the channel.
a failure,
themselves
the cursed
ucts of the

Did agriculture prove

and the laboring classes find
in the gripe of poverty ? It was
land-system, oy which the prodsoil were devoured by greedy

rents, and nothing was left to meet iadividual wants, Thps unrest and dissatisfaction
have become hey

in

Ireland.

Wlhether

their grievances are real or imaginary, it is
all the same in fact, for the * bloody Saxons ? are'made to bear: the blame of lj
their woes,

“

Under this condition of things it world
seem that the Irish can mever be “brought
into a state of satisfied quietness until the
control of the island is put in their own
hands. As incapable as they may have
been in times past of governing themselves,
they now feel perfectly competent to do so,
and it is doubtful if they give themselves or
neighbors any ease until allowed to make
the experiment. The people are now better educated than formerly, and their desire
-of independence has therefore increased.
We do not know how much their educational privileges have increased those qualities
of character on which the security of government depends,— firmness, judgment, regard for the rights of property, reverence
of law, &e.,—~and probably the Irish, seldom if ever ask themselves if they have

the Senate were differently constituted ; but

as to what steps, if any, he has taken to secure a change, what influence he may have
nt where no exbrought_toar’ oan a
ecutive influence .ought to.be of any avail,
we

have

no definite

know ledge beyond ru-

mors of that class in which it is never safe |
to put ¢redence.
But however théresponsibility of this act
may

be divided, there can be no doubt that

it is vot only an offense against the common

courtesy

of public affairs, an indefen-

sible. insult toa statesman who has deserved as well of Lis party and of his country as
any man now in public life, but also a gross
and clumsy political blunder.
Even those
whose votes did the deed must acknowl-

edge this latter point now that the voice of

the country rings in the ears of Washington.” There have been many reasons assigned _in the course of the debate for the

ste p by which Mr. Sumner has been reduc-

ed to the ranks,—that the majority of the
Senate differ with him about San Domingo, .
that he has declined invitations to dinner,
and so forth,—and wilder reasous still pus:

forth in newspaper columns as coming from

authentic

sources, as Jor example the ridic-

ulous. story that a ledge
edge
had been given

to the British minister that such a step
should be taken “to conciliate England.
Whatever reason or combination of reasons
may have mingled with that prime mov

cause which we have already

indicated, it

must .be speedily apparent that the step
which has beén taken is founded in shorts
sighted policy. Whatever course Mr, Sumner may hereafter urge in the Senate in any
matter connected with our foreign affairs,
his arguments will come with double force
from the lips of a man proscribed as he has
been, and standing in his place, after twen- ,
ty years of service, the chairman of no.committee whatever; ‘and it will be a small offset. to this that the voice of the foreign relations committee is uttered by the Hon. Siwmon Cameron.
For Mr. Sumner himself, our sym
with him under the shameful blow pathy
‘has been struck can not but be mingled with —
congratulations,
He stands
ore the

country as a man persecuted for his devo-

tion to his principles; and the dignity and
strength of his character shine ous in 8
clearer light than ever. If he put himself
in the wrong by the manner adopted and
the temper displayed in his opposition to attempts to get information about San Dobeen
increased
at
all;
but their de- mingo, this grosser display of intolerance
on the part of his enemies has spread the veil
mands to be left to themselves dre just as of oblivion over that, and placed him, in efstrenuous for all that,” and are very likely fecr, in the right again,
to continue so unttl they get their wish.
We do not Join in the chorus which hails
It is this grim earnestness on the part of this incident as the death knell of the repub-

the Irish to be a free. people

that

leads to

lican

party,

nor

in

the

circle

“

of dismal

prophets who are ready at an hour's notice
the greater part of the trouble between to predict its effect on all the political events
land-owners and tenants.
So far from be- of “the future.
It is the principles, not the
men, of the republican party, which give it
coming accustomed, to the
‘situation
from
Tong subjection to it, they grow daily more its .strength; and it has a work yet to be
done w hich neither the grievances nor the
determinet] and more defiant. They con- errors of any man or cluster of men ought
sider the land-system a virtual invasion of | to he permitted to disturb. The count ds
their homes and most sacred rights ;—not very large; and the day has passed
the fact that thirty-three gentlemen (2
because itis so, absolutely, but because
their implacable desires to break from im- Washington have voted aye on any ques-

tone of pleasant greeting now ; the faceon.
which we imagined a frown will be radiant eonsider ourselves as associate aggressors| posed restraints” ‘magnify each “gathering of tion, against thirty-four gentlemen voting
nay or omitting to vote at all, is to shake
No wonder that Yankee
with love ;—and all the time it will be the into the bargain.
taxes into a burning wrong, and .make of the destiny of the nation, The affair has
traders
fin%
a
sort
of
amusement
in
gulling
same voice and faceof the ever-constant
the tax-gatherer a fit object ¢ of vengeance. many grave lessons, many serious warnings ;
Father ; the seeming changes having pro- a large number of their customers. Many Thus the.conflict and its sad results are but it is not of such proportions that we
of our wants are so palpably absurd that the
ceeded alone from our changed hearts. ever multiplying, and whether the Celtic netd quiet yet despair of the republic.
Would we not be doing away with a part only légitimate thing they can do is to treat raceis historically capable of self-governof the professed difficulty in loving God,if us as jokers and give us. as good as we ment or not, . it: keeps clamoring for the
MR. BEECHER'S INSTRUCTIONS TO 1s UsSHwe would gpproach him as a friend, nter- send.
priv ilege, and holds itself bound to retaliate
This
much
seems
to
be
plain
Sao;
no
Ers.—The
pastor of Plymouth church did a
estedin all our lawful business and pleasOn every person or law that scéms to intercharficteristic
thing lately when he publicly
ures and helping to promote them, instead’ that the majority of wrong-doing grows ‘fere.
2
instructed his Ushers to treat all strangers
of regarding him as the inexorable judge, out of wrong-wishing, - and that Wwe are
»
on of
in aftendance with marked respect. He unwho pronounces all vur pastimes mere follies humbugged ih just about the 'p
The Removal of Mr. Sumner.
derstands human nature thoroughly. He
and has a harshrrebzke for the failures that our needless ignoramce. It is very rarely
knows that a person left to shiver or grow
we could hardly avoid? Our estimation of that we need accept a wrong religious beThe dissatisfaction at the removal of Mr.
God’s character is varied almost as yauch by lief; or that we need be deceived in a-man Sumner from the chairmanship of the Com- weary in the church vestibule, while no “one
thé spirit in which wé regard him and his whom we choose to represent us politically; mittee off Foreign Relations is wide and in- offers him a seat or shows hinr the least ig
service, as is the seeming color of any ob- or that we need employ teachers who cor- tense. On the one hand it {s regarded as of welcome, is pretty sure to feel a sii
ject by the medium through which we view rupt our youth ; or that we need invest our the infallible - precursor of ‘trouble ‘in the and to take care that he doesn’t. ’receive’ “
it. The sincere, generous heart can love earnings on ‘shim sécurities; oi that we Republican ranks and the consequent death again. He knows, too, as he stated to his
him as readily as it can any of the multi- need pay our money for adultérated mixt- of the party; and on the other as an un- Ushers, that more people of moderate cir-

tude of beautiful things that speak to it of
their origin ; while the deceitful, uncharita~

good deal of egotism in all this, but very ble, distrustful person sees in him but the
. “Thenit can know the blessedness of trust. little humility ; abundance -of that sort of counterpart of his. own nature. If we
* “Then is the time for it to grasp the unfail looseness whith passes for liberality and “would come to him every day as we went
ing promise’ and be steadfast and calm. charity. among men, but not much of that to our parents to be taught when we were
"Then it may ‘call upon the Lord and’stay | penitent earnestness and craving neéd of ignorant, or to be helped when we were in
itself. mpon Jehovah.
Then it may_ lean divine help ‘thas cries out for the Lord like difficulty, or to be fed when we were hunback upon the divine faithfulness. Then, Peter sinking iin’ the sea, and gets his grate- gry,. there would soon spring up a corres-.
while the tempest is at its hight, it.can cast ful aid.
ponding trust in his friendliness, and soon}
The best and purest and dev outest our hearts would involuntarily love him
out its anchor, ride out the storm, and wait’
for the day,~wait also for the voice that and most: consecrated souls, that walked just as they have trusted and loved them,
says, “Peace, be still.” . Then it may find with God on earth, and whose memory
«God a refuge. Then it may feel itself led is like a hand drawing others heavenward
A New Humbug.
“40 the lofty rock’ whose top the
WS now ‘that they have passed on and upnever reach, Then it may find shelter in ward, were not wont to ignore the sanctu: * The impudence of grocers is wunparalthe everlasting arms, and hear the quieting ary, nor sneer at the Sabbath congregation | leled. . Fully three weeks before one ‘a~
whisper, - “Fear not.” Then, though the and ‘the preacher's earnest plea in the name ple tree in a hundred had begun to yield a
gloom’ be blinding, it may clasp the hand of Christ. And we ‘should greatly prefer drop of sap, they had their windows full. of
(| some other evidence that the men of cult- the blackest and most uninviting “mixture
of theid Gaide, saying calm to
.|ure and genius, who figure in the literature that was ever set before the public for genao
pak
of the nineteenth century, are the chief uine maple sugar. And many of them of:
a
wisdom ever waketh, AA
saints of the Lord, than the fact that they fered as a recemmendation of the articldd
“turn their ‘bagks upon public worship, and that it was ‘Fresh from Boston.” As
spend, their Sundays in strolling over the though Boston had becorae a sugar-orchard,
gusons of Ars
too,
©
that
es most surely into confistrength ant} safety. Then our

temp-

It admits of only one inter-

Men look

“trial were the happening of a strange thing, ‘is virtually declared
or the proof that God had forgotten. to be preacher than Melville,
. gracious, or the signal of a final over- geon, when they-apply
throw!
pulpit
“to the souls of

+

A i we

SISO NN

3

sufferer

sion, nor worry his heart as though the fiery

that they can be anything like areal

Loving God.

| 1871.

22,

he who has a spark of it in his heart should || abnormal state of the mordt powers that
feel it kindled as readily in meditating upon | | prompts it,—but there is often a balance -of
cavils die on the lip. Conviction silences God himself, as in contemplating his works. | good nature over rascality in transactions
them. They could fight logic, but they are It would seem almost impossible that. there of that class.
disarmed by this sublime and sacred faith. | should be such unlovable persons, but for |, 80 far as there is essential wickedness in
The firm step, the ¢alm face, the undoubt- the fact that multitudes are daily making this kind of trading, we feel disposed to
ing prayer, the quiet but settled purpose, just that confession. The effor* is so slight, divide the blame with the parties who sell
the steady and cheerful tone in which the they say, to love a beautiful flower, that we ‘us the goods, For instance, if we know no
old pledge is repeated,—*‘Though He slay are assured at once of its genuineness; - but better than to suppose we are getting pure
me yet will I trust in Him,”—all this comes
to lift our affections up to God, and to cen- maple sugar the last of February ; if we are
home to the skeptic and the worldling with ter any love there,—that is another thing actually so jgnorant of botany as to accept
such power that they are often forced to the altogether. + AS though real love required a the imposition
i
that sap .is always ready to
confession,—*I have looked on the fruits of labored effort to bring it into. exegcise Its
run as soon asthe spile is inserted; if we
!
true religion and they fre very precious; I very nature makes it a “spontaneity; and thus approach the grocers with wants that
have beheld the face of living saintship and unléss we hold it in check it will be contin- are unseasonablée, and oblige them to cheat
it is very beautiful. ‘God be merciful to ually seeking the proper objects of its re- us whilé trying to gratify us, who is most
me a sinner’ I”
;
to blame, we for wishing to eat and drink
gard.
IJ AI
If our friend wishes to‘see us at they door, contrary to Paul's command, or the grocer
we do not wait for him to come into our for filling our orders? It isa very puzzling
| Religion and the Sanctuary.
house and get behind us and push us out thing to get at the real transgressor .in
“In the Ailaniic Monthly for March, Mr. upon the steps. We rather go out gladly multitudes of such cases. 1s it a sin for Mr.
Is it not also a sin for
Fields, speakihg- of. Hawthorne, uses the and meet him, as soon as we are aware of A. to sell liquor?
Mr.
B.
to
drink
it?
Shall we find more
his
presence.
Neither
must
the
beautiful
.
following language:
things
around
us
come
into
our
hearts
with
fault
with
the
baker
for seasoning his
His religion was so deep and broad that
he could not bear to be fastened inside a their certificates and appeals, offering tes- mince-pies with brandy than we do with
pew-door, and I doubt if he often heard an timonials of their worth and begging a his customers for buying them ? . He would
English ‘sermon.
He very rarely describes mere pittance of loye. On the contrary, let ordinarily keep mince-pies without the
himself as inside a church, but he liked to a lovely object present itself, and the senti- ‘brandy, so that there would be no necessity
wander among the graves inthe churchyards and read the epitaphs on the moss [2]ent of love in our own natures immediate- of buying the objectionable sort, and in
ly goes out to greet it. It fastens upon it, nine-tenths of the cases there would have
grown slabs.
Now we are very far from Holding that and so long as its beauties exceed its defects been no brandy in them at all, if there had
there can be no true religion outside of the it adheres to it, and the union is like’ friends not been a previous demand for it.’
When we are denouncing a government
church, and it is very unsafe to estimate one’s who sit together and are made stronger by
official because he ignores a law that we
real Christian character "by the time spent. it.
Yogon the same way our love will go’ out would like to see enfbreed,—it may be our
‘or’ the fervor displayed -in meetings of worto
God, if we will let it. Does it seem like governor, because he is managed by railship.
The world of nature, art and life is
full of facts, and suggestions, and stimu- a lack of reverence to think of loving God road corporations; it may be our mayor,
lants, and opportunities, that may help a with the same poor love that we bestow on because he hesitates to enforce the liquor
soul apprehend God, lift the spirit into real earthly objects? But we are not to coreern law; it may be our school board because
fellowship with him, nurture the generous ourselves with that. God made love, and they employ objectionable teachers,—do we
love upon which Christ and the Apostle it pleased him to use only one element in its ever think to denounce ourselves for voting
If we can not feel that it un- for them? Possibly the candidate may
John lay so much stress, and aid in putting manufacture.
active service upon the night line of effort. dergoes any essential change in lifting it _promise much better than as an officer he
He who has no religion that can bear trans- from the sordid things of life to the purities really performs, but human nature is so= like
portation from the sanctuary to the every- of heaven, it is because it has pleased the both before and after election that we "need
day sphere, has a sort that, in spite of Faor to ask no mpre for himself than we not often allow ourselves to be deceived.
spasms of enthusiasm and gushes of fervor, are capable of bestowing on each other. But it is a way we have, to abuse an officer
is likely to do very little for his own growth So that we can look on a friend who loves who simply does ina public capacity what
into Christinn solidity and power, and us, and feel assured that God asks no more we frequently might have. known he was
very little for the highest profit of others. of us, in kind at least, than that friend is be- guilty of in iis more private relations,
David fed his faith and devoutness while stowing on us, or than we are capable of without ever giving ourselves the mildest
gazing into the heavens and struggling. giving “that friend in return. Such a simple réproof for helping to give him a wider
4 opportunity to bé mischievous. . "In almost
with the. cares of his great office. Moses matter is it to love God.
every way we are so surprisingly bound
But
it
is
as
great
a
matter
as
it
is
simple.
gov his grandest lessons at the lips of God
while tarrying by the mountains.
Paul No wonder if, when we contemplate his together, that it is next to. impossible to
majesty, and catch some glimpses of his estimate the real, inglividual responsibility
showed the weight of his Christian manhood
among the sailors and soldiers who were grandeur, and give a thought to the terror for any act. At least, we can find abundant
carrying him a prisoner to Rome. Bunyan
| of
0 his wrath, the heart shrinks from bestow- opportunities to be charitable in measuring
preached his most effective discourse to the ing love there. But itis not on God as the the acts of our fellow-men; and in many
continents and centuries from the dark and judge that we should think of placing our cases, if we even take a part of the guilt of
love. He is the terrible judge only while their misdeeds, We might not bé a great
silent cell of Bedford jail, and Christ made
the flowers of the field proclaig the divinest we resist his appeals and refuseto observe way from obeying the command which tells
His calls fali harshly on us to *‘ bear one another’s burdens,” .
truth. The highest and grandéft
zaintship his commands.
On the whole, people who deceive us are
our
ears
only
while
we are willfully walkof the ages has learned to find God everypretation.

Master’s lips, breaks anew from the baffled
~servant,—My God, my God yWhy hast thon
forsaken me ?”
Such experiences are not very unusual,
- especially with deep and devout ani sensitive natures:-\They have ever marked the in© ward life of
est and introspectiv e Christians. They voice themselves in the relig- where in the temple of his works and the
ious literature of Christendom.
They break daily movement of his providence, and thus
out in the journals and familiar lettersof proved the genuineness of the saintship.
those whom God has henored with great
But the. style of speech’ exhibited above
trusts, and who are remembered as saints is. becoming quite too’ common, and it freand heroes.
They have filled the closet quently seems anything but wise and whole-

with

STAR; MARCH

felt bound
“tation to the grocers, Who has n't laughed tervals of peace go long’ as that relation is Suptesiuey of on
rd their i personal Judgment; ’
| heedlessly along in the glare of the sun.
When a person who admits no difficulty at the look of infinite merriment that light kept‘up.- For many huundred years the hisfy jaro is is to be,found the
Henceforth it is the trangfigured Christ that in loving dowers, and his family, and vari edu the featuresof the caricatured Yankee, tory of Ireland js the Xistory ofa half-sub- whith has made the wholé moveme
Po
stands beside us. Truth wears a new anaj- ous other animate and inanimate’ objeets, ik
through the key-hole at the bee | ued
4 . dependency in chronic rebellion. gible
:
asty. Duty appears with a finger betkin- asserts ‘that he is unable to become a ‘Chris- ‘floured housewile unsnspectingly grating The conseuence is that the Irish areto- | .As to the
layed by the administration. in the pus To Bre only
:
tian because he can not love God, either he his wooden nutmegs into ‘her apple-pies? |
‘science
of
self-governday,as
is mistaken in supposing that he loves flow~ « The mischief in his eye. would show pretty ment, in a lower state of civilization than work, hearsay report filtered HaouED tho
or three mediums, and vag
surmise. Un. ;
ter seem poor
ers at all, or-else he is ignorant
of the real plainly that he was h't a swindler, and the almost any other nation in Europe,
til we have sométhinng more than these, it is
And the calm, woyielding, patient trast of nature of love. ‘ As far as the act of volition whole affair would seem to indicate that
Bearing this in mind and looKing back up- only fair to suspend our blame. In these
such a season speaks most clearly, strongly is concerned, it is as easy to love God as it is Jonathan was practicing his game for fun on the long anatehy which is ~ called Trish days of stolen itervigwéand of wnscrupt-uand convincingly of God's grace and the to love a flower. Love is essentially the and not for gain. It'may be a sort of vi- history, one is strongly impressed with the lous: reporters, it"
Ves every al
as of his
power of religion, The testimony thus same passion, everywhere and always, and | cious, hurtful ‘amusement,—it must be an belief that the most that Ireland has need- man to be cautious of his words
acts, private as well as public.” But though
of ordinary walking, when we only ‘stamble

borne is plain.

Particular aftention Is called to the re-

frequently

for the inward life than-a

MORNING

ures.

When

we do, it is oftener because

we have given but half attention

when

we

ought to have given the whole ; because we

warranted interference by the President in:
matters with which he had no business to
meddle. We give below the opinion of the
Boston Advertiser on the removal, both 'be-

have impulsively trusted appearances without really investigating the matter ; because cause that
paper usually speaks in a well‘we didn’t remember that our votes only elect~ | considered and dignified
‘manner, and beed our candidate without triasforming his cause it may represent
the state of Massacharacter ; because we sought to indulge a chusetts, which is the most
affected by the
passion, or gratify an abnormai taste, or fol- ‘so-cal’ed indi:
‘low a mere whim ;—oftener this, than that
In wei ghing the significance ,and lookin
‘we have strive to actand
wish intelligent- forward to the res
of the affront offe: wr,
ly and rationally, and
were deceived in to Mr. Sumnepyin. the Senate, it is, first
spite of ourselves, The grocers are not so of all, desirablé to- ‘place the responsibility
much to "blame, after all, for offering us itfor the act exh it Properly belongs. And
belongs nowhere
but with the thirty
maple sugar three weeks before its sea- Republican Senators by whose votes ‘three
it was’
son.’
consummated. If itis said that the administration has no right to interfere with the
arrangement of the committees of either
Agrarian Riots in Ireland.

branch

The disestablishment of the: Irish church
has not wholly restored quiet to Ireland.

The imperious restraints -imposed by land-

80.

of the

tain them they must receive as heartya
welcome as can be given them

If these

instructions - are

elsewhere.

observed

Mer

Beecher probably did as much in the five
minutes that it took him'to deliver them,—

as much towards retaining and still increas-

ing his present congregation, as he has effected by any two sermons of the year.
And the lesson’ conveyed is one that can
be profitably heeded by every church in the

country. Strangers who visit our places of
worship, and are left to provide seats for

themselves or to go away disgusted because
they are unnoticed, seldom show themselves

‘is to be done in the matter

yearly, not only to the ministrations of the
gospel but to the kingdom of heaven. The

has to be accomplished by the votes of members

nacle than in any other church of equal size
in the United States, and that in order to re-

it is also to be said

of Dongress;

Whatever

cumstances worship in the Brooklyn taber-

at the same church again. And thus in our
large cities and villages, multitudes are lost

that the administration has no power to do
Senate.

Now

it has been Mr.

Holders are showing their legitimate effects in Sumner's Ortune to make enemies among
the dissatisfaction of tenants. Itis quite un- | $s. political allies and --associates in the
safe for a man to cross his own rented lands chamber, -almost as bitter in their hosti
B him’ ag the slave state Senators who had
without, proper precautions, and _ several
majority in the body during the early days
or as though we knew nothing at all about have lately been killed while “attempting to
of his public life.
the necessary conditions of sugar making! do so. The terms that he imposcs upon ends. he aims at, but Ttisa result, not of the
of the methods he emIt indkes one feel as though he was losing those to whom Le rents are so harsh that ploys. There are men in the Senate
of
his respectability when, in a thoderately- human nature refuses to submit to the out- su ciently~ broad natures to let estranges
sized town, there can be found. forty grocers rage, and every chance for retaliation is ments of this sort have no influence’ upon’
their
who rely so implicifly on thé" gullibility of improved with a vengeance. * Almostrevery ingso action in amatter like that now caus‘much excitement. Such a man is
‘their “customers that they will invest a mail brin gs reports of seditious harangues;
Mr. Trumbull; such a man, were he now
score of dollars each spring in cakes of Cien- and ofb arbaraus agrarian outrages.
living and in his seat in the Senate, would
fuegos molasses and Muscovado sugar, —
The church question now seems to ex- be Mr, Fessenden.” But not all men, and,
this to be unblushingly set before "our eyes cite but little visible - discontent. It is the alas; not all Senators, are east in sucha
mold; and there have proved to be a sufas the pure product of the maple.
land-law that makes the chiefest trouble. ficient number cherishing animosities
formJtis only another manifestation of the The Irish consider that the land of the green ed in one way and another, and willing
to
delectable habit of cheating, It seems to isle las been unjustly syyrenched from them, snatch a convenient opportunity to strike a
amuse people to a certain degree, and so and until it is restored they promise to give blow to avenge rankling wounds of thoir
they indulge it for the mere fun of the thing, its owners. as much. trouble as possible. ‘own, without ‘much regard to the consequences to
Not all the namesin
At least, we can. hardly figure’ out. profits Playing subject, if not slave, to Saxon the affirmatifollow.
ve list in the final vote on Frienotizh in the oregent onal to suppose
mastersds by ne mens agreeabla’o the: day are to be counte: Lin this category ; for

\

greeting and the friendly grasp of. :

the hand rarely fail to attract those who receive them, and to many hearts they carry
stronger evidence ‘of the Christian love that NC
™
prompted them than the most faultless argument that ever fell on their ears. Young men and ladies who come strangers to our

cities’ will, in a- majority of eases, seck the

company that gives ther the warmest greeting and shows the deep@st interest in’ entertaining them. If the Christian church is
remiss in this duty, then the allurements of
the street and the. saloon will win them instead. The cases are very rare in which a
person may.not be kept ini ‘healthful- society
if the proper interest is shown. in his: welfare, » We never know how many wander

awaymnd ave lost while we stand by indif-

©

forontly regar ding them, with silent lips and

hands in our pockets! Lotus continually’
show the stranger thatwe would gladly

i benofit h'm, and hyp will continually show us

|a

0

Saiea

i

fos

»

Ta

Re

—

a

a

RE

|

ie Fala. ofthe nw

that, its full fifty
several years anda licensed preacher among fit admits
ui thot 4
starch, or any other preparation
them, He became convinced of the rightfulness. fromMize]corn or the corn
cereal grains.
ny

ou

Sih

give them the opportunity to administer the

edge that ** neither is he that planteth any-

goyernment.

thing, neither he that watereth, buf God

.

'

been the causes of that giveth the increase.”

Whatever may have

the late reverse,—whether it is the Sumner
quarrel, the San Domingo question, the re-

PRAIRIE

DU SAC,

of the Sabbath school, Not that it is unlike
other Sabbath schools, but there is really a good
interest. This speaks well for the future prosperity of the church, ' May this interest long live
and prosper, and be the way by which we as a

G. J. ABBOT.

Wis.

Last Sabbath,

fusal of Congress to repeal the Income Tax, March 5, the church and friends of So.
extravagance in voting away public lands; Prairie du Sac met on the banks of the
the variety of state tickets, or the unpopu- Wisconsin river, when fifteen converts were
‘arity of nominations,~whether it is any, buried in baptism. The assemblage was
or all, or none of these, the best thing to do large and a spirit of solemnity prevailed, .
is to learn

the

lessons

of the

I came to this place

defeat, and

last

July.

bestin use, and is, of course,

state.

If the RepubMcans

sought by this means to show

their

heave,
disap-

The Job’ type is "entirely new, and

has been selected with great care from

During

will Baptist church near Providence, R.- I, has
acceptably occupied the pulpit of the Broadway
| Baptiss church, Baltimore, sihce Christmas, and
will probably accept the call extended him hy
that church.

|

liver;

and

wife

gratefully

So deep and wide-spread is the

ac-

work, that even places of business have been
turned into places of prayer. In the dead of
night Christians have been roused from
that they are striking a stunning blow at\ their sleep by persons anxious for their
unpopular Washington officials by throw- souls and asking for prayers. Business
ing a different vote from that which helped men, whom Christians have hardly dared to
elect them, but can they afford to suffer the approach on the subject of religion, have
recoil for the pleasure of giving the imagin- come to the altar seeking Christ. And thus
ed blow? It is claimed in several quar- ig/God’s work going on. The church is
ters-that unpopular nominations really in- crowded nightly, and still the people do not
fluenced the result, If so, then it would be tive of attending.
Cox.
well to remember in the future that though

* Rev. H. J. Brownand wife gratefully acknowledge a donation of $200 from their friends in

agood many thinking men will follow
principle insteall of preference, still a much

H. Higbee.

MiDDLEPORT, O.—After an absence

thus to

follow

a whim,

church, with some good ‘results.

their whims, - ~

Haning was present to cheer us.

the Mecca

per-

latter

part

of Isaiah,

and

Zechariah,

he

was

said

N. Vassalboro’, Me., is

y

hag united with our church

al Nits

The last Rockingham

Q. M., which was held with us, was a very
precious season; and was made the means’
. of reviving many of our members. ‘Within

ners.

a fortnight thereafter, two young men confessed their desire for “religion, and the

Spirit's presence

with

us’ was

to

;

Ca

manifest. |

ligion, and since’ goodly * Wamber, until

there
are now above twenty converts, mostly from among our young people. Wo

‘Saviour.

are

©

deciding to

do

not

give

reader a trudidea in regard to it...

W\

or to the

16 whom we received into the Freewill Baptis church a fow-monfhs previous. The
“three deggminations in Bristol opened their
houses of worship for union. meetings, and
myited

Bro.

H.

T

Durant,

met

commencing

is appointed to preach, Friday

evening.

the

.

come recommended

churches

pastors.
Walter,

con-

enough to

in

church

this

and

to

settled

is

put to shame the feeble efforts of some

of our older and more able churches. They
seem well united, and punctual in attending the
stated Ineetings of the church notwithstanding

anDuzen.
:

session with the Salem church, commencing May
19th, at 2 o’clock, P. M.

.

P. HaLL,

FREEBORN Q. M.—Held its March
the Nunda and Mansfield church.
was

with us;

his

saints

were

quite a number of sinners were
commenced to seek the Lord:

Clerk.

term with
The Lord

refreshed,

awaken d
-

“J. F. Harr,

and

and

to con-

sider the propriety of organizing a Freewill Bap-

tist churchs The council organized by appointing Rev. H, 8. Ball, Chairman, and ¥. D: Coffin,

one of

est on account ot the Spiritual manifestation,
Next session with the Fayette church,--commencing on the first Friday in June. It is desired that the different

churches

be

fully repre-

ROCHESTER, N. Y., Q. M.—Held its
session witn the Fairport church.
Most

revival

interest.

We

spring
of
{

West-

gate, Cor, Mess, to Fréedom Q. M., and

] owne,

H. Waldron, to the Munroe Q. M.
|
:
1
Next session with the Walworth church,
Rev..
Twelve persons presented
themselves : for
W. H. Waldron was appointed to preach the
membership, which numbér was subsequently. | opening sermon, and Rev. C. H, Jae
yr to dest
Clerk,

tion was consummated. = It takes the name of this
Gaskill Corners Freewill Baptist church, Rev. J,
brethren were elected deacons

and

that office the day following,

.

Two

ordained

to

Ali.

J. W, HiLLs, For the Council.
*

The writer recently enjoyed the privileges of a
town of Owego,

organized church
Jocated in:
the

N. Y., and is five miles from the

village, ' It 1s in the midst, of an interesthig, intelligent community, and the prospects-of Success
a

_

.

Of all the Advertiving Agencies, Wm. J. Carleton,
Baq., No. 80 Park Row, New Yor k. N. Y., sends out

the most select list of papers

for the patronage

Pergons designing

of

to advertise exten

sively in Religious newspapérs, can not well do better than to apply to this agency.
A

Voice

from

fhe

TW itehion.

Upwards

of

thirty jiofeseed orks, many of them hailing from
the be: t hotels in tg United States, have voluntarily
come forward and prondunced “ Rand’s Bea Moss
Paring,”
the
nos jrticle for custards, puddings,blane

Li

150
150

Day

¢

Bright

Day

Series.

Bl
5
7,

Price, in cloth,
covers, 15 cts.

00

:

FREEWILL

K
18,01
W Sar:
1,00
2,00
83,02
Treas.

;

by the dozen ; also

E.

Fassett,

Kimball, al of. N.

on the same

Price. Postatte. Total.

do

82mo:

single,

do
do
“dozen,
Butler’s Theology,
single,
do
do
dozen,
“istory,
‘single,
0
dozen,
Christian Baptism, Bound, single,
——do
do.
do
dozen,
do
do Paper Cov. single,
wdo
do .
do
dozen,
Life of Marks,
« single,
o
do
dozen,
4-Church Member’s Book,
single,
do
do “wcxodo™
dozen,
Treatise,
single,
dozen,
do
single,
Thought;
upon
Thoughts
do

Locke,

Books.

Postage

Psalmody, 18mo. in Sheop, siagle, 1.00
do
0
dozen, 960°
«do Emboss’d Morocco,single, 1.10
do
do
do’
ozen, 10.56

do

“do

85

B.13
1.60
15.36
1.20
11.52
25
2.40
brs
1
1.00
9.60
.30
2.88
25.
2.40
26

-.
228
16
1.96

1.20
11.88
1.26
12.52

08

93

06
9.14
- 28
1.88
3.26
18.62
20°
140
940
5.92
4
29
48-288
02
A7
28
1.72
20
1.20
2.40
12.00
08
38
“7.00. . 348
#04
20
36 «+ 2.76
20
04

dozen,

2.10-

i

dozen,

9.60

313

0k

°°,

7 do
do AQ
single
WonderfulWorks of Jesus,single,

dad
15

28
O04

1.2
J19

Batler’s Commentary, =

single,” 2.00

24

2.24

Lessons for every Sunday
the Year, (Ques. Book)
do . do
do
+
to Conscience,
Appeal
Appeals
do
:

in *
single,
dozen,
BINZIS;
dozen,

t
04
24 ‘|
44 p) au
.
04
20
1.565

single,

The Book of Worship,
:

Mary

Dover, N, H.

Prices of Freewill Baptist

TE

Story

of Jesus, ( Ques. Book) single,

:
Chorlishy

Communionist,
Jhorali

..

+

Minutes of General Con=
i

ence,

A= There
dozen,

dozen,

do

do

1.00

15

2.66

1.20

20

ne

1.72

28

144°

2
20
1.35
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Qkweny a0 14
single,

© 08

single,
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. single,
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BAPTIST

REGISTER.

Whatever profits may accrue from the sale of these
publications at our office, in Dover, (but no others)
belong to the Denomination, and are to Le uged for its
advancement. Address,
&

Single an

only 25 cts.; in paper
Postage extra ; on the

former, 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents.

publishers, and will be farnished to Sabbath schools
in Dibraries;at wholesale prices.

Rov. .D. Waterman,
Mr. Froeman Goodly
of Sha pleigh, and Miss Emma E. Farnham, of Aeton,
%
.
aE

125
400
490

L. R. BURLINGAME,

in an en-

tirely new dress, and presents a very.
comely appearance It should be in
every Baptist family.” Let every pastor and church-member have a copy of
this newly revised and useful book.—

by mail, free of postage,

on receipt of the price:

In’ Rochester, Wis., Feb. 22, by Rev. G.H. Tub-

'

150
150
100
17
150
125
1.00
455
405
90

z

Any of which will be sent

BAPTISM.

the authoi; has been clothed

b5

Child Life, _

bard, Mr Edwin Morag, of Waterford, and Miss Sarah Warmington, of 1.
“In Natick, Fob, 28, by Rev. 8. B. Root, Mr, Edgar
In Milton Mills, March 15, by

7

Dover, N. Hl.

* This little book has been revised by

hy

we were Young,

Sybil’s Way,
Rescued from Egypt,
Claudia,

>.

d

B

CHRISTIAN

Series.

cellaneous.

‘

L. R. BURLINGAME,

publications,or will be filled with the bpoks of other

Falls, March 6, by Rev. J. Frank

Nuto and Miss Clava

Sus;
pectacles,
Milbroo.
od

125
125
125
1.25

Starlight Stories,
Brother and Sister,
Anecdotes of Animals,
Bloomfield,
;
Glencoe Parsonage.
Early Choice.
Strawberry Hill, .
Overcoming,
”
Portus Man,
Willie-Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor ?
Triumph over
Midian,

John C Frost, Baq., of Strafford, and Mrs. Delia A.
Litchfield of8. ¥.
:
In Riymond, ie. 4, by Rev. J. Fallonton, Mr. Andrew R Bacheler and Mise Anna E_ Page.
in Cooper's Mills, Me; Oct, 8. by Rev 8. Matterson,

F.

Flower by the Prison
Daisy Seymour
rd
a
?
Olive Loring’s Mission,

.

Bright Days,
Sunny Skies,
Pompeii and Herculaneum,
Archibald Hamilton,
Starlight

Trifles,

J5
5
a5

orders which will be immediately filled with our own

0.0. LIBBY,"

Miss

Nattie Nesmith; or, The Bad Girl,
Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,

75
a5

Making Something,
Jamie and Jeannie,
Boy’s Heaven,

a

and

Child Life in Many Landsg
-Ru¢hie Shaw ; or,
The Good Girl,

Series.

The Christ-Child,
Good Little Mitty,

A

Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholuck,
Alice Benson’s Trials,
;
.
The Quiet Hour. Dr. Lincoln,

75

Child's

$

Building Stones,

15
15
15
15

:

$1.25
1.50

The Jadge’s Son,
Hester’s
Happy Summer,
One Year of my Life,

Series.

.

Price.

°

NEW BOOKS, CHRISTMAS, 1870.

150

150.

Rainy Day at Home,
Mrs.

Lute Falconer

150
150

i

A Rainy Day at School,
Miirthday Present,
ew Year,
Ld
Fireside Angel,

-

New - Books

Short-Comings and Long-Goings,

150

Rainy

;

eg

Contradictions; or, High Life in Edgerton,

‘When

:

$150

Light from the Cross,

|

:

More

de-

Parties designing to get new Sabbath School Libraries, or to replenish old ones, cat gendus their

Me,
)
4
Cristea
ih
deceaged son of Isaac
Me,
Trambull; O,

Mr. Leonard Bo yaton
both of Jenersow

cation.

For the Sabbath School.

Sabrina Hackett,
Aunt Mattie,

city, March 13; by ov. J. Malvern, Mr.
Paul, of Lynn, Mass., and Miss Lucy M.

In Salmon

sale and

May Bell, ~ -

E Gordon—G
Hulett—WH

. MARRIED.
In this
John M.

S. &.

Shining Hours,
Master and Pupil,

Fuller—T

M

Dover, N. II,

number between one and 10, when sent to
one address, than on a single one.” The
postageis payable at the office of delivery.
The volume begins with the first number in
April. Orders are solicited.
No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the Myrtle.
Sample copies will be sent free on ‘appli-

CHURCHE

ready for

:

PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy
of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24 cents
a year; and no more on 10 copies or any

to

;
Series.

Prize

Forwarded,
BY MAIL.
3

a
v

now

:

Ten capies or more sent to one address,
cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.

TO

Andy Luttrell,

W C Stuart—C T Shellman—.

Fifield, of New Hampton

Advertisers.

\

Sabbath with the. newly
mentioned
above. © It ig

Collection for
liver the Sabbath school address,
Missions; $17. °
WM. WALKER; Clerk.
o

These Books are

livery.

utlding, at
M., of Tues-

"

Rev. W.

use them

of

R. BURLINGAME, Do-

Terus.—Single copy, 30 cents a’ year.

i

OF

L.

ver, N. H.

:

ment.

Foreign Mission,

armi
\
Exeter
Th
Charley G Sargent,
; gent, Tample,
Rev Ira Slater, Ea

All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sent to

as

Catalogue of New Sunday School Book just published by the Freewill Baptist Printihg Establish-

Huntington Q M, Vi
r R M Minard
5,10
Horton, ime
er fy ‘Bartiott
i
8,25
CO F Lothrop,
Chesterville,
Me.
1,00
Mrs B J Cole. Lgke Village, NH, for support of El. len A Cale, in India, per B J Cote,
20,00
ELE
Lincoln, Vt
J W Burgin,
Sheth
0,
Mrs Hannah
Davis, Laconia, N H; per A D Sngith,
2,50
Mrs M Switzer, St Johnsbury, Vt, per I. B Tasker,
1,00
Mrs E G Rice, Sutton, Vt,
3
bis
© 1,00
Rev LB Tasker, Lyndon,
Vt,
4
1,66
Col by Mrs J Burnham, 8 Parsonsficld, Me, per
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were

favored with the presence of Revs. J. F. Smith,
from the Munroe Q. M., and D. J. Whiting, from
the Freedom QM. who preached the word to

good acceptancd,. ‘Appointed Rev.A. W.

SPEAKERS

>

sented, as matters of business of special interest:|
will be presented.
C. R. BRIDGMAN, Clerk.

churches reported

PUBLIC

PASTORS

:
EXPRESS,
“i:
D Lothrop & Co 38 & 40 Cornhill, Boston, Mass,
Rev J A Lowell, 112 Broadway, Lawrence, Mass.
* IM Bedell, Gorham, Me.

wii

and

intended for publica-

tion should be addressed to ‘‘ THE MYRTLE,"
Dover, N. H.

:

Superintendents

J M Preseott, Orford, Tama Co, Iowa.

peculiar inter-,

8T,,

will most invariably give instant re:

AND

- John A Ames, Box 64, Wayland, Mieh.
H = Whipple, Hillsdale,
Mich,
5

LAFAYETTE Q. M.~Held its Feb. term with
the York Pr. church. The churches were not
fully represented, nor the meetings largely at~

Disease.

It is printed on paper of a very supe-

equal to that of any other paper of its class.

BROWNS BRONCHIAL TROCHES

20 0 Jy

TO

Mrs D A Uameron, N Nation Miils, PQ,

Clerk.

Lung

fii

‘THE MYRTLE.

All communications

and

attention,

6m52

-house.
PARSONS, Clerk.

Rev J F Smith, Wheatville, N Y, (2)
te
W Ensign, Homer, Mich
*. B 8 Gerry, Dexter, Me. 4
* W R Stone, Gilberts Mills,
N'Y.
Miss Lizzie Seamans, Port Allegany;
Mrs A:Dunton, N Pittston, Me.
Mrs DT Wright, Lewiston, Me.
A E Woodsum, Fayette; Me.
L Kinney, Benton
Harbor, Mich,

1869.

BROWN’'S BRONCHIAL TROCHES,
SOLD EVERYWHERE.

:

Books

their scattered condition,~both deacons living
ten miles from their place of meeting, and one of
them having to walk the whole distance. Next

immediate

the true

are A Soper.) Sanborn—Mrs D- Smith—H Stevens—J
8 Staples—R
8 Tuttle—J D Tucker—Mrs C H Tuttle -A
B Toms—W Toplin—R H Tozer -“W Thomas—G L Vance
“A P Wood—H
Weeks—D
Woodworth—Mrs
Lydia
Wheeler—J D Waldron—J Whittemore—J 8 Willlams—
4 JY healer W H Waldron—BF Zell—Sophla Young—J D

sustain

country

Gen.

¥ Hay—D Holbrook -H Harrls—Mrs 8S M James—

Sturgis—Mrs M Stuabbs—Mrs

,

rior quality, and its mechanical excellenceis

clear and strengthen the voice.
Owingto the good reputation and popularity of the
Troches, many worthless and cheap imitations are offered; which are good for nothing. Be sure to OBTAIN

Mrs Rs Kennedy—MT King—J Lawrence—JH Loveless
Mrs A B Lombard—J A Lowell- Mrs WB Lawrence—E
Langdon—L CO Miller—Miss 8 Mayberry~'W R Manuing—
McCoy—S8 Meserve—W
D Merwin -L
Nutting—Kezia
Morrison—J A Morrill—M A
Pullen—8 'W- Perking—J
Pinkbam—W B Prouty—S Patterson—OB Pec
Burbank—Mrs E Pardee—S Roper—A
W Reed—8 E
Root—B H Stevens—A Sargent--M: Stoekbridge—N G

conference did
All the meet-

pastor

newly

&c.

;

Foss—A D
Fairbanks—Mrs O Fellows—I
Glaspie—B A Gurney—W Halstead -A A

—Mrs

including the

use of Sunday School scholars, was enlarged
“4nd much improved about the first of April,

ya
lief.
For
BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA,
CATARRH; CONSUMPTIVE and THROAT DISEASES,
they have a soothing effect.

Y. M. Treas.

loff—M A Eayrs—F G Fletcher—M Folsom—E

Richey, pastor of the Palmyra church, and
the
funeral services onthe octasion. The effort and
sacrifice of this

/

8 A Blend—Olive E Bigelow—8 ID’ Bates—C Bean—E H
Burcham—Mrs M O Bake:
rs C Blethen—W M Clark
—G Ourtis—B D Chand
Campbell—C C Cook ~Viss
Mary E Curtis—Conco!
ass—Mra
E Dewey - Miss A J
Dowe—J 8 Danforth—C C Div rs—W
H Davis—i B Dol-

session

.

This semi-monthly, published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, for the

neglect often results in an incurable

: NHLY

Post Offige Addresses.
Rev CE Blake, Amesbury, Mass.
BE
st
————
Letters Received,
N W Ayer & Son—S8 B Bean—L W Baker—I M Bedell—

ings were interesting throughout the Session,
although nothing of special importance occur:
or was reported, eXebpt the death of Rev. N. &

themselves

Ni

RQNLT BA)

Ax8ON Q M. will hold its next session With the W.

that certifibrethren as

BOND

Sold by Druggists everywhere.

Requires

f 0

Vt., Feb. 25.

Anson church, at the Brook mein
M.

DERMOTOLEGIST,

YORK.

W

transact any other business found necessary
interests of the Seminary.
all friends of the Seminary are respectfull
to attend and aid by their. counsels and all
in their power.
L. SARGENT, Pres,

Huwmesburg,

yr

;00GH, COLD or SORE THROAT

place the school on a permanent financial basis.

with the Palmyra church, Otoe Co., 18 miles east
of Lincoln,
Owing to the incleleney of the.
weather and so many brethren living
at a dis-

at Gaskill ‘Corners,

W

day, Mare h2s, 1871, to attend to the following business:
1. To devise means for paying the present indebtedness of the Corporation.
i
2
2. To adopt measures to raise funds which shall
3: To
for the
Also
invited
means

Mailed for 60 cents.

x

Dr. B. PERRY,

t.; 1871. The
suggest the

ing, at room No. 12, of the Seminary
Waterbury
Center, Vt., at 10 o’clock, A.

:

No. 39 Washington St.,
Dover, N. H.

PIMFLES ON THE. FACE.

Green Mountain Seminary.
Notice
is hereby given to the corporators of the
|
Green Mountain Seminary to meet in special meet-

by the churches and, on due

tance fr ‘m the place of meeting,
not convene until Saturday, P.

io next Yearly Meeting.

;

L. R. BURLINGAME,

For Comedones, Black-worms or Grubs, Pimply
Eruptions and Blotched disfiguration on the Face,
use
Perry's Comedone and Pimple Remedy.
It is invaluable to the dficted. Prepared only by

ber in the churches. . The Register for 1870 is the basis of calculations.
Both the resident and non-res:-

A.H MORRELL,
Harper’s Ferry, W. Va., Feb. 25.

DYSPEPSIA,

Use Perry's Moth and Freckle Lotion.
It is the only reliable and harmless Remedy kn
for removing #Brown discoloration. Sold by Druggists everywhere.
DEPOT, 4¥BOND St., N.Y.

dent members are included in the estimate.
All the collections should be in the hands of the Q
M. 'Preasurer, as early as “June next, so that,
withont fail, at the Yearly Meeting, on Wednesday,
at 10 o'clock, A. M., on the first week in Sept, the
‘money may be
paid over, and the Yearly Meeting
Treasurer find it in. his power to advance
the necessary sums to delegates and meet the other claims upg
Smith, C.
on ‘the Yearly Meeting. Revs.
W. T
Campbell and 8S. N. Brooks are the-committee to lohrs

THE

For Mth Pees, Frees ad an, |

York.

Delegates,

to

HAVE

Proprietors,

iit

riety (if they have not already done go) of stathe 0 every church within their several limits, the
sums to be paid.
.
ol
The amount for delegations and other liabilities of
the Yearly Meeting, is equal to seven cents per mem-

March

its Feb.

Conference,

|

can be done in good style at short notice
and upon reasonable terms.
.Orders are solicited from all partsof
the country. Address, =

lifeless, stiff, brashy

Nashua, N. H.

ators, and by all Droggiste.

:

Con , to be held at Chicago, Ill, in
Q. M. Treasurers
will permit
me

examination by this body, are found worthy.
Next session in Gravesville.
:
v
+, Be CLARK, Clerk pro tem.
SALEM, NEB., Q. M.—Held

YOU

& CO.

.

Itis the best

forfeit the price of the box. Also, warranted to cure
every kind of PILkS. For sale at.No.1,
Tremont

in every

viding funds for the expense of delegates to the

3d—bth,
Fancher

of the

IF

contains

Street, New

out.

Temple, Boston, by K:. A HARRISON & CO., Propri-.

THE MAINE CENTRAL YEARLY MEETING, at its last
-gession, proposed starting early in the mmtter of eo.

M. A. JONES, Clerk.

Some

of the country.

liousnes-, if vou ‘do not tha: k us aiter using DR.
HARRISON'S PERISTALTIC LOZENGES, we will

J H. MAYNARD,

General

June

its

-

SINGERS

HUBBARD, Clerk.

age more fully lay-preaching, and
cutes of license be granted to such

Eh

M. Roberts, Pastor, and 8. Gréen, Clerk,

and

mi

For particulars address

3t11

to raise up helpers in the churches to supply a
want which exist now as really as in apostolic
times, and these gifts are doing the cause of Christ.
at service by explaining and enforcing man’s
uty under the gospel, therefore,
;
red,
That we take measures to encour-

the

so

MICHIGAN YEARLY MEETING will hold its next
session ‘with the church in Elsie, Shiawassee Quarterly Meeting, commencing Friday, June 2, at 10 1-2,
A. M.
i
{. E.
WHIPPLE, ) .
P. W. PERRY,
$ Com.

last

ry busindss the Conference adopted the following
resolution on Fay Preaching :
Whereas,
God in his providence is continuing

the. “made up to sixteen, “After a proper examingtion of
candidates for membership, the church srganiza-

Congregational church on the first .of Jan.,
or tothe 19 individuals received on the same

unitedly

bréthren

Organized.

you

HANIA

of the best offices in the largest cities

Headache, Dizziness, Costiveness, Piles, Oppression
after eating, Soar Risiog,or any Indigestion or Bil-

Notices and Appointments.

version of souls, and from evening to evening
several signified their desire for prayers,
A few
rofessed faith in Christ, and
Revs. Whitney,
Water and others remained to protract the meeting. The people in Boltonville are considering the
propriety of building a church edifice.
Collection
on the Sabbath was $15,13, to be devoted to Fond
du Lac Mission.
The Q. M. has raised $85, of the
$100 that was assigned toit. Besides the ordina-

;

Tioga Co.,
N. Y., Feb. 11th,
as a couneil
|

It has been truly a wonderful work; but
none of its wonders are to be attri pi
. the'reception of 14 young ladies
Intofthe

day Into the ‘Methodist charch,

Boveral

seek the

P.S. BUurBANK.

Bristor, N, H. Reports
have been
printed in several newspapers and copied
into the Star of March 8, concerning the
revival at Bristol, which

Church

its

Westlake and Clark, were directed for the

principal

the

cure

appearance,

172 William

Next

reported revivals and some without
The sermonsypreached by Revs. Powell,

F.

of

M.—Held

with the Mt. Pleasant church,

tended, yet the session was

satisfaction

attractive

offered in New England.

session with the Rochester church, Feb. 10-12.
It was a season of considerable interest, The attendance was large and the results reached were

was chosen moderator.

C. F. PENNEY.

iy,

Q.

FOND DU Lac, Wis., Q. M.—Held

Our evening meetings were increased ; and)
Those interested will be glad to know that thie
by invitation, Bro. Davis, of Great Falls, differences in the F'. B. church at Milton Mills

- hope still others

HONEY CREEK, Wis,

term with the
people in Boltonville,
with quite full delegations.
Rev. Geo.

18, 1871.

“+ came and labored with us very faithfully | are adjusted to the
for two days. Others then started in re- ones concerned,

will

W. & C. B. Corton & CO.

»

in the city proper

erin

Missions, $12.

R, Pi HALL

\

A

His P, O. address is Augusta, Me.

Augusta, March

We

BowDoIN Q. M.—Held its March session with

The name of Rev. Geo. Brown did not appear
inthe Register for 1871. Bro.Brown removed
some time. last year from the town of Carthage to
this city, and has since united with the Free Baptist church in this place by letter. During the
past winter, Bro B. has been actively engaged
in holding meeting? in different parts of the city.
His labors have not only been well received, but
have also resulted in the reclaiming of backdliders and the awakening ind conversion of sin-

Revivals, &c.
.. DanvitLe, N. H.

preaching

where Rev. 8, Curtis is preaching.

.

Denominational News

now

27.

the Pine street church, Lewiston.
There was a
large delegation from the churches present, and
the meetings
-were all well attended, and we
trust profitable.
Brethren Geo. 8. Ricker, A. P.
Houghtaling and Edwin Blake, of the Theological school, received license to preach. A collection was taken for Home Missions, SHoUNHLE $0
$42,47; also one for
Indigent students, of $20,26.
Next session with
the Sabattusville church, coms.
mencing June 13th, at 1, P. M.

Congregational church in E. Concord, N. H.
Some F. Baptists living there attend the meeting,” and a very pleasant state is enjoyed. He

have a settled g inion concerning every
sage of the
bie? And that, too, when
keen skeptivisin may crop out in-any congregation in the land, no matter how remote,

Collection for

G. H.

Rev. H. R. Howes, late pastor of our church at

to

Jan.

HALL:
\ VEGETABLE

dressing in the world, making
hair healthy, soft and glosey.
For sale by all druggists.

town, to sell the most useful and popular Maps ever

2, 1871, at 2 o'clock, P, M. Rev.N. Woodworth

Without

Ministers and Churches.

the shtiquity of Daniel, etc? Or, to
be very practical, how many of the young
ministers are approaching the position of Dr.
Payson in his prime, when

commencing

is hardly

of

its Jan’, session with

encouraging. The debt on the Rochester Institute was arranged for payment. Next session

preaching the last year, the cause has done
keeping his proper’ position or doing his well in the face of strong Peto-baptist inwhole duty. His religion is controverted a fluences. Our S. S, numbers 120. The
by multitudes of skillful writers, who ad- brethren are united and ready to press forvance arguments that can be met only by a ward hopefully. Prayer-meetings are well
suitable knowledge of the methods they em- | sustained.
The success of our cause here is
ploy. The day that the Christian is idle and due, under God, to the faithful efforts of a
thoughtless,
may be the very day in which few brethren ;—showing what may be done
~ some argument is being framed that will per- through courage and grace to lift up our
plex his reason if it does not stagger his faith. banner.
5
In the last Congregational Quarterly, Prof.
We have just been greatly cheered by the
Bartlett thus arouses Christian scholars to presence of Prof. R. Dunn, whom we were
keep near énough up.avith the advance of sci- fortunate enough to procure. to deliver a
ence and discovery not to discredit stheir ré- course of lectures. His visit will not soon
be forgotten. We wish Bro. D. could be
ligion :
:
Pl
Jut what is the troublé with the young kept among our churches, inspiring them
-Christian students of this country that’ they with his eloquence, rather than that he
do not comprehend the situation and the op- shouldbe shut up to any one place.” We]
portunity ? That they can discern the ‘face
of the sky,’ or the crust of the earth, but not need such a man to travel through the West
the ‘ signs of the times? What region is and breathe into. the brethren his spirit.
now so full of activity and of possibility ? His effort here on the: Sabbath was one of
Whatso loudly calls for explorers? -. . . great power. May he come agag.
Some careful scholar still is wanted thorWith a population of --2,400 inhabitants,
oughly to compare, from personal inspection,
all the supposed routes of [srael to Sinai and adjoining the city of Pomeroy, which is our
beyond, andto judge between them. The county seat, our town is important for our
- cuneiform inscriptions of Babylonia and the cause in ‘Southern Ohio, prospectively at
hieroglyphic records of Egypt are not ex- least. Some interests are on the increase in
hausted.. The ‘ Egyptologists’ need looking
Our greatest want seems
after, to say molhing ot Chinese records. . . this Y. Meeting.
Whole books of Scripture wait for an expos- to be settled ministers with the different
itor writing wisely with the present materi- churches. Some churches are marching up
.als, No field of juuichindeta so busy,so to their Christianity for the support of the
inviting, so fruitful,and so hopeful as that of
AY. M. missionary is in the field,and
biblical literature. None so urgent in its cause.
is
call for laborers. And yet, in
this country, judging from present appearances, there
where are they How many men in America yet success for us in Southern Ohio, under
were able
to reply even to such a man as God.
T. H. DRAKE.
‘Colenso ? . How many can intelligently ‘defend the authorship of the Pentateuch, of the
stullent,

church,

son

It jjeeps the Hair from falling

much valuable information for those who want to be
successful in the cultivation of flowers.
For Catalogue of kinds and prices of seeds, address
the Messrs. Smith, as above.
:

session with the Hartford and Vernon church,
-the fourth Friday in May.
:
D. WOODWORTH, Clerk.

The Christian of having had a settled pastor, or even regular

to-day who isnot also a

of

enjoyed a
meeting. So much feeling was
manifested it was thought best to protragt it.
Preaching by J. B. Page, A. K. Moulton and E.

sons were added to the church and
the
membership revived somewhat. Bro. I. Z.

i

Up with THR Times,

ASHTABULA Q. M.~Held

of

Four

Nothing

WANTED. —Wide-awake M 'a and Women

churches for the present season. During |
and after the week of prayer a series of
meetings were held with the Middleport

but since men will do’ it, about the most
profitable thing to do is to duly consider

in Feb.,

agreeable and

"Quarterly Meetings.

self again with the Cheshire and Middleport

candidate whom they do not exactly indorse.’

Ne

Haven, Mich., gave him a donation,
$176.

or “ Bilionsness.”

Wala

The Pressman has had an experience of twelve years, ‘and that in some

kinds of Job-printing,

Tue Messrs. J. T. SMITH & SONS, Brentwood, N.
H., send us their annual Seed Catalogue, which gives
us a description of a gcodly numberof varieties of
flowers.
Although not very well printed, it still presents an

Rev. E. R. Clarke’s church and societyyof New

nearly a year and a half, the writer finds him-

greater number would be ‘quite as apt to
let principle go while they vote against the
It may be absurd,

‘Waupun, Wis.

phia,

IT WILL POSITITELY RESTORE GREY
prifting of cuts and printing in har
HAIRTO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.

speedily and permanently as Dr. Pierce’s Alt. Ext. or
Golden Medical Discovery. It alse cures all severe
lingering Coughs and tones up and strengthens the
whole system. Sold by Druggists: To avoid counterfeits see that Dr. Pierce's private U.S. Government Stamp is on the outside wrapper.

knowledge a donation from their friends in Hong
ey Creek, Wis., of $170, which, with presents
before received, amounts to $200.

More than three hundred have already been

in New York, Boston, and Philadel

12

IF YOU FEEL dull, despondent, drowsy, debilitated,
have frequent headache, mouth tastes badly, poor appetite and tongue coated,you are suffering from-torpid

B. F. McKENNEY.

converted.

Just try it once, only 25 cents,

day a few of *“Brown’s Bronchial Troches.” Containing demulcent ingredients, they allay Pulmonary
Irritation. Have them in readiness upon the first appearance of a Cough or Cold.
-

Rev. EN. Harris, who lately supplied a Free-’

. Rev: Gi. H. Hubbard

type made by first-class: manufactures

-

church, commencing Jan, 1st.

pre

of the election should be 4 notice to political
managers that they can nov safely assume
that all voters consider carefully the effects
of their voting. It may please the disaffected members of any party to suppose

.

mend with.

J. W. H. '

April 1,

proval of the San Domingo scheme, have
CLYDE, N, Y.—We learn that there is a
they really gained anything? The result gracious revival in progress in this place.

a

:

;

It is believed, therefore, that all

Cure for Cough or Cold. — As soon as there
"Rev. J. F. Smith has resigned the pastorate of is thre slightest uneasiness of the Chest, with dificulty
the Elba a nd Alabama “church, to take effect ‘of breathing, or indications of Cough, take during the

profit by them in the future. And they are my stay with the church there have been
not for New Hampshire alone.
If it added thirty-one, and there are some eight
was dissatisfaction at the Grant and Sum-, or ten more who will soon go forward in
the brdinance of baptism. This is the rener trouble, there has been nothing gained
sult of a three weeks’ meeting held with the
by thus changing the political control of a
single

:

a

isthe -

This res s

of doing most excellent work.

GLU-ENE i8 a handy thing to have inthe house to

people shall raise our-standard in the village.

i

812

reference. The groups
of “Double Flowering Portulaccas,” as a frontispiece, is well worth the trouble
and. expense of ‘getting the catalogue.
Addrées,
Wasliburn & Company, 100 Tremont street, Boston,
Mass.
.
.
’

Printing Press

Star Office.
Mornin
g :

a defeat.
, Republicans
Republic:
whoho smart under.
16 yours,
it I faithful labors, secured the spiritof awaken- of extended communion five years since, and |:
The new food stapleis manufactured,
under a pa:
bor, 10.10 A, W., 3.40, P.
After an uni
pted
rule
‘now places himself fairly upon that basis, Most | tent,
by the Sen Moss Farine Co., 88 Park Place; and For Lawrence and Boston, at 5.50, 8, 10.55 A. X., 5.08
doubtful
if the party in power expected
R00 to LO | “It i true'that the revival has reached ‘all | heartily-do we welcome him and his well ap- in view of the above established facts; it is not surP. M., and on Monday, Weions® and Hi 'y, ab
T40
P.M.
,
‘
go out so soon ; and after oocup fig back classes in respect to business, ~occupation, pearing family to our ranks. I found a strong prising that thelr extensive machinery is kept* a
a
sion for Dover at 7.30 A. M., 12'M., 8, 5 P. M.,
ning
night
and
day
to
supply
a
demand
that
is
rapidseats for the same length of time, it is quite and age, and upwards of four hundred were determination on the part of the ¢hurch to sus- Jy becoming universal.
and
on
Monday,
Wednesdify
and
Friday
até r. M.
A
:
'
him as their pastor,
:
as doubtful ifthe other party expected to reckoned among’ the seekers; still, there tainThere
are two features of this interest that de#9 THE POPULAR BOSTON CARPET WARE"
Washburn & Company's Catalogue of Seeds
come to the front at once. But the dieis are quite a number of business men yet unserve special notice, The first is that of the fairly-outstrips all its former issues. This is saying HOUSE. John J. Peacley & Co., 47 Washington streets
converted,
and
many
souls
in
Bristol.
needcast, and now we may expectto see
an inprayer-meeting. God had met his people jn the a good deal. The arrangementof plants
in their nat- Boston, are retailing a desirable grade of Carpetings,
of Brussels and
auguration of those political and social re- ing salvation. In regard to this precious prayer-meeting,
and the interest there was grate- ural order is very valuable, and the simple, but plain all wool and fast colors, in imitation
forms that our Democratic friends have revival we can but exclaim, * What hath fully mentioned. , Two souls had recently been directions for the cultivationof each kind of flower Tapestries, for ¥6 ceats per yard, called Crosley’s
it so desirable, that every oné who has flowers ‘Retiform Brussels: No one sbould lose the opportu.
been promising us,just so soon as we would God wrought!” and are ready to acknowl- reclaimed in these meetings, and the bréthren tounder
cultivate should have one constantly at hand for nity of securing so gootl a Carpet at this low price,
felt groatly encouraged. I trust they will be kept
up for years to come. The second feature is that

ob

has just been put into bperation in the 8

LJ

.

i

ITIN

: ‘A new Steam

who uses Trains
leave Dover for Portland
at 10.10 A. i.
of confession, prayer and per- has been a member of the Owego Baptist church | the highest class; while every housekeeper
per cent. cheaper than |. hatand; Monday. Wednesda and

"ocrats who rejoice it a victory, than
to the sonal effort, which, in connection. with his

hid

a
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awakened’ and they speak
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well of his ministerial talent.
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is probably no greater surprise to the Dem- to the work
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The Register for 1871 is out of press and ready for
delivery, In accordance with the vote-of General
Conference, it has been enlarged to a 12mo. in size

and besides the matter heretofore furnished, it con”
tains
a large amount of information respecting the
various denominations of Christians in America,
Missi
y Operations, Educational Statistics, &c
Though thus enlarged and improved, it has been de-

cided to sell it on the same térins as heretofore, viz:
single copy, 10 cts.; one dozen copies, 96 cte.; one
hundred copies, $7.00. Postage on a single copy, 2
cts. ; on a dozen copieg, 24 ets. ;. on one hundyed oopies, $2.00, which is to be paid by the purchasers, Or-

ders are solicited, and will be promptly filfed.
Address

LR.

#

BURLINGAME,
f

at this

THE WORK
.

=

Office:

\

ENTITLED

;

The Sacred Melodies.
"Has been revised and much improved, ‘printed on
stereotype plates, made from new type throughout:
"It has a'large number of selected and choice Tunes’
as well as many of our pe
It is compact

in form, can be easily carl
well adapted

to use

in

socigl

single book, when bound in clo

inthe pocket, and is meetings.

Price

pera

\ 40 éents; per doz;

$3.84, Price per single book, when ‘bound in thick
pasteboard covers, 30 cents; per doz. $2.88. Postage
(extra) on a single copy bound in pasteboard; 4 ots. y,
:
’
?
on i 407,48 ots.; bound in cloth, 8 eash, or, 60 cents,
w
- per doz.
:
ps
Address;

LB RUBRLINGAME,

_ DOVER,N.

|

MORNING

THE

STAR, MARCH, 32, 187,
a

hat

it lok

not seem --to

be

of that ASamong

rg

Bite

all her little com-

STL " I said “do: yowkiow what you |
have done ?”
#0, yes, papa, wd it youll walk’ in,
3
please, I'll telt you what a grand old gay
no. form of a child's of & time P've had, too. First; you know, |

at all, just then combsan ugly jog, and panions, the lip quivered and she began to
we are
off the track ; everything changed sob. And I could ‘cry with her this minin.a minute, and such a jarring and. jolting” ute; for I know of nothing more pathetic

thatit seews
as if nothing. ever could go

Loven. Yoken"
oy

y

smoothly again.
Now the thing which had

LUBY aw, BARKER.
ae]

:

trothed
to a beautiful young lady in Brooklyn,

said that ho was iden
upon his finger by his
«to the fatal ecident.

»

It is

Bring the flickering lantern hither,
Suredis heart seems beating warm,

Listen for the fitful héaving
Of his young and'manly breast;
He has passed the * silent river.”

He is calmly now at rest.

"Nay, tis but an idle vision,—

~

. This is but the glareof death,

From the eve of frost and shadows,
Ffom the tempest and the storm,

w-

«He hath wakened mid the glory”

*

' Of a never-ending ‘morn.

HHO the light a little closer,

on

AHA

A farmer and his wife, who had no children, had concluded to adopt her; and

belongings, thrust into a new life, surround-

henceforth, instead of living in- the asylum,
and being one of the great family of little

«Never mind,” said the farmer, soothingly, taking the little scrap ofhomesickness in his arms. ¢‘ Let’ me see if L can't

From his cold and pallid cheek:
Let me look upon his visage,

there was

Fallen in the pride of manhood,
Not a muscle doth he move,

Eyes that speak not, lips that stirmnot,
Dewy.with the kiss of love.
Not a sign of recognition,
Not a token can I see,
Not a word to break the silence,
‘Who this stranger friend may be.

ae

CR

a dark

tunnel,

that

frightened

no rows of nice little cribs, and no

to play with—and had given the:
her clothes in it, to the

Take the hand from out his bosom;
Tt is'purple now and cold, . ,

then liad gone

Is a shining ring of gold.

children

bag,

with

farmer’s wife,

away

and

left her.

e, stealing another glance

But upon his rigid finger

+

and

And

at the good

woman who had done her best

to

comfort

.
"Fis the token of affection, 3
Love’s dear pledge so freely given,

her, poor Patsey screamed louder than ever,
and went on beating her pudgey little feet

Round whose altar, pure and stainless,
Floats the very breath of Heaven.

on the floor, as if she had a spite against
them and was bent on pounding then to a

See! upon its face engraven,

jelly.
“ Let her

Seeking not the breath of fame,
‘Where the handof love had placed it,
Is the youthful stranger’s name.

alone,

wife,”

was

the wise

counsel-of the farmer, ~ *¢ Let her have her
fit out, peor dear; when it’s over she'll feel
better.”
So Patsey cried iil she was too. tired to
cry any more; and then the beautiful sleep-

Thus, when human nature, fallen
"Mid the depths of sin and woe,

‘Weary, famished and forsaken,

angel came

No familiar look may know ;—

and

Kissed

her eyelids, and

hushed her sobs, and opened to her the
gate of dreams.
When she woke, she was lying on a bed

Then, with confidence unshaken, '

May we raise our hearts above,
For on every human spirit
Is the Father's nameof love.

in the corner of the room.

she would find no

Everything

forelng out.
lang
startling
the imagination andon that piling up
| know
Labi
gol
»
not stop fo speak, It is enough to
popular author often spears he hr
4 biog g
and that has been voted simost
al
unapproachable.

trywomen, “and

I'never saw a child show

better

medicine

for sor-

looked so strange that at first she could not

The Aged in our Homes.

— Independent.

ae

i

Mia

Old persons often feel younger than we
imagine.
Their interest in the affairs of
cry all over again, when the iron tea-kettle,
life is hightened by the placid consciousthat was hanging over the fire, began to bepO
E—
ness that they are almost home, and at the
f T were a school teacher like Miss Snapp,
have in such an unaccountable manner that
same time they are conscious that they. ae
One morning after breakfast, Philip—tiny
And she werea scholar like me,
she stopped to see what it would do next.
Philip—came to me with his coaxing man- fer from the young in flesh rather than in +
“Oh gracious, what lessons I’d give,her to learn,
Such a great, round-bellied, jolly tea-kettle
What sums in the Rule of Three!
I know an odd little body of sevenner, and wondered, he said, if I'd take spirit.
as it was, with the funniest nose, out of
Angshow, if she didn’t forever behave
ty years, who has worn dresses ankle-short
him
to
my
office
with
me
to
see
the
magwhich came pouring great clouds of steam,
In
the most saintly of ways,
| all her life; her hair is snowy, and she
nificent circus come into town.
Her ears should be slapped and her buns locked and a little round lid that danced up and
wears it in curls all round her head—their
,
big
steps,
to
So
the
wee
fellow
took
big
down for a minute, as if beside itself, and
up,
wavy edges showing from under her capematch
my
very
littlest,and
got
to
the
office
-/ Her recess withheld for ‘days!
then suddenly settled down, as if determinbonnet, that, well-kept, has served hera
just
in
time
to
see
the
grand.
sight.
ed that nothing should upset its gravity
II were as clever as Laura Sharp,
score of years. With the tripping step and
We
saw
the
giant
elephant,
and
the
baby
And she were as stupid as I,
.
again.
\
straight figure of sixteeny you would never
elephant,
and
the
king
lion—and
tigers
What thorough delight it would give me to act
But its spirits were, constantly getting
spy!
and
meddler,
looking very fie
ind monkeys looking suspect her age if you were behind her.
As monitor,
the better of it; and, at last, as if trying to
A little reticule on het arm and an nmbrellaAnd how I should tattle of all that she did,
very fupny.
:
!
be dignified was quite ‘too much for a tgaIn Laura’s contemptible style,
complete the picture. <The towns-people
When
th
Ct
cavalcade
had
passed,
And smile, when he blundered in spelling or kettle of its fun-loving disposition, it becall
her Miss Flite, among ourselves. Not
shining like stars in the sum, and dancing
French,
.
gan to sing one of the merriest songs,
long
ago, it came to our knowledge how,
with
music,
little
Philip
got
down
from
his
That horrid, unmercifal smile! *
while the lid danced up and down again
info her little home, not bigger than a
seat in the window and said:
faster than ever, did the double-shuffle, and
If I were a beauty like Rosa Bell,
wren’s nest, she had taken a widowed
“Now, papa, I'll go, thank you!”
came near pitching head foremosfijntp the
And she were a fright like myself,
friend,
left desolate and alone in her old
“Very
well,
Pgil,
my.
boy,
everybody's
‘What saucy remarks I should constantly make
fire.
‘‘How could you do it ? " said somefollowed the ‘elephant; so, as the street's age.
To vex her,~the proud little elf!
And what a queer fireplace it was, taking
body.
** How could I help it?” said Miss
very quiet you'll not be afraid, will you?”
‘What fun I should poke at her freckles, her nose,

:

up almost the whole

Her elbows, ‘her knuckles, her hair,

But then I am merely supposing, of course, -

Impossible things. Who can tell
‘What truly would happen if truly Iwere
Miss Snapp, Laura Sharp, Rosa Bell?

-

Perhaps I should pity (revenge is so mean!)

And help them and love them, all three,

one

side

of the

“Nao,sir, I'm not afraid of nothing,”

began setting it for tea.

N

The farmer's wife,

tune, which, if less .merty,

|

was

not less

Pleasant. than that of the tea-kettle.

Pres-

ently the farmer came in, took off his straw

Al hat and hung it up on a peg.

“ Come, wife, let's have supper,” he said;

AR SS

chéerily ; then, loweri ing his voice : ¢ How's

Little Patscy’ 8 First Grief.

| the little girl ? Patsey shut her eyes and
‘pretended tobe. asleep ; but, liking the
Who was Patsey ? A morsel ok a girl]
voice, she opened them again.
** Why,
not more than three years old.
But, little
there she is, waking up just in me for supas she wag, she had a temper of her own,
and a voice that would have astonished

1.

Th
How 8

©

floor and

dd VIE

;

Freon

did seream !* She

g

lay

on

the

kicked, til)" her little fat heels

pulpy. Her soft
have been q
‘heir was all tumbled about her flushed face; and from her eyes, blue as violets,

gust

!

the tears streamed,

overflowing

_ ples, and slipping away and

her

Hiding

dim-

them-

selves. in her ehubby neck.
Very cross and naughty she looked, to be
. sure; but, if you could have seen into

her

® poor little heart, I think you would have
a bit.
too sorry for her to blame her
"been

©,

Shewashaving her first grief, and did |

not in the les

w how to bear it or what
to do with it; and, between ourselves, I
‘have known many older’ people not much

wiser.
“Patsey had never
h
known the care of fatheror mother, and so had never missed it. |

per, I declare.”

:

+t You've had a nice sleep, haven't you
she said; “ and now I hope ‘you dre going

little boy.

to be a good little ‘girl, and not. cry any
more.” And, lifting the'little one from

slid down

pow

the

floor.
* Why, what's that for said the woman
tartly. ‘ Dow’t you want any
supper?
Good little girls don’t behave in that way.”
“ Don’t scold her, wife,”

said

dearie, we're girls yet;

we're

by

ourselves,

we

just

and
have

youngest of whom

can

whith “he saw thein coming?

L)

in

their

readiness

to

—on his way

that it was too much for her to have this
care—*‘ People feel so soiry for you!” ¢I
wish people could find some one. else to be

suppase,—and said:
“(ood morning, Mr. Stevens; will you
tell me, sir, where 1 can buy a ticket for

sorry for,” was the reply.

the show 7” “And the little man held up a
two-cent piece,” daid Mr. Stevens,
‘‘And1

as ever
absard

g
book-

natured farmer, * You see
te her, and we can’t expect
to us in a mindte.
Bring
Ann,
gnd let her set here by

its all strange store, and ugked him about Philip.
her to get used . He ‘looked troubled also, and went with
a chair, Maxy | us while he told his story. How Phil had
me,”
i
asked him for’ a ticket for the show, ‘and
You want some of this nice short~
; ‘that he had given him one: of his own

«
don't you, now #” he said, doaxingly, colic
ting a piece with hisknife and spreading it

‘Mary Ann. “City children most generally
are. What-did you have for.. breakfast, lit}

read.

and
common
the imspiration
excelleneeis in
which so hap

Taine {s never misty

in the attempt to be profound, nor does
seem to be possessed by the ambition

to

he“ever
be

quent, as Ruskin 80 often appears to be.
sentence conveys a thought, and

many

elo-

Every
of them

hold what are really seed thoughts, wondrously
fruitful as well as beautiful. And though he
chiefly confines himself to the phases of art as

it has appeared in a single wountry, first exhibit-

was!

of some

regions

unexplored since the

Conquest. From the French of-the Chevalier Arthur Morelet. By Mrs. M. F. Squier.
Introduction and Notes by E. G. Squier.

New York: Leypoldt,, Holt & Williams, 1871.
. 12mo. pp. 430.
1d by E. J. Lane & Co.
We have here the results of an exploration of
a comparatively unknown portion
of Central

America reported to us, and in a very intelligent,
animated
and pleasant style.

The

tract of coun-

It includes that portion of the continent lying between the isthmus of Tehuantepee and that of

Darien,

This

and'being

narrative

now

is an

given to

instructive

Amenigan

one,

readers for

the first time, it- 13 like opening a new door

an unvisited apartment.

The

author

into

was a

close observer, and happily combined the scientific:and the popular elements in his work of ex-

plorution, as they are combined in his narrative.
He "has given .ug, through

the condensing and

translating service

Squier,a very

of Mrs,

wel-

comeind timely book,
\

:

A HAND-BoOK OF LEGENDARY Nb

MYTHO-

LOGICAL ART. By Clara. Erskine Clement,
authdr of “ A Simple Story of the Orient.”

* At last, as we "were turning away’ from
leaving: one’
“the grounds, we saw the chi
i.of the side-shows, and when he' saw us, he

ble. “It grew out of the author's personal wants,

as they asserted themselves during hey reading,
and visiting galleries of art, and so she set her.
for

sure ‘pressed upon

self.

necossitios

others

whieh

she

fcit

as weil as upon h. t=

She has filled an imporfant and hitherto

‘number of extensive Cyclopedias, Dietionaries
of Antiquities, yoluminous catalogues, and mis-

"Baltimore during the last year of the war,

accessible only by going

‘cellanéous

through a considerable

voles - especially’ devoted

TH whole arrangement is-nntural

and

to art,

admira-

ble, the information is sufficiently. full for all or=

there were grave doubts in a certain house- Ldinary purposes, and the abundant illustrations,
hold as to whether it would look. well for though hitving no marked merit in themselyes,.
“mother”to go. . “It is not the. place for serve an important purpose. We have, first of

an elderly lady,” said one daughter. - ¢ But all, Symbolism in Art; then Legends and Stomother must do as she pleases,” said an- ‘ries illustrated in*Avt; then, Legends of Place;

may be so happy as to have with us? «In
the sixties, they have the forties, and tiie

and, lastly, Ancient Myths illustrated in Art,
The book is got up in fine style it is crowded
“with information, it would serve a visitor to the

grand galléries of the 81d world in’ higher ways

than. the very best ‘and costliest professional
guide, and it will give the diligent student. who
masters it at home, a far better idea of the chief
spheres and methaeds of art than is obtained by
nine-tenths' of those who boast of having #seén
the glory that crowds the royal halls of Europe. ,
We: shall keep it always at hand on the ounvenent book-sheltl

shall

be

u

Poems,

|’

¥ ora,”

Hs

Publishers,

By

suthor

of

New York:
12mo, Pp.
What she
wide, wide

&e.

16mo.

pp.

Tae LORD'S PRAYER. By Henry J. Van Dyke,
D.D. Same Publishers, &. 12mo. pp. 104.
AUSTIN'S DIAMOND. By the author of
the “ Golden Ladder Series.” Same Publishers, &e. 16mo. pp. 196
EAGLE CRAG.
Same author and Publishers,
16mo. pp. 203.

HOME RuLlgio¥, By the Rev, W. B, Mackenzie, M. A., Viear of St. J
Ps, Hollowway.
Sande Publisliers, &e. Small quarto. pp.
136,
The

imprint

give a book

of the Messrs.

Carter

may

well

tle girl ¥”

¢

|

free entrance to a Christian family

and draw out the confidence and welcome of the

heart, Whatever else may be true or false of
their publications, they never appear with a
doubtful moral character nor speak in an ambiguous religious dialect; They exalt the evangelical faith

and

minister

to genuine Christian vir-

tue. This néw installment from their House jnstifies and illustrates this statement.’

Mr. Bickersteth’s Poems; though falling, even

in thelr best and highest flights, considerably below the really significant volume published three
years since; are yet well worthy of publication
for what they are in themselves,

besides

aflord-

ing his many American readers and admirers an
opportunity
to see him in his quieter and more
varied moods. Some of these briefer and simpler products are very sweet, always suggestive
of purity and fervor, and they now and then rise

to the point where they kindle and quicken the
reader. ' He has an ear for rythmic harmony,and
he gives added powerto many incidents report
ed in Scripture, and to many thoughts belonging
to the deeper experience, by putting them into

It.is # plessant volume, and Dr.

Palmer, who is also a writer of:a few

precious

hymns and religious poems)
es itd graceful
and cordial introduction to the American pub-

The steel engraved likeness of the author,
the

title-page,

is like a cheerful Chris-.

3

The volume by the author of the * Wide, Wide .

World,” is meant especially for the young,

and,

through the medium

em-

.of a story,

puts great

phasis upon a patient and faithful discharge of
the duties, however simple or peculiar or trying,
that attach to our lot.

Matilda is sure to get sthe ;

pitying sympathy of every reader, and Aunt
Candy will hardly escape a pelting with epithets
more emphatic than complimentary. The finale
of the story is promised us soon in an added yolume.
The volume of brief {oetiirns on the Lord's
Prayér is good, suggestive, devout, but less
frésh, striking and impressive than the work of

Dr, Williams, or of several others who bave
worked the same sacred vein,
“ Krank Austin’s Diamond” and ¢ Eagle Orag?
constitute the fourth and fith volumes of the
Drayton-Hull Series, a sot of boéks that has been

deservedly popular with young readers.
‘ The little pocket velume devoted to “ Home
Religion’. is very. excellent in the character and,
appropriateness of jts suggestions, butit is a little formal, heavy and unattractive in ‘style. It:
will not command and keep the attention of the
It
very persons who chiefly nced its teachings,

lscks pith, pungency and magnetism,

;

MARK TWAIN'S (URLESQUE) AUTOBIOGRAPII Y

——

elf to provide

We

Bickersteth,M. A.,

tian benediction.

But “people are growing
ery
:
a
in

Edward He

pure, he is uttering the wisestmd most welcome
words that come from the sphere in which he has
his special home.

Including ac-

from it.

# Yesterday, To-day and Forever.”
Robert Carter & “Brothers. 1871.
324. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
OPPORTUNITIES. = A Sequel to “
Could.” ‘By- the or
od lg

fronting

Snmeian.

good

Tae Two BrofHErs, and

lic.

well-

as young

When a grand concert wag to be given

extract-some

glad to see it in the hands of all our girls,

balanced, intelligent, suggestive, stimulating and

unoccupied niche in literature, in compiling this
convenient volume, and putting into it what was

“Pm

will

selves in art in all lands and time®

counts

advice,~some-

sreis substance, and it will be taken witha

poetic melody.

Tr AVELS IN CENTRAL AMERICA.

excellent

zest and relish, perhaps, which greater solidity
and more temperate speech would fail to awaken.
Many will buy the book; few will begin without
finishjng it; and there is scarcely a reader but

ing its permanent. causes and then its historic
epochs, yet his views and suggestions are generally so broad and comprehensive as to embrace
the principles that underlie or embody thems
- Calm,

is entertaining and yoully

some

times in a pungent, always in a plain and taking
way ,~about dress, habits, diet, exercise, &e., &e.
Though the substance is beaten very thin, yet

pily dovetail into each other that they are searcely separable. We have read nothing finer in the
way of art criticism, for many a day, than what

1s afforded by this volume.

* Our Girls”

valuable, giving

“illustrations.
New
York:
on grandfathers generally, who are apt to
Hurd & Houghton, 1871 ~*12mo. pp. 497. Sold
be too indulgent to the second generation.
by D. Lothrop & Co. '
‘This Hand-Book is really a miniature Cylon
I know a'lady eighty-two this spring, who
regularly does the marketing for, a large | pedia, and if is every way excellent and admira-

home, 1

Mr. Parker could tell him.”
We went:-at once to Mr. Parker's

red to the mechanical
sphere,
work is touched and lifted as by
of sculptor or painter.
But the
Mr, Taine’s history and criticism,

“and §6 we are-glad-to-see—them-eirenlated-and-

AND FIRST ROMANCE: New York: Sheldon
& €o. 12mo. pp. 47. So d by E. J. Lane & Cb.
volttme and the
iF this or
There ave witand hom
gravest and - most critical sreader will doubtless

‘feel 3 mervous twitching at the comers of hi
hits which

succeed each

mouth

at the, palpable

other.

But we confess that the wit. seems to us

very largely of the lower ordéy; sirch as one looks
for in the circus ring and” in the places made
boisterous by the social baflootr. . The law. of de-

mantl and supply obtaius even in thisidopaftment

of literature; but we doubt whether it is.» healthful symptom which appears, in. the craving for
this sort of sauce, and the producer of it may
well enough prefer to trade under an ‘assumed
when

name

he

exchanges

hid Jokes for small

\

serip and nickels.
SAN

SN

Tid SILVER SONG. A ¢hélee collection of new
{a bath school Music. By W, A. 0aden. Toledo, Ohio: W. W. Wiis. pp
:
|
ress in
|. 1t is not very pasy to keep, a
ions of
its frequent tossing off of new yi
hymns and music for use in the Sabbath school.
But the competition dogs something in the way

of improving the quality of our juvenile: melo-

dies and hymnology, ‘though they are still some
distance from perfection. This new collection
deserves a good word. It has char: cter, vivacity and elements of genuine interest, We have
|
very little that should be described by the words

doggerel and ditty, and some ofthe pieces are

really beautiful, and deserve ‘more than am’
ephemeral Tife, and will be likely to secure if.
As a whole, the little volume is equal to almost
anything of the kind: that has comé to us, and
deserves to be bought and used.
THE LovERs LIprARY, Tales of Sentiment
Passion.”
New York: J, 8. Redfield,
. 12mo. paper.coyers, * pp. 240. 50 cts.
This isthe first installment.of what the

and
1871.
:
pub-

SINUS AND. TALES, By Huns Christian An- lisher promises shall be a cheap collection of the
twenties,” and let us who are younger profit
dersen, author of ¢ Wonder Stories told for
stories. in the language. These: fou:
Tllustrated by M. L. Stone and V, best love
Poor Patsey! The tears ‘had "been "fan up to us and put his hand in mine.
something
by their experience, and lend to’ them the |: Chidren”
. Pedersen.
New York:
Hurd
&
Houghton, stand very well,—as such things go, of the iat
He did it so frankly it took away all wish cheer ’of our more buoyant years.— Hearth
siowly gathering in the blue eyés; and at
1871, 12nid. pp. 532. Sold by B, J. Lane & Co. teiise value of this species of literature we
3 uy An's ship fone, oe at the Memory to whip the child for frightening us.
cand Home.
:
;
\
Of the fund of instruction and entertainment not spenk any sriug word oy SOmmendigy..

te. that, when things.
have om

fuith

With | descriptive

told him.” he continued, “that I supposed

the good- |

It is a libel

other. * Let's ask her. ‘Are you going to
cards, and some candy for his two cbnts.
‘| the concert?” ¢ Of course I am, my love!
“1 did not trouble about the little fellow,” ‘I meanto hear all the singing this side of
with butter. , *¢ Ccme, let me sec. how soom said Mr. Parker, ‘for he'd been in my: ‘store the river that Lean.”
And so the beautiful
been dressed and ‘undressed, tucked into’ you can put that where the mice can’t firid for your papers, times before.”
*
old lady, in her black silk gown, her’ gray.
%
d at, night, and taken up to be washed and it. i
We went up to the circus grounds and | hair banded smoothly under her. snow-flake
|
As she
“Patsey
ed shyly from the face of her went intovthe circus and walked round of a cap, went with the young people, and
"have her breakfast in the morning.
w sweeter and prettier every day, every- new frien 0 the short-cake ; but she did B everywhere, and asked many. people, and enjoyed the ey ening as. much as they did.
had to go out again ‘without. seeing my | Why not, in all our home-doings and
loyed her and wails kind to her ; so she not offer to takd it. .
“I guess she’s a dainty litle thing,” said] boy:
pleasures, include the aged folks whom we
When she was a few days old, she hadsbeen
taken to an orphan asylum ; and there} with
— a great numbor of other. babies, sho had.

hig

times—bls FAR Wet ™
ei
“try ‘here exhibited was partially traversed by
very venerable old man passes my Aoor Cortez and Las ‘Casas, but they were able to give
every morning, accompained by a troop of us only very limited information respecting it.

He ‘looked startled fora mo-' family, walking a mile and a half for the
purposé. She looks very feeble, and a
turning, walked with me while
"He said that Philip had met sympathizing friend lately suggested to her

ment, and
he talked.
him in the morning,

the bed, she sat down to tea with her on
her lap.
Thus admonished, Patsey put up her lip

in.a mengent and

* Nelly and I were girls togeth-

Why,

when

. I jumped up and got my hat and ran
down the street to hunt up the little rover.
Running down the. street, I met Mr.
Stevens and told him hurriedly about my

Bytes down

her knitting and going Yo the bed.

er.

come home.”

:

+ ¢¢ So she is,” said his wife,

her head.

When difiner time came I avent home, just walk. It is good to see the exceeding
but Philip didn’t meet me at’ the gate; so gentleness of ‘* grandfather,” the patience
1 thought I'd pretend to be sorry to him with which he and the little one bring up
that he didn’t expect me so soon. 1 stole the rear, stopping for nearly every dandeinto my study and got a book to read, and lion that looks up into their>faces. One
when the dinner bell Tang I went out to the can scarcely look at the old man, laughing
in the joy of his young charges, without indining room,
“Where's Philip?” asked.
tis mamma, voluntarily exclaiming : * How young he is!»
| Who wrote that horrible story -of the
the first thing.
grandfather ‘who was so cross that his,
#*“Where’s Philip n.
7
| daughters. little boys did n't want to go to
Ha
x
>
her.
heaven lest he should ery out
Hush!”
‘He went out with you, dear, iAE

sitting by the ‘window, knitting, hummed a

The Family Circ.
Enon

Flite, with a‘bird-like chirrup and shake of

said

~1 ‘grandchildren, the

almost.

-twirled it round, pulled out the tables and

And-do unto others as I myself would

ROSE
8 BES

of

What Philip did one Day.

room, the tea-kettle going on in that mad |
way over thé blaze,and a short-cake baking Philip, stoutly.
Up the street went my little Tom Thumb,
demurely before the coals. All. this was so
and I-watched him till he had turned the
new to Patsey that she lay watching it, almost forgettiig that she had intended to corner ;—for he’s such a mite, and only seven years old; and then T-went to. business,
cry. Then a ted-headed girl bustled in,
slipped a knife under the short-cake and work that would make a body’s head “ache,

And all with that delicate titter of hers,
. That stingingly lady-like air!

p That others should do mie met

|

te
was issued, seyeral years since,it has been ac- | aerayon gp ork:
123mo. pp. 418, Sold by E. J,
ceptedas the finest product of the kindin the
What
else heeds to be ‘said, after iti
English language; and tow that it has under-

wild cats, and—monkeys,and lions, and hippo-pota-mus, and lots of men took me up in

row than that which cured her first grief.

remember where she was. Then it came!
| back to her, and she was about to begin her

3

these cavers,~here
dealing in fact and there in
-{ fancy, now: grave and now gay here starting
the

—and the little wild men are—re#fl fun!”
welcome what is truest and best in the poetry of
more témper.”
.
* What! did you see them ail?”
other lands,—all these things’ have helped to
*¢ Don’t cry any more, there's a dearie;
“0, yes, and I've got my ticket to go make the preparation of this work a real labor
don’t cry,” said John, walking distractedly
again to-night—they sy it's a- great deal of love, and leave on it everywhere the evideneabout the room. * Hanged if I blame Ler, better at night, papa.”
es of his interest and faith. He gives us condensed but very admirable introductions to \he
either,
There, you poor little kitten, Just
“I'll give you ten cents for your ticket,”
poetry and poets of the various countries of Euoy your head down on my shoulder and go | said Mr. Parker, laughing.
rope, and in a brief paragraph or two, puts us on |
to sleep.”
“No, sir! it's worth more’n that,” said comparatively familiar terms -with each of the
Suddenly a glow of pleasure lighted his little Phil; * why, I'll go in on it to night.” singers as they successively come forward upon
homely face, "and, without a word, he
“0, ud, Philip, IT can not allow that. the stage to entertain us with their music. The
strode from the house, Patsey’s sobs linger- You hav e been very bad to-day to frighten selections are sufficiently full and characteristic
ing dismally in his wake.
us so, and your mamma is at home crying to make us apprehend the peculiarities of each
writer, and enable us to see the special qualities
«t Where on - earth has John gone with about you now.
You can not go again which separate the differentstages inthe poetic
that child,” said the good wife, -washing without asking me first.”
development of a people. The order in which
down the last segment of the short-cake with "4 Yes, sir,” said Phil, quietly, and turn- the divisions appear is as follows: Anglo-Saxon,
a saucer of tea. ‘I expect he'll spoil her ing round to Mr. Parker, he said:
Icelandic, Danish, Swedish, German, Dutch,
and make-me no end of trouble.”
“Wall, Mr. Parker. you can have my ticket French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese. Itis a liIn confirmation of this dire prediction, for a quarter; it's worth a quarter to go into brary in itself, ample enough to satisfy the great
the truants appeared, John’s face radiant the big show alone ; and I got into all of 'em majority of readers, and nothing could be better
adapted to open the doors to a fuller and more
with satisfaction, Patsey’s glowing with in- for it.”
exhaustive study for those who may wish it. It
effable content.
In her arms, which were
“Yes, I think it is worth a quarter,” “said is a cheap book at six dollars when only its meclosely folded over her bosom, she held Mr. Parker, laughing, and handing the boy chanical qualities are taken into account; estitwo mewing, clawing, month-old kittens. twenty-five cents, which the monkey actual- timated by its highest uses, its value is not to be
represented by greenbacks.,
It had an extenThe fountain of consolation . had been dis- ly thonght just paid him for his ticket.
sive sale when it was worth considerably less
covered.
““ And, father, won't this buy me one of
Patsey and the kittens took tea together, those funny monkeys? Indeed, papa, you than now; the new and greatly improved edi
tion can hardly fail to bring & host of PuEShases.
the little mother finding much to disap- ‘must buy me one of those funny monkeys
prove of in the table-manners of her adopt- with this.”
ART IN THE
NETHERLANDS. - By
H. Taine.
ed children. ‘She put them to bed before
¢ And what would you do with a monkey,
Translated by J. Durand, New York: Leybeing undressed hersélf, and went to sleep Phil, I wonder?
pa & Holt, 1871: 16mo. pp. 190. Sold by
J. Lane &.Co.
with them in her arms.
3
«0, 1do so want to have a brother! n
Paper make#, printer and binder seem to have
She had found something to love and care said the child, with tears in his eyes.—
worked under the influence of esthetic ideas
for; and should she live a hundred years, Western Rural.
while busy With this book. Art seems transfer-

her ; buf just as she was going to cry it was
gone, and there was the sunshine, and the
beatiful cloud-mountains beyond the hills.
"After this she had a ride in a stage-coach,
which she liked very well, too. And thén
the nurse had brought her to this house,
which wasn’t a bit pretty—where there were

For it is a friend I seek.
.

across the room.

past her, and the horses tossed their manes
and galloped awgy across the fields. Then

Lift that wet-and clotted ringlet

-

"| which the great story teller has put between

This ‘superb volume deserves all the’ commendation which any discriminating critie or enthu- | 0
siastic lover of hit is significant in poetry snd Nor
ithe Bi MEE
» he.0 Acts
artistic: in = booksmuking has ldvished upon .
ince
the jewel or the casket, Since the first edition:

1 did, of eourse,and walked round and saw
elephants as big as houses, and snakes, and

ed by new faces.

She had had aride with one of the'nurses in
the steiim-car, and had liked it Aery much;
| for the engine whistled, andthe fences ran

2

Watch the features, I would know
Who hath fallen in his manhood ;
Is he friend, or is he foe?

Review.

EE —

that this is the revised edition of the work which
ones, she was to have a papa and a mamma,
their arms and showed me things—and I gone a careful revision and received a considera- for twenty-five years has met approval in all
ble
enlargement,
it
has
become
a
rare
treasure.
Inhousehold.
find something for the little girl.” But the guess’ they knew me > because you re my
and be the only child in the
it is most beautifully printed from
Its outward aspect suggests solidity and richness, quarters, that
stead of being shut in all the year round by attempt at consolation was just the drop too father!”
;
new plates, supplied with fresh illustrations, amd
and
the
most
careless
turning
of
the
leaves
can
thedhigh walls of the asylum, and hearing much}that made the cup run over,
“Well?”
hardly fail of hinting strongly at the wealth made thoreughly utrative?, Beyond that, praise
)SN
¢ J—don’t—want—to—stay—here.
ouftde only the clatter of wheels, the bells
* Well, you see, when I got tired I weny, which waits tobe appropriated. Mr. Longfel- Itwasted.
2
of the milkmen, and the noises of the great want—to—go—home,”
sobbed Patsey.
low’s adaptation to the work of compiling such
out; but first.I asked the ticket-man for my
OUR Gris. By Dio Lewis,M. D., author or
city, here were the ‘green grass. and the
and he is not
All the anger was gone now; it was just tioket again, for T wanted to go to the little a volume is beyond all question,
“ Talks about People’s» Stomachs »” ete. New
wont
to
do
anything
of
this
sort
carelessly.
His
|
trees waiting to make friends with her,
pure grief, and good, honest John ‘was at shifws, ‘and he slooked funny and gave it
Xorki Harpes &
Brothers, 1871. 12mo, . pp.
fine taste, his ample knewledge, ‘his thorough
888, Bold by E. J. Lane& Co,
clear brook ‘that kept singing ‘‘ Come ia his wit's end.
,
back, of course, and I went into all the side appreciation, his excellent judgment in literary
Dio Lewisis never dull, rior doubtful, nor self‘| play, come and play,” as it hurried by,
“Haven't you any playthings for her, shows.”
matters, the vital sympathy which attaches him depreciating, nor profound, nor reticent, nor
laughing and dancing on its way to the sea, wife ? Ithought you made a rag-baby on
On your ticket 2"
? asked Mr, Parker:
to the great singers of all lands and times, his in want of hearers and readers and believers,
and away id the distance lay the great hills, purpose for her.”
with so many of the mod- He tells a deal of plain, practical apd valuable
“Yes, sir, but I only showed them the personal acquaintance
smiling'to think of all they had to tell her in
«1-did, and you ought” to BRve.seen how tieket and they let me in. 0, the fat Wwom- “ern poets that have filled the air of the old world truth, though often with manifold exaggerations;
| the years to come.
she acted when I tried to pacify her with it, an isn't half as fat as her picture—and
the | with delicious music, his deep fhterest inthe es- and not a little dilution, egotism and flippancy.
But Patsey cared for none of these things. a after-the-nurse-—lefs,—She—threw it clear skeleton man isn’t half as thin as his picture [“Thétic eulture of his own countrymen and coun. On the whole, his ‘books are likely.to do good,

: YMid the smoldering pile of ruin,—

Listen, for hé may be dreaming ;
Hear we not the faltering breath ®

ys

grief so touching as its first sense of sol- when I showed the ticket to the Circus-man

itude—of being alone. Whatever the fu- he looked at it as if it wasn't good, but when
ture might have in store for Patsey, it he'd turned it over, I guess he found out
could bring no sorrow more real than this his mistake—I guess he did—for he said
accustomed very pompous: ‘Pass on, my man! and so
~—the being torn from all

to

people would have thought it not dreadful
at all, but a piece of great good luck.

by a beautiful ring placed
thed a few hours previous | *

I have found a biiséd form

Baspencd

Patsey was not very dreadful ; indeed, many

“One ortho tinfortunate victims of ‘the recent New
Hamburg railroad accident was a young man be-
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Yo must bo patient, then, but

sun; and that Shelly was right in his bold

but beau

one

t

did’

| lines—*‘Thou

| Dutmpeaniie
a i a combination
to

canst not find |

whereon. no city stood.”

Admit-

, Who can tell ‘whether civilization

j

not existin America whet we were

Lin

oken

in barbarism? and,

.

of does.

over our present cultivation may not oblit- | This

J

‘Theo answer in almost every; case Will uns erate it, and sever the two hemispheres

once
again from each other's cognizance?
Possibly, man is destined, in striving after’
civilization, to be like Sisyphus, always en-

doubtedly be, Christopher Columbus. . But
the

Chinese have, béen

pretty strong

utting in some

claims Intely

to being

the

gaged in rolling up a stone which ever falls
original discoverers jor, rather, other peo- own.
wo
By ultig
A
hl

lish, the similar

onthe Mount.

“The

A

regder may

They,

Labor is so far free in Turkey that a
man can leave one employer for another * Men
at the end of his term, providedhe ewes always

possible would be

hed

Her husband still waited and w
rarture with

alot
home. ouves
He
and great-grand-children

who do certain superior deeds are | conclusions has heen within the past month | ting A loose upon society Prox gone by, the
sure of being served by some one re-proved by two physicians who examined | best thing you can do is to gulp it down
the first nothing.
If he is in debt, he be- in
the crowd. In certain enterprises in
experimented upon a victim's head as | altogether, or keep it by you, in case a use
comes a Serf, Sxtept in name; for being. which superhuman power appears necessary, and
soon as it was severed, and found that the for it should coms in the course of time.—
charged compound interest, the debt grows there is a sort of madness which is more
ear, the eye, the nose were absolutely un- The Cornhill Magazine.

found, peupleds And forgotion by the Old
World? It is curious that this estion has
raised, for it is yery
not been more generally
clear that one of two’! ngs must be true:
Columbus found
cither the people whom
in America must have been descended from
World, and thereemigrants from the Old
fore America was known to the Old World
before Columbus's time, or else the aborigi-

of poe

a new
. . But
his wife
the weight of care an ge,
‘was
that rest for which she
Proparei} fo

and, perhaps,
| to mislead many unoffe
the least from this principle ; deathby hanging appears to be slower and eonsequently | deserving persons. .Ifa good thing comes
unity for let, cruel.” That Louis was correct in | into your head after the o
more

Success.

J

—

continent after it had,

missed, your chance is

tation is the nature of death which"dépirts | that such resuscitation is

Turkish Laborers.

Was Columbus
the first discovererof
America, or did he only
rediscover that
in remote ages, been

Baid |

adoptio
: “The
(1791)
time gallows.
of thieof nthe
reporter

penalty of death oughtto he eek from | are more utterly d
disposed of and
form | his own opinion as tothe success of torture, and reduced to the simple privation | which “has once been
suth an experiment.
;
of life; your committee ‘think that decapi~|droppdd. , You can not revive it; to assert
ermon

ple have for ‘them, and this isthe way
Harper's Weekly presents the case :

pas _

to mourn

tent than courageous. It is not until a aah 1s impressionable. The face exhibited no sign
SN
w
fairly grappled with, that its difficulties and of pain ;.the impression on the countenance,
MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
erils become fully manifest. There is noth- with its open mouth and dull, stiring eyes,
transferred, with his debt, to any land own=
:
:
,
ME.
er thinking it. worth while to pay off the ing like making a commencement for mak- was simply one of stupor. It would occuGEORGE B. FILES, A. B., Principal,
Miss NELLIE NOWLTON,
8.
nes of the western hemisphere, were the re- original creditor, In these cases the un- ing evident how difficult it will be to come By a Jong space to detail their tests for sengrain every to the end. Every beginning isa struggle
bility ; but they were all neutral in result; w,
GINA W AD AD iy Prin, + Of of N 0Te Dept .
sult of spontaneous human generation—the lucky debtor receives so much
SIMONS, Associate.
.
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development
.of man from a lower species Jour, sufficient,if he has a family, to keep. against resistance. The first step is an ex- and all completely negatived the absur
F. STEERE, Teacher of Mase. = 7
©
em_in a state of semi-starvation. So long | orable undeceiver., “A difficulty which w; stories lately revived in connection
with the uaries published in the Morning Star, who do D.MRS.M. J.WAIT,
of animal, or descended from a second
Teacher in Commercial Department.
Length of Term, ten eels.
x
Adam and Eve, whose origin would be as the Turkish laborer can avoid debt, he is come to touch pricks like a thorn. To ben lugubrious subject. * @fie thing only made not patronize it, must accompany, them with cash
CALENDAR, 1871--Spring Term begins February 2.
obstacles to our purposes is a great ste to- the inanimate facial muscles twitch, and
equally puzzling. Unless we are prepared not so badly off, Naturally of penuriousl
Sommer
“
:
"
April
17.
habits; —his-—-wants-are-few—-A--wards- triumph. re
that, ‘was electricity; but it was certain that equal to five cents a line; to insure—an-insertion.
“10 cast asid
it, ard all our gener economical
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Not
more
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this was no voluntary movement, for, when
al notions of the origin of the human race, two-penny earthernware pot is the -only
N. F. WEYMOUTH, Secretary Trus.
we must believe that there was at one time cooking "utensil he needs to prepare his which cats have of stopping and sniffing in the skull was sawn asunder and the brain single square can well be afforded to any single
communication between the Old World daily meal—a dish of beans or lentils, a half-opened door, amd most of us have removed, there was still a quivering in the obituary. Verses aréinadmissible.
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ately applied.
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place on the opposite side of the
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ily Stuart Lawrence, died in Albany, Kansas,
Asia and the side of America most remote ure occasionally indulged in; but meat, mafin undecided between two resolutions, at
Miss AROLINE M. FERNALD, Associate.
One of Thiers’ Tricks.
Feb. 1st, of scarlet fever and. congestion of the
wine, and spirits are reserved for festival, the risk of being crushed by destiny, as it
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EUGENE WADE, A. B., Prin. of Normal
irom Europe; and I believe it is quite
brain, after a brief illness of only twenty-four
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* do.
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America and kept up intercourse
with it week, for, counting Sundays, their idle
smith, but his mother's relatives got him a J. A, Waterman, died“in Lowville, N. Y., Feb.
CALENDAR,
1871—Spring Term begins February
2.
while our
part of the Old World ‘never ‘days number 100 in the year. Many live than the more daring.
scholarship in the Imperial Lyceam of his 28, of spinal meningites, aged 16 weeks,
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Success is a. very hideous thing, and its birthplace, where he went through his
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ble barrier the Chinese were always anx- day of. that suffice to keep body and soul resemblance with merit deceives men, For studies with splendid success. When eighAnniversary Exercises, June 21st.
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Success,
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Mensechand the rest of the ‘nations of the Old the agricultural laborers are well clad, and
the lectures of the faculty of law in that aged 15 months. This little flower bloomed but
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World renders it quite
possible that they there are but few of them who ean not bioast mus of talent, has a dupe in history, and town. There he began to play the role of a short time on earth in the care of its dear paralone grumble at it. a party leader among his comrades, harang- ents, ere the kind Saviour transplanted it to the
should have kept their knowledge
of ot the possession of a holiday suit, red leath- Tacitus and Juvenal
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Common English,
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which were once generally supposed to
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peace.
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Its invention has been credited to one Guil-
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Grey,
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in “Paw

Pauw, Michigan, Jan, 80, in the: 73d year of her
was bornin Berwick, Me.
age. Bister<Grey,
experienced religion in 1815, and was baptized

by Eider Mark Fernald uniting with the Chrisher-

shé connected
tian Baptists. Subsequently
gelf with the Free Baptist church in Great Falls,
for
member
faithful
N..H., of which she wis a

some years. She was married to Mr. Wells
Gray in 1839, and came to reside in the place
where she died. A subscriber to the Star almost from its first issue, deeply interested in the
benevolent societies of the denomination, giving
liberally and systematically to sustain them, an
untiring; worker in her own church, the friend of
the poor, her house their home, her heart their
refuge, loved and respected by allwho knew her,
she filled up the years of her earthly sojourning
with Hotuiness and came to the close of life
fully prepared and anxious for the change. She
left the following bequests: $225 to Hillsdale ColCollege and an e ul inters
lege; $100 to Storer

M. D., Pres.
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open its First Term at Lyndon Center,
¥ Vermont, on TUESDAY, August 23, 1870, for
the Academical year 1870-71,
:
CALENDAR.
Fall term begins August 23; endsNov. 4.
Winter term begins Nov. 15; ends

:
Jan. 20, 1871.

Spring term begivs Jan. 31; ends April 14. 1871.
Summer term begins April 26; ends July 6, 1871.
The Institution will be under the charge of
MR. GEORGE

Miss SARAH

W.

WORTHEN,

Principal,

E. MASON, Preceptress.

MR. HIRAM M. PEARL, Teacher af Commercial Department, and of Plain and Ornamental Penmanship.
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the wav, was the nicknamo of a French.
{ mot that men should do to me, that would I judge’ of 4he Jaflreys type: © The yeason for
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‘Genius,

after a due term of submissive service, will.
Like certain plants, which the poorest peasnoyance by blows,he places hingself in a po- lotin by name; and he is said to have lost ant may grow in the poorest soil, it can be
sition of danger. An insthnce somewhat il- his head in the machine. The second idea cultivated by any one, and it is cértain, in
lustrative of this occurred tous in leaving has 80 often “been refuted that we need not its own good season, to bring forth flowers
“i,
Ta-hwei-chang. ~The whole population ef further allude, to it. With regard to the and fruit.
0
i $:
men and hoys: followed : us: through the first, there are still doubts.” Certainly Guilhowever,

early period indeed, as the official acgpunts
From laughing at each other's
of
dhist priests fourteen hundred years streets,
ago notice these
things as existing al- jokes made at our expense} they. proceeded
of our
ready.
Perhaps ‘mow old records may to open ridicule of us, and, Ei
~ may be recovered in China which may fur- ‘official escort, began to’'hoot, and finally to
nish full particulars/of. this question = It is throw anisgiles. When they had reached
at any rate remarkhble and confirmative of this point Murray stopped his horse, and
the 1dea of emigration from China to Amer- turning to face* the®crowd, raised his hand
»
;
ica at some remote period, that at the time to motion silence
+O" people of Ta-hwei-chang,” exclaimed
of the discovery of America by the Span. dards the Indian tribes onthe coast: of the Murray in excellent Chinese, ‘‘is this your
Pacific, opposite to China, for the most hospitality? Do ye thus obsérve. the in-- part enjoyed a state” of “culture of ancient junctions of your sages that ye shall treat
growth; while the inhabitants ofthe Atlan-- | kindly the, stranger that is within your:
tic. shore were found by Lurepeans in a gates; have ye forgotten that Jour gredt
‘state of original barbarism. « If the idea of tedcher Confucius hath said, ‘What T'would

Anioriea having been discovered bbfore the
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¢ There is a piece of_foppery which is to child of the Rev. John Colby. He leaves a wife
whom he has lived more than sixty
years,
be cautiously-guarded against—the foppery .with
sharing mutually the bitter and sweets of - life.
of univérsality, of knowing all sciences, and Six children survive him. He died at his old resi-

hwei-chaug,or great lime depot. The walls minutes lengthens into t
hours. St.
had long been rambling, till little was now Charles has become tired of such nonsense,
Then, even its leaves were used for thatch- left standing. But dilapidated walls in and is building a bridge, when the railroad excelling in all arts, chemistr§, mathemat- dence, where lives an.only son and two danghbe unbroken, and the ics, algebra, dancing, history, reading, rid- ters, who did what they could for his comfort.
ing; its fibers for making
ropes; its roots China are not necessarily a sign of decay in communication ‘will
gaits” At St. Jo- ing, fencing, Léw Dutch, High Dutch, and His end was peace. Text, Gen. 9:29.
yielded a nourishing food; and its sap, by population or in industry. ‘As we proposed river may ‘‘ gang its own
:
B. 8. MoopY.
to dine at this place, we rode up to the prin- seph, which was formerly a great river natural philosophy. In short, the modern
means of fermentation, ‘was made intoan
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ents, - fie obtained pardon snd.
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Fisher, died in Lyndon, Dec. 17, of canker-rash,
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it contracts its width, so that wards.
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I would further commend to them children, Text Lam. 1:12.
leap’ it—then it spreads and a very wise and witty piece of advice on
JAMES SHERBORN died in 8. Wheelock, Vt.,
looks a lake. At St. Charles the conduct of the understanding, by Rev.
Jan, 14, aged 89 years. Bro. Sherborn came to
filled the river with sand- Sidney
Smith—wisest and wittiest of the Wheelock when it was a wilderness and he liv-
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by the writer.
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had met with Buddhist idols and religious: the purpose.— Chambers Journal.

writings in the country already.

1 don’t in the least

that were formerly river towns, like the;
town of Weston. Or it lashes the shore
with its turbulent waves, and eats away
half a mile of another town in a night.
Where its current is rolling strong, impetuous and deep, in twenty-four hours may be
dry land; the eccentric river haying gathered its waters
apd plunged off usher di-

JOHN MERRIL, son of Rev, Levi Merril, died
at his residence near Evergreen, Iowa, Dee. 23,
1870, aged 61 years, He was born in flarmony,
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in two words, Courage,

reckless and prodigal manner.
It refuses
to keep insemy beaten track, ,forsakes its
banks and leaves towns a mile or so inland,
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Lewiston, Me., Dec. 15, 1879.

a short time before tf doath and he expressed
an entire submission tq the will of God.
Nearly
his last words were, * It is well.”

Saves

their rest,

If ever a river ean be said to ¢ lie around

to Students.

BOAP.|.

two of rush matting, placed upon the hard
clay floor, supplies all the sitting or sleeping accommodations the occupants require.
In fact, unless their domicile is provided
with a sort of veranda, they prefer to take

Dickens’ Advice

thus sets off the Missouri river :—

THE GREAT ECONOMIZER.

ca had been discovered by the Chinese and

described by them. They stated that land
to be about 20,000 Chinese miles distant
from China. “About, 500 years after thé
birth of Christ, ‘Buddhist priests repaired
there, and brought back the news that they

chairs, tables and bedsteads being articles
A few
unknown, or at any rate undesired..
straw-stuffed cushions, or even a piece or
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Francisco, has lately written an essay »n
this subject, from which we gather the following startling statements drawn from
Chinese historians and geographers:
Fourteen hundred years ago even Ameri-
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J. Haulay, the Chinese interpreter in Sau
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The Pope vreluees to ction the
td ¢ transfor g Juhe
“arehiepiscopal sees of Alsace and Lorraine
France to Germany, and Prussia requests that he
4
will not take up his residence within - the limits
7 fued "
CONGRESSIONAL:
On Monday, in the Senate, Senator Sumner in- of Germany.
The Germans have bractiatid Dieppe. The
troduced the old French spoliation claims bill,

French

with a few remarks commendingit to the intelligent considerationof the Hon. Simon Cameron,
concerning

Information.

the eollection. of

‘were introdaeed, a bill to pay for. the « “Arlington |
estate was tabled; and a resolution to hdjourn on
‘Wednesday, the 15th inst., was passed. A resolution putting salt on the free list was passed, 145.4
to 49. A resolution repealing the duty on
coal was: pissed, 132 to 97. A resolution
tea and

coffee

was

pass

’

from the San

sion up to the Tth

upon it. In the House, a large number of bills

on

précautionary

has been given upto Francé.

proceeded to address the Senate

repealing the duty

government. is taking

measures against infeetion from unburied corpses
and against the rinderpest.. The Orleans railway

chairman of the committee on foreign relations.
Mr. Fenton introduced his bill offered during
customs, and
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Domingo domipis-

inst. says that Président

White went, on the 18th inst.,to see Cabral,
The commission reached Port au Prince on the

2d.

They have been perfectly satisfied with the

sailing qualities’ of the Tennessee, They visited President Saget of Hayti, and found there a
a bitter anti-annexation feeling.
Charles

Hugo,

a son. of Victor Hugo and one

of the editors of the Rappel, died in Bordeaux on
Thursday.
The Prussians have returned to the authori-

ei

re

Al

Summary.

the last session
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So

plage of the stock, and when mingled and pulverized by their feet, will furnish a most: valuable

massthat may be removed at feast twice in the

year.

summer season is the best time, bes
S BRoseas of fermentation. goes, on. then,

Boys and Pears.

uf

Consider what: he can do.

fill the yard at once, to the exclusion of all ‘other’

you train and ‘trim it, and vanquish the borer,

but make it a standing rule to ocoupy. evand watch its slow growth,
length it rewards | duties,
&
your earg by producing two or three pears, which: ery hour that can be sparedin keeping "the yard |

slender, drooping limbs. half a bushel of fruit,
daily growing

more

delicious in the sun.

You.

show it to your friends, reading to them

verizing and fermentation, as it will | Jighten

up

the materials, let in sun and rain, and break
the coarser
¢
particles.,
~

up

the

The common

want

among farmers

all

argued in its favor, and Mr, Elliott, a new color-

Paragraphs.

After debate

by Messrs. Beck and Honr,.it was rejected.

Motley is said to be the most popular American who has ever been in Holland.
All £lasses
of people delight to honor him because of the
eloquénee and justice of his “Dutch Republic.”

_On Wednesday, in the Senate, very little busibill relating to

the bounties of soldiers enlisted between May23
and July 22, 1861. Inthe House of Représentatives, Mr. Butler gave notice that he should introduce a bill to protect the

southern

people

It is said that no fewer than 20.000 to 25,000
Americans were waiting in England,Switzerlard,
Germany and Italy, for the earliest opportunity
to réturn to Paris.

Middling 133 &
DOMESTICS.
Sistine
a
Shootings and

in

their lives and property. The democrats objected to transacting any business before the House
committees were appointed. They then tried to
have read a telegrapliic despatch concerning the

A Liverpool journalis authority for the story
that a wealthy Englishman, Thomas Dutton, reNew Hampshire election. Mr. Peters then of- cently deceased, left £2000 in his will to the famfered a resolution for an investigating committee ily of the late Gen. Robert E. Lee.
to sit during recess, which was pass. d—125 to
Garibaldiis reported to have said, if France

64; also
journment

nt resolution for a. final adMonday next. Spedker Blaine

restore the Napoleonic dynasty, or even puta
Bourben or an Orleanist on the throne, that she

appointed the committee; with ‘Mr.
Butler as
chairman. The resolution had been prepared by
him.
On Thursday, in the Senate, dfter the introdue:
tion

of a

large

number

will undergo another terrible revolution,and that

the streetsof Paris will run with blood.
Bismarck

of steamship-subsidy

thereto for
to prepare,

schemes, land-grant, bills and others, a resolution
was introduced ordering the judiciary committee

are over,

to report a bill for the better protection of Southern loyalists. A bill for that purpose was also
introduced. A bill was, introduced to establish

Mr.

Butler's

letter

on their

resolution

appointing”

the

—, el
——

of one

of the

that

Blaine, in a

bitter speech, delivered

excitement,

with

much

baki

was introduced providing for a joint
of investigation on affairs in the

the

went

over.

law requiring

A

A concurrent resolu-

limit the

Housé

legislation

Congress to meet on March 4

refused

Pending a resolution to
of the

to take

On Saturday, in the Senate, Mr. Sumner presented a memorial from colored citizens of Georgia asking for protection.
Senator Sherman’s

dexterity

of Musa,

so renowned by Lord

of the’ lemon crop in Sicily

Queen Vietoria has been noted for affably bowa moment’s

cessation in her state

progresses

through the city.

respondent

of the St. Louis

to invent

is all a deceit.

A London cor-

Republican

says

‘There is a curious

a hand-shaking

machine

to earn the

eternal gratitude of all American public men.

resolution concerning the necessityof some legislation in regard to the Ku Klux outrages was
- taken up, and Mr. Sherman made a spéech in

It is

stated

as

by

authority

in

the

London

Daily News: that Mr. Bright, acting on the permission given him by his constituents, and on

The House was not in session.

the advice of his physicians, will probably make
no attempt to take part in public affairs during
the present session. His health is making steady,
though necessarily gradual, progress toward a
complete restoration.
Mr. Bright’s reappear-

MISCELLANEOUS. ~
violencein the Soutli has seri-

ously interfered with the collection of tlie revenue, and a national revenue police is suggested.

ance
be

The President proposes to spend May and J une

in the House of Commons will most likely,
preceded

by

a visit and a speech to his eon-

stituents.
The official reports of Great Brithiti show that

on the Pacific coast hefore going to Long Branch
for the summer.

the

contrivance attached to the seat of the royal
carriage,by means of which the royal body i~gently swayed as in the act of bowing, whilein
reality the said body lolls comfortably and makes
no exertion whatever.” Some Yankee has but

Klux bill.

The Ku-Klux

exceed

chief, made
3

this bowing

present session, the

up the regular order so

as to permit the introduction of Mr. Butler's Ku-

ite favor.

A

Secretary Fish denies ever having any "conver: 9,460,338 messages were forwarded last year from
sation with Minister Thornton concerning Mr. the several postal telegraph stations in the United Kingdom. The average numbei of messages
Summer's removal.
for a week was accordingly 128,872, though

The Secretary of war has ordered ‘troops to be

sent to Chester and York counties, South

during

Caroli-

The Mississippi senate has indefinitely post~
poned the election of a ‘United States Senator.

days ending July 23 the number

At the same

time, notwith-

acted, the results were not financially §tuiéBessful,

no’

A meeting of the citizens of San Francisco on
‘Wednesday adopted a resolution formally inviting the President to California, and Spphlated a
committee of arrangements.

six

standing the fact that so much business was trans-

A man who buried a bag of gold dust valued
banks in Denver then, and left for Idaho, returned in search of ita week ago and found it all
right. |
3

the

reached 934,194.

na, fo protect the people from Ku-Klux violence.
at $12,000 in the ground, in 1862, there being

perfect

in

form,

and

co
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needs
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My Summerin a

farmers muke their manure in the yards,
stgbles.

The

practice

com:

.nure

in ti

more

hating , and

others

differs ma-}

take

and the warmest fiiends of the new postal system are compelled to admit thatit has proved to
‘be’ a good deal more of a failure than they anticipatéd. The mew business has already cost upward of £670,000, and these figures will probably
be raised to £720,000; while the revenue so far
has been less than £450,000, and will never

apparently
£150,000,

excedd

that finn!

by moré than

Few eminent ‘Frenchmen have done more to
involve France in a war with Germany, and suf

fa _ A lefter from Raleigh, N. C., gives the particu- fered more. severely in consequence, than Emile
lars of “four additional murders, thirty whips de Girardin. For eglling upon the commander
pings and sixteen other outrages committed hy ‘of Paris to let loose upon the German soldiers
the wild ‘beasts of the Jardin des Plantes and
the Ku-Klux.
calling William . the First a fool, blood-thirsty
Six negro convicts inf the pouitentiasy in Jo: monster, and the modern Attila, Girardin has
ferson City, Missouri, attempted to escape” on been, indicted in Baden, and his beautiful villa at
Ww
, while working ina stone quarry Baden-Baden has been seized by the authorities.
outside the walls,’ pe ringleader was killed and His three houses 'in the suburbs of Paris were
destroyed during the siege, and the citeulation of
1 senatorial cicU Thursday. Was his paper—La Liberte—has dwindled down to a
few thousand copies.

A few

years

LN

ago ‘the Swiss government pub-

lished a report on the natural history of Switzer.

team
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French name, which ‘you can never remember, New England, is larger quantities. of something
on the label; and you take an honest pride in that will enrich the soil. —Pressing and importhe successful fruit of long care. That night tang as this want is, many of the means common
ties of Paris twelve thousand Chassepit guns for
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‘not be received. The House of Representatives ‘Paris has assumed dangerous proportions and’ migutes the remorseless. boy has undone your good work.—N. E. Farmer.
‘the gov ernment seems almost powerless to conwork ‘of years, and with the easy nonchalance,
;
passed-a- bil regulating the method of presenting
estimates and keeping the account®of the Treas- trol it. “The revolutionists have shot two gener-. I doubt not, of any agent offate, in whose path
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